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Introduction

Introduction

Type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and their biological risk factors
Worldwide, type 2 diabetes (T2D) and cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are major chronic
diseases that cause premature death, morbidity, and disability. CVDs are the leading
causes of death, representing about 30% of all deaths in the world (1). Individuals with
T2D are at major risk of complications and diseases that include nerve damage
(neuropathy), kidney damage (nephopathy), eye damage (retinopathy), CVDs, and 50% or
more deaths among these patients are caused by CVDs (2). The individual, societal, and
economical burden of T2D and CVDs in Denmark and the rest of the world are therefore
enormous.
While the levels of some biological risk factors for these diseases have
decreased or changed little in the past decades in western populations in particular (for
example systolic blood pressure (BP) (3) and total cholesterol (4)), other risk factors such
as fasting glucose and body mass index (BMI) have increased in lower-income
populations, in the developing world, and in some western countries. The estimated
global age adjusted mean fasting glucose- and BMI values have increased by 0.07 mmol/l
and 0.4-0.5 kg/m2 per decade respectively since 1980 (5, 6). The most recent world wide
estimates of T2D prevalence based on systematic evaluation of health examination
surveys and epidemiological studies estimate that 285-347 million individuals have T2D
(5, 7), and this number is projected to increase to 439 million by year 2030. Data from
the Danish National Diabetes Register suggest that the prevalence of T2D have increased
from 1995-2007 with 6% per year and in 2007 4.2% of the total Danish population had
T2D (8). Although the increase can be attributable to factors such as demographic
changes (e.g. aging population), improved detection of undiagnosed diabetes, better
treatment for T2D, an increase in the populations exposure to risk factors for T2D are
very likely also an explanation (e.g. obesity and sedentary lifestyle). While T2D is still a
rare condition in youth, increasing incidence rates have been observed in the U.S.
possibly due to the increase in youth obesity (9). Similar trends in the prevalence of
impaired fasting glucose (IFG) and impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), considered as
precursors of T2D, have also been reported in youth (10). Despite substantial reductions
in the incidences of CVDs and CVD mortality in Denmark and in other Western countries,
the incidence of CVDs is still high (1). According to the latest statistics from the Danish
Heart Association more than 15.000 yearly deaths and 54.000 yearly hospitalizations are
8
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due to CVDs in Denmark (11). To further curb the substantial burden due to T2D and
CVDs in Denmark and globally, primordial- and primary prevention is of great
importance. Identification of which factors are important for the development of T2D and
CVDs is essential to prevention. One recognized exposure with significant importance for
both prevention of T2D and CVDs is physical activity.

Physical activity and risk of type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular diseases
The benefits of being regular physically active or having a high cardiorespiratory fitness
for prevention of CVDs and T2D have been addressed and recognized in numerous
scientific studies in the past three decades in particular. Comprehensive quantitative
assessments of the benefits of aerobic moderate and vigorous physical activity (MVPA) or
cardiorespiratory fitness based on all available and published studies have been done in
several independent reports (12-18). In a recent meta-analysis based on 33 independent
studies, aerobic type- or non-specific (in terms of type) physical activity during leisure,
occupation, and during transportation, were associated with 25% risk reduction of
coronary heart disease (CHD) when comparing highest and lowest categories of physical
activity (12). Another meta-analysis based on 24 independent studies reported risk
reduction of 15% for CVDs per 1 MET (3.5 ml O2/min/kg) difference in cardiorespiratory
fitness (14). For T2D, a meta-analysis conducted in 2007 found that regular engagement
in physical activity of at least moderate intensity (aerobic type- or non-specific physical
activity) was associated with 30% reduction in the risk of T2D comparing highest and
lowest categories of activity level (13). Recent global conservative evaluations of
population attributable fractions estimate that not engaging in the recommended MVPA
level of at least 150 min/week causes 5.8%, 7.2%, and 9.4% of all cases of CVDs, T2D, and
total deaths respectively (19).
The cumulative evidence from observational studies on the benefits of
aerobic physical activity is supported by randomized controlled trials conducted in
various populations including among children and youth. The effect of engaging in
aerobic physical activity on blood lipid levels, adiposity, blood pressure, and glycemic
control has been evaluated among individuals with prevalent CVDs and T2D, children,
youth and adults with prevalent risk factors (e.g. obesity), and among healthy individuals
(20-23). Based on the pool of evidence from observational and experimental studies a
number of organizations and authorities have issued physical activity guidelines in the
past decades. Nonetheless, it was not until 2008 that the federal government in the US
9
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released its first official national Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans (24), which
main recommendation include that adults should accumulate at least 150 min of aerobic
MVPA per week and children and youth should accumulate 60 min/day to promote and
attain health benefits.
The current recommendations for physical activity also emphasize that the
MVPA endorsed is in addition to what is referred to the baseline activity - the usual light
or sedentary activities of daily living (24-26). Due to rapid changes in leisure, workplace,
and personal transportation habits in our society it is very likely that the baseline activity
is reduced to a minimum in many populations. Assuming that engagement in activity in
the lower spectrum of the physical activity continuum (i.e. lighter intensity activity (1.62.9 METs)) has health benefits, the public health impact of this reduction may be
substantial and attributable to increases in particular activities such as television (TV)
viewing. Despite the overwhelming evidence to support regular engagement in physical
activity for lifelong health, the majority of previous studies have reported on the health
benefits of aerobic type physical activity such as walking, jogging, and on the benefits of
non-specified moderate or vigorous physical activity. Remarkably few studies have
addressed the associations of types of activity (beyond aerobic activity) including muscle
strengthening activities and types of activities that are considered being sedentary (≤1.5
METs) or of light intensity with health outcomes. Furthermore, while a substantial number
of large scale observational studies have shown that a low level of cardiorespiratory
fitness in adults is a major risk factor for various health outcomes, more limited evidence
exist from well conducted studies for other components of health related physical fitness
such as muscle strength.

Total sedentary behavior, television viewing, and other screen based behaviors
In the past decades a remarkable growth in the availability and use of electronic media
has occurred. These include use and availability of TV, computers, and video games (e.g.
Playstation). More recently, the wide availability and use of tablets and smartphones have
also increased profoundly (27). Apart from working and sleeping, TV viewing is the most
commonly reported daily activity in many populations around the world (28-30). Among
adults the average TV viewing time is about 3-4 hours/day in western countries (28, 29)
and reports from the U.S. have indicated up to 5 hours/day of viewing time (30). In
Denmark the most recent statistics suggest that both children and adolescents on
average spend more than 2 hours/day viewing TV and adults spend almost 3.5 hours/day
10
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(31). During the last decade TV viewing time has markedly increased in Danish children,
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Figure 1. Average TV viewing time (minutes/day) in Denmark from 2000-2010 based on
TNS Gallup and DR Medieforskning TV-meter investigations (32).
TV viewing is usually performed in a seated or lying posture and classified as
sedentary. Excessive TV viewing on a daily basis could significantly displace time from
other activities, especially other sedentary activities and light intensity activities (33, 34).
Besides influencing posture (sitting/reclining) and lowering energy expenditure, TV
viewing has also been associated with other adverse lifestyle factors. TV viewing may be
associated with the intake of foods and beverages that are advertised on TV during and
beyond viewing time (35) and could attract some individuals to begin smoking (36). Thus,
prolonged TV viewing could influence a number of unhealthy lifestyle behaviors. For all
these reasons, and because TV viewing is a very common and pervasive behavior,
prolonged viewing time may be an important risk factor for T2D and CVDs, and this
particular screen time behavior could have substantial public health impact in all agegroups globally. Thus, quantifying the association of TV viewing with health outcomes is
an essential first step for guiding primordial- and primary prevention.
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More recently, organizational and national recommendations for sedentary
behaviors including screen time for children and adolescents have emerged (37-39).
Some of these recommendations state that children and adolescents should limit their
recreational screen time to no more than 2 hours per day to minimize health risks (37,
38, 40). The evidence from prospective studies to support these specific time limits is
weak, and it is unknown if time spent on TV viewing and computer use each are
independently associated with cardiovascular outcomes. Furthermore, the evidence that
youth screen time viewing are associated with adult cardiovascular health is scarce (4042). Thus, further studies on this topic, in particular from prospective observational
studies and experimental studies, are likely to increase the confidence that limiting
screen time viewing among youth is important for the prevention of adverse health
outcomes including cardiovascular risk.

Muscle strengthening activities and muscle strength
The current guidelines for physical activity among children, youth, and adults also include
a recommendation to undertake muscle strengthening activity on two or more days/week
(adults) or three or more days/week (children and youth) beyond the primary
recommendation of 150 min/week (adults) or 60 min/day (children) of aerobic MVPA.
While the benefits of resistance exercise in the treatment and management of some
diseases and conditions such as osteoporosis, hypertension, and T2D have been
documented (43-49) there is currently little evidence to suggest that muscle
strengthening activities such as resistance exercise can be beneficial for the prevention of
T2D and CVDs. Among adult men, some evidence suggests that low muscle strength is
associated with premature mortality independent of cardiorespiratory fitness (50). Other
studies among adults have also reported inverse associations of muscle strength with
premature mortality and one study with incident T2D, but these have not adjusted their
estimates of association for cardiorespiratory fitness (51-55). In children and youth the
health benefits of muscle strengthening activity and muscle strength are less clear. A few
prior cross-sectional studies among children or adolescents have reported that muscle
strength or muscle fitness (composite score based on several strength and endurance
tests) is associated with CVD risk factors independent of cardiorespiratory fitness (56,
57). We are not aware of prospective studies examining the influence of muscle strength
in childhood or youth on CVD risk factors in adulthood independent of cardiorespiratory
fitness. In addition, limited evidence exists from prospective studies examining possible
12
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benefits of engagement in muscle strengthening activity for the prevention of T2D and
CVDs in adults.

Summary of introduction, outlines, and aims of the thesis
There are a considerable amount of studies, from both observational and experimental
approaches, which suggest participation in aerobic type MVPA and cardiorespiratory
fitness are important for the prevention of T2D and CVDs. In contrast, more limited
evidence exists from well-conducted studies on the possible benefits of muscle
strengthening activities or muscle strength and the possible risk of engagement types of
activities that are considered being sedentary for T2D and CVD prevention. The majority
of previous observational studies examining the benefits of muscle strength among
adults have not adjusted their analyses for cardiorespiratory fitness, and prospective
studies in youth are lacking. Thus, any further observational- and experimental studies
are essential for our understanding of these types of activities and physical fitness in the
prevention of T2D and CVDs. TV viewing is the most common and pervasive sedentary
behavior during leisure time in many countries, and national and organizational
guidelines for limiting screen time have emerged. However, at the time of the planning of
this thesis a systematic and quantitative assessment of published studies on the
association of TV viewing and risk of T2D, CVDs, and premature mortality was not
available and the evidence from prospective studies that screen time viewing in childhood
or youth is associated with adult cardiovascular health is limited.
The overall aims of this thesis were to investigate the associations of
different types of physical activities, sedentary activities, and muscle strength with the
risk T2D, CVDs, or their biological risk factors in youth and adults. To address these aims
we used data from prospective studies conducted among youth and adults. We used data
from published prospective studies to quantify an overall estimate of associations of TV
viewing with T2D, CVDs, and premature mortality via meta-analyses. We used data from
the Danish part of the ongoing prospective cohort study the European Youth Heart Study
(EYHS). Furthermore, we used data from the Health Professionals Follow-up Study (HPFS),
which is an ongoing prospective cohort study of U.S. male health professionals. The
specific aims of the thesis were:
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1) To obtain an overall estimate of the association between TV viewing and risk of
T2D, CVDs and all-cause mortality from prospective cohort studies and quantify
the dose-response relationship of TV viewing with the risk of these adverse health
outcomes.
2) To examine the association of TV viewing, computer use, and total leisure screen
time viewing in adolescence, and changes in these screen time viewing behaviors,
with cardiovascular risk factors in young adulthood among Danish youth
participating in the Danish part of the EYHS.
3) To examine the association of weight training with the risk of T2D independent of
aerobic physical activity among U.S. men from the HPFS.
4) To examine the association of isometric trunk muscle strength in youth with
cardiovascular risk factors in young adulthood independent of cardiorespiratory
fitness among Danish youth participating in the Danish part of the EYHS.
5) To examine the independent and combined association of isometric trunk muscle
strength and cardiorespiratory fitness in youth with indices of insulin resistance
and beta-cell function in young adulthood among Danish youth from EYHS.
6) To examine the association of screen time viewing behaviors with isometric trunk
muscle strength independent of cardiorespiratory fitness in a population sample of
Danish youth from EYHS.
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Materials and methods
The studies in this thesis are all based on observational studies. The first study (I)
systematically used all available and published prospective cohort studies to run metaanalyses. The second (II), fourth (IV), and fifth (V) study were all based on an ongoing
prospective cohort study among Danish youth sampled in 1997-98 or 2003-04 followed
up into young adulthood in 2009-10. The third (III) study was based on an ongoing
prospective cohort study of U.S. male health professionals with 18-years of follow-up.
The sixth (IV) study was based on the cross-sectional sample among Danish youth
conducted in 1997-98 or 2003-04. Table 1 provides an overview of the individual
studies.

Study I - Television Viewing and Risk of Type 2 Diabetes, Cardiovascular Disease, and
All-Cause Mortality: A Meta-analysis
This study was carried out as a meta-analysis with the aim to summarize all published
prospective studies to date on the association of TV viewing with the risk of T2D, CVD,
and mortality and quantify the dose-response relationship of TV viewing with the risk of
these health outcomes.

Study design and data collection
Design and search strategy
The meta-analysis was conducted according to the checklist of the Meta-analysis of
Observational Studies in Epidemiology(58). A systematic search was conducted of the
published studies in MEDLINE from 1970 to 01 March 2011 and in EMBASE from 1974 to
01 March 2011.
In addition, reference lists in retrieved articles was examined to identify any studies that
were unidentified from the preliminary literature search.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Studies were included in the meta-analysis if they met the following criteria:1) studies
that were published in English; 2) studies with a prospective design (cohort-, casecohort- and nested case-control studies); 3) study population that was healthy at
baseline; 4) estimates of relative risk (RR) or odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence intervals
(CI) or reported data to calculate these.
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Data extraction
From each retrieved study RR or OR estimates with corresponding 95% CIs were
extracted. The aim was to pool risk estimates continuously. If the authors did not report
the association with TV viewing as a continuous variable we estimated this using the
method of generalized least squares for trend estimation (GLST) described by Orsini et al.
(59). For categories of TV viewing that were open (e.g. 4-7 hours/day), we assigned the
median values of TV viewing. If the upper bound in the highest category was not
provided, we assumed that it had the same amplitude as the preceding category. This
procedure was also performed for obtaining data for the dose-response meta-analysis. If
the appropriate data were unobtainable, we requested data from the investigators.

Statistical analysis
Estimates of RR were pooled assuming a linear relationship of the natural logarithm of RR
with increasing TV viewing time with CIs from each study separately for each outcome
using a random-effect meta-analysis. We evaluated statistical heterogeneity of the RRs by
calculating the I2 statistic11 and publication bias with the use of the Egger test (60). Low,
moderate, and high degrees of heterogeneity correspond to I2 values of 25%, 50%, and
75% respectively. Sensitivity analyses included evaluating whether the results could have
been affected markedly by a single study (61), and repeating the analyses using a fixed
effect model. We then plotted the possible dose-response relationship based on doseresponse meta-analysis (59) using all available data points from each study. To plot the
relationship of the natural logarithm of RRs with increasing TV viewing time without
assuming linearity and test if they were nonlinear, we added a quadratic term of TV
viewing time (changes in model fit were tested by the likelihood ratio test). For any nonlinear response, we proceeded using piecewise regression with an inflection point based
on the model with the best goodness-of-fit.
Assuming a causal relationship between TV watching and the outcomes and
the generalizability of the relationship to the general population, we calculated absolute
risk differences (RD) based on the obtained summary estimate and incidence rates from
the general US population using the formula: RD=background incidence rate x (RR-1). It
should be noted that RD can vary greatly by populations studied and will be greater for
high-risk populations (e.g., older age groups) compared to low-risk populations.
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Study II - Youth screen-time behaviour is associated with cardiovascular risk in young
adulthood: the European Youth Heart Study
This study was done to examine the association of TV viewing, computer use, and total
screen time viewing in youth with cardiovascular risk factors in young adulthood and,
furthermore, examine the influence of changes in viewing time on later cardiovascular
risk.

Design, study population and assessment of exposure and outcomes
Design and study population
The study was based on the Danish part of the EYHS; an international population-based
multicenter study that addresses cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk factors in children and
adolescents. In this study a random sample of 658 15-year old adolescents were invited
to participate in 1997-98, of whom 429 (65%) agreed to take part in the study. In 200304 another random sample of 771 15-year old adolescents was invited of whom 444
(58%) agreed to take part. In 2009-10 a 6- or 12 year follow-up was conducted where all
originally invited participants from 1997-98 and 2003-04 were invited again. The eligible
cohort for the current analyses was n=435 individuals who had complete data on
exposures and outcomes (244 individuals with 6-year follow-up and 191 individuals with
12-year follow-up). The study was approved by the local scientific ethics committee and
all participants gave informed consent to participate.

Television, computer use, and total screen time viewing
At baseline and follow-up, TV and computer use during leisure was obtained by selfreport. In both instances this was done using a computer-based questionnaire. At
baseline, two questions were asked about the amount of time viewing TV (before and
after school). From these two questions a summary variable of the daily amount of TV
viewing in adolescence was constructed (hours/day). Frequency of eating while viewing
TV (five-point scale) was also asked. Daily time spent using computer in adolescence was
asked in one question. At follow-up the participants were asked to report their amount of
TV viewing time (hours and minutes) in the morning, afternoon, and evening. Again, a
summary variable for daily TV viewing (hours/day) in young adulthood was constructed.
Participants were asked about their time spent using a computer during leisure time
(hours/day and min/day) separately for surfing the internet, playing games, and other
tasks (i.e. word processing). From response to these questions a summary variable for
17
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daily computer usage was constructed (hours/day). A total screen time variable
(hours/day) was created by summarizing TV and computer use in adolescence and young
adulthood, respectively. The specific screen time viewing questions used at baseline or
follow-up have not been directly validated, however, previous methodological evaluations
of similar questions have shown moderate to high reliability and moderate validity
against a diary as a criterion measure among both youth and adults (62, 63).
Furthermore, a previous report from EYHS shows that the TV viewing time question
demonstrate convergent validity in that it has been associated with TV home environment
factors such as whether the TV was on when the adolescent returned home (64).

Assessment of other covariates
Monthly frequency of soft drinks, fruit, and vegetable intake, and smoking status were
obtained by self-report in adolescence. Family history of CVD (paternal or maternal,
yes/no) and parental educational level were obtained by parental self-report. Parental
educational status was defined according to the International Standard Classification of
Education (ISCED) (UNESCO 1997). However, as the details obtained of the description of
education were insufficient, the ISCED seven point scale was combined in 3 new groups:
I=basic education (level 1-2); II=secondary or post-secondary education (level 3-4); and
III=tertiary education (level 5-7). MVPA and sedentary time in adolescence was assessed
using accelerometry. An output >2000 counts/min (equivalent to walking about 4 km/h)
was defined as MVPA and an output <100 count/min was defined as sedentary. MVPA
and sedentary time were expressed as continuous variables as percentage of total
registered time.

Cardiovascular risk factors
Height, weight, and waist circumference (WC) were measured using standard
anthropometric procedures. Fasting blood samples (overnight) were taken in the morning
from the antecubital vein. Samples were aliquoted and separated within 30 min, and then
stored at −80 °C until they were transported to a WHO–certified laboratory in Bristol and
Cambridge (UK), for analysis at baseline and in Cambridge at follow-up. Samples were
analyzed for serum glucose, insulin, HDL cholesterol, and triglyceride using standard
enzymatic immunoassay methods. Between-laboratory correlations in lipids, glucose, and
insulin for 30 randomly selected samples analyzed at both laboratories were 0.94–0.98 at
baseline (65).
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Resting BP was measured with a Dinamap paediatric and adult neonatal vital
signs monitor (model XL, Critikron, Inc, Tampa, FL, USA) using an appropriate cuff size.
Five measurements were taken at 2-min intervals with the mean of the final three
measurements used in all analyses. Prior to measurements individuals were resting for
five minutes while seated.
A continuous metabolic syndrome z-score was calculated to preserve
statistical power and because the number of incident cases of metabolic syndrome
according to the American Heart Association (AHA) and the National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute (NHLBI) definition (66) in young adulthood was low (n=17). The z-score
was based on the AHA/NHLBI definition with additional inclusion of fasting insulin. Thus,
WC, the mean of diastolic and systolic BP, triglycerides, HDL (inverted), fasting glucose,
and fasting insulin were standardized and subsequently summed to create a continuous
metabolic syndrome z-score. Standardization in young adulthood (follow up) was done
according to the baseline distribution (mean and SD) of each risk factor.

Statistical analysis
Associations of screen time use in adolescence with cardiovascular risk factors in young
adulthood were analyzed using multiple linear regression with baseline levels of
respective risk factors included as a covariate. In multivariable analyses we adjusted for
parental educational level, current smoking, family history of CVD, frequency of intake of
soft drinks, intake of fruit and vegetables, and MVPA. To examine whether the
association of prolonged TV viewing with metabolic risk may be mediated by adiposity,
we also analyzed the association of screen time viewing with metabolic syndrome z-score
without adiposity included but with adjustment for WC in adolescence. Because adiposity
also have been shown to predict sedentary time (67), we also analyzed if BMI and WC in
adolescence was associated with screen time viewing in young adulthood.
To analyze the association of change in viewing time with each respective
cardiovascular risk factor in young adulthood, we used the difference in young adult- and
adolescence viewing time as a continuous variable adjusting for adolescence viewing
time, and in addition analyzed change in TV viewing and total screen time viewing as
categorical variables using the following categories: stable or decrease (≤0 hours/day),
modest increase (>0-2 hours/day), large increase (>2 hours/day). A test for linear trend
across groups of change in the categorical analysis was done by treating the ‘change
variable’ as ordinal in the models.
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As information on accelerometry measured MVPA and sedentary behavior at
baseline was missing among 161 individuals (37%), we imputed missing values using a
multiple univariate linear regression imputation approach ("mi impute" in STATA)
including all covariates. Beta coefficients and SE’s were obtained based on 20 imputed
datasets while the variability between imputations is adjusted for (68).

Study III - A Prospective Study of Weight Training and Risk of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus in
Men
This study was carried out to examine the association of weight training with the risk of
T2D independent of aerobic physical activity among men followed biennially for 18 years
in the HPFS.

Design, study population and assessment of exposure and outcomes
Design and study population
The HPFS is an ongoing prospective cohort study of 51,529 male health professionals
(dentists, optometrists, pharmacists, podiatrists, osteopaths, and veterinarians) aged 40
to 75 years at baseline in 1986. Every two years the cohort participants are sent a
questionnaire on diseases and personal- and lifestyle characteristics such as height,
weight, smoking status, dietary intake (food frequency questionnaire (FFQ)), and physical
activity. For this analysis we excluded those men who reported a history of diabetes,
cancer, myocardial infarction, angina, coronary artery bypass graft, other heart
conditions, stroke, or pulmonary embolism on the baseline questionnaire (1986) and in
1988, and 1990, leaving a study population of 32,002 participants free of major chronic
disease and with information on exposures and covariates. The Harvard School of Public
Health Institutional Review Board approved the study.

Assessment of weight training, other physical activity and TV viewing
From 1990 and every other year through 2006, the participants reported their average
weekly amount of weight training, other physical activities, and TV viewing. Other
physical activities included walking, jogging, running, bicycling, swimming, tennis,
squash, calisthenics/rowing, and heavy outdoor work. There were 13 response categories
ranging from none to >40 hours/week for weight training and other activities.
Participants were also asked about the daily number of flights of stairs climbed, and
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usual walking pace. Of these other physical activities brisk walking, jogging, running,
bicycling, swimming, tennis, squash, calisthenics/rowing was considered aerobic physical
activity of at least moderate intensity (≥3 METs). These activities were used because they
are often performed repetitively and produce dynamic contractions of large muscle
groups for an extended period of time (24). The total time spent on aerobic exercise of at
least moderate intensity (≥3 METs) were calculated and subsequently participants were
grouped into four categories: none, 1-59, 60-149, and ≥150 min/week. The same
categories were used for weight training. A variable representing unstructured activity of
at least moderate intensity consisting of MET-hours per week of heavy outdoor work and
stair climbing was also constructed (69). The reproducibility and validity of the PA
questionnaire have been assessed in a sub-sample of the HPFS participants. The Pearson
correlation between PA of vigorous intensity from diaries for 4 weeks across different
seasons and that from the questionnaire was 0.58 and for weight training, the correlation
was 0.79 (70). Reproducibility of vigorous physical activities and weight training from two
questionnaires were 0.52 and 0.50 respectively. Another study has reported a correlation
of 0.54 between PA score obtained from a similar questionnaire and maximum oxygen
uptake (71).

Assessment of type 2 diabetes and death
In HPFS T2D is assessed by self-report. In our study this included cases of T2D that
occurred between return of the questionnaire in 1990 and January 31 in 2008. Men who
reported a diagnosis of diabetes in the biannual follow-up questionnaires were sent a
supplementary questionnaire to confirm the diagnosis obtaining information on
symptoms, treatment, and diagnostic tests. From 1990 to 1996 the criteria from the
National Diabetes Data Group was used to confirm self-reported diagnosis of T2D. In this
period a case of T2D was considered confirmed if at least 1 of the following was reported
on the supplementary questionnaire: (1) 1 or more classic symptoms (excessive thirst,
polyuria, weight loss, hunger) plus 1 fasting plasma glucose level of at least 7.8 mmol/L
(140 mg/dL) or random plasma glucose of at least 11.1 mmol/L (200 mg/dL); (2) at least
2 elevated plasma glucose concentrations on different occasions (fasting, ≥7.8 mmol/L;
random, ≥11.1 mmol/L; and/or ≥11.1 mmol/L after ≥2 hours of oral glucose tolerance
testing) in the absence of symptoms; or (3) treatment with hypoglycemic medication
(insulin or oral hypoglycemic agent). From 1998 we used the American Diabetes
Association criteria. The diagnostic criteria changed in June 1998, and fasting plasma
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glucose of 7.0 mmol/l was now considered the threshold for the diagnosis of diabetes
instead of 7.8 mmol/l. The assessment of T2D by self-reported was evaluated in a
validation study among a sub-sample of HPFS participants. In this validation study 97%
(57 of 59) of self-reported T2D cases were confirmed by means of medical record review.
Deaths at or before baseline and during follow-up were identified by
searching the National Death Index, next of kin or from postal authorities. Death due to
CVDs was classified using International Classification of Diseases (eighth revision). The
National Death Index has an estimated sensitivity of at least 98%, meaning that most
deaths are correctly identified (72).

Assessment of other covariates
Family history of T2D was assessed at baseline by self-report. Smoking status and BMI
were assessed at baseline and biannually thereafter. Dietary factors were assessed in
1990, 1994, 1998, 2002, and 2006 using a 131- item validated FFQ (73). Daily intake of
total energy (cal/d), saturated fat to polyunsaturated fat ratio, trans fat (% of total
energy), alcohol intake, coffee intake, cereal fiber (g/d), whole grains (g/d), and glycemic
load were considered as covariates in the analyses as these are putative dietary risk
factors for T2D (74).

Statistical analysis
Person-time at risk was calculated from the return of the 1990 questionnaire until
January 31 2008, death, loss to follow-up, or whichever occurred first. Relative risks (RRs)
of T2D by categories of weight training and aerobic exercise were estimated using time
dependent cox proportional-hazard regression. To control for calendar time and age the
analyses were stratified jointly by age (in months) at start of follow-up and the year of
questionnaire return. We calculated cumulative averages of weight training and aerobic
activity from baseline (1990) to censoring time to minimize measurement error and to
characterize long term exposure status. In multivariable analysis we additionally adjusted
for aerobic activity, other physical activity, TV viewing, alcohol intake, coffee intake,
smoking, ethnicity, family history of diabetes, and the dietary variables total calorie
intake, saturated fat to polyunsaturated fat ratio, trans fat, cereal fiber, whole grains, and
glycemic load. Tests for trend were performed by assigning the median value of each
category of the exposure and treating this variable as continuous. To examine the
combined association of weight training and aerobic activity, we constructed a joint
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variable of weight training (4 categories) and aerobic activity (2 categories representing
adherence to current recommendations) and associated that with T2D risk.
We also examined the nature of the possible dose-response relationship
between weight training and T2DM by using restricted cubic spline regression with 4
knots (75). Deviation from linearity was tested using the likelihood ratio test by
comparing models with cubic spline terms and models only containing the linear term.
We performed several sensitivity analyses to assess the robustness of the
results. Firstly, we used the simple update- and the baseline information respectively on
weight training as an alternative for the cumulative average. Secondly, we performed an
analysis using a 4-year lag in exposure classification to assess the possibility of reverse
causality. Thirdly, we included confounding variables assessed on the continuous scale in
this form in the models to address the possibility of residual confounding. Finally,
because in theory, individuals may die before they have the chance to develop T2D we
repeated the analysis with death from all causes treated as a competing risk according to
the method of Fine and Gray (76).

Study IV and V – Association of muscle strength in youth with cardiovascular risk and
insulin resistance and beta-cell function in young adulthood (The European Youth Heart
Study)
Study IV was performed to examine the association of isometric trunk muscle strength in
youth with cardiovascular risk factors in young adulthood independent of
cardiorespiratory fitness. Study V was carried out to examine the independent and
combined association of isometric trunk muscle strength and cardiovascular fitness in
youth with insulin resistance and beta-cell function in young adulthood.

Design, study population and assessment of exposure and outcomes
Design and study population
This study was based on the Danish part of the EYHS as previously described in study II.
Isometric muscle strength was assessed in a sub-group of 243 participants in 1997-98,
whereas virtually all (n=441) participants had muscle strength evaluated in 2003-04. The
eligible individuals for study IV were n=332 individuals who had complete data on all
exposure and outcome variables. For study V, n=317 had complete data on all exposure
and outcome variables.
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Muscle strength
Isometric muscle strength was obtained during maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) of
abdominal and back muscles. The participants were standing upright and positioned with
a strap around the shoulders connected to a strain-gauge dynamometer (77).
Assessment of abdominal strength was performed with the back against the
dynamometer performing maximal forward flexion. For MVC of the low back muscles, the
participants were positioned with the front against the dynamometer performing maximal
backward extension. Isometric muscle strength was calculated as the mean of
abdominal- and back strength (Newton (N)) divided by body weight (N/kg). A previous
study among adults have reported high reliability of these particular isometric strength
measures (intraclass correlation coefficient>0.9) (78).

Cardiorespiratory fitness
Cardiorespiratory fitness was assessed during a progressive maximal ergometer bicycle
test (Ergomedic 839; Monark, Varberg, Sweden). Heart rate (HR) was recorded every 5 s
throughout the test using a HR monitor (Polar Vantage, Finland). Criteria for a maximal
effort were HR of 185 beats per minute or greater, and a subjective judgment by the
observer that the participant could no longer continue, even after encouragement.
Maximal power output (wattmax) from the test was used to estimate maximal oxygen
uptake using the following equation VO2-max (ml·min-1) =
0.465+(0.0112*wattmax)+(0.172*sex), where sex is boys=1 and girls=0 (79). The fitness
test is highly reproducible (coefficient of variation 2.5-4.8%) and a previous validation
study in 15-year olds have shown that this measure is highly correlated with VO2-max
assessed directly (r>0.90, P<0.001) (80).

Other covariates
Information on TV viewing, parental educational level, smoking, family history of CVD,
frequency of intake of soft drinks, and intake of fruit and vegetables in youth were
considered confounding factors and the assessment of these are described in study II.

Cardiovascular risk factors
Waist circumference, BMI, systolic- and diastolic BP, and fasting serum levels of HDL,
triglyceride, and glucose were assessed at baseline in youth and at follow-up in young
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adulthood as described in study II. A continuous composite CVD risk z-score using
components of the metabolic syndrome suggested by the AHA and the NHLBI was
calculated (66). Furthermore, abdominal obesity, raised BP, raised triglycerides, low HDL,
and raised fasting plasma glucose were defined according to Third Report of the NCEP
Adult Treatment Panel III (81).

Insulin resistance and beta-cell function
The homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR=(fasting glucose
(mmol/l) x insulin (μU/ml))/ 22.5) and β-cell function (HOMA-B=(insulin (μU/ml) x
20)/(glucose (mmol/l)-3.5) were used to quantify the level of insulin resistance and
secretion (82). Both these measures have been validated as indices of insulin resistance
and pancreatic beta-cell function in healthy adolescents (83).

Statistical analysis
The association of muscle strength in adolescence with cardiovascular risk factors,
HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B in young adulthood was analyzed using multiple linear
regression with baseline levels of respective risk factors included as a covariate. Firstly,
an analysis was carried out adjusting for age at baseline, follow-up time, sex, and
recruitment period. Further adjustments were done for for baseline information on TV
viewing, parental educational level, smoking, family history of CVD (or T2D in analyses
with HOMA-IR and HOMA-B as outcomes), frequency of intake of soft drinks, and intake
of fruit and vegetables. A subsequent model was fitted adjusting for cardiorespiratory
fitness, and a fully adjusted model also included BMI or WC. Values of insulin, HOMA-IR,
and HOMA-B were natural log transformed. Thus, regression coefficients from these
models were exponentiated to give ratios of geometric means (expressed in percent) per
SD difference in exposure.
The associations of muscle strength with the odds of incident general
overweight or obesity, abdominal obesity, raised BP, raised triglyceride, and low HDL
were analyzed using multiple logistic regression adjusting for the same covariates as in
the linear models. Prevalent cases of each respective risk factor at baseline were excluded
in these models. As the number of incident cases for some of the outcomes was low (e.g.
n=24 for raised BP) we performed a sensitivity analysis using propensity score matching
(84) to comply with the ‘≥10 outcome events per covariate’ assumption including the
same confounders as in the multivariable adjusted models. Multiple logistic regression
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was also used to analyze the association of muscle strength with the odds of insulin
resistance, defined as HOMA-IR value above the 75th percentile in young adulthood (18).
Because of missing data and loss to follow-up a sensitivity analyses was
carried out comparing estimates of associations in the sample with complete data on
covariates and outcomes (n=332 or n=317) with the full sample (n=873) with missing
values being imputed. Missing values were imputed using a multiple chained equation
imputation approach ("mi impute chained" in STATA) including all covariates and
respective outcomes and beta coefficients and SE’s were obtained based on 20 imputed
datasets (85, 86). Multiple imputation works by using the distribution of the observed
data to estimate a set of plausible values for the missing data while incorporating random
components to reflect uncertainty (86). Multiple data sets are created and then analyzed
individually, and in turn combined to obtain the overall estimates with confidence
intervals.

Study VI - Screen time viewing behaviors and trunk muscle strength in a population
sample of Danish youth from The European Youth Heart Study
This study examined the association of screen time viewing behaviors with abdominal
and back isometric strength independent of cardiorespiratory fitness in a population
sample of Danish adolescents.

Design, study population and assessment of exposure and outcomes
Design and study population
This study was cross-sectional based on the Danish part of the EYHS as previously
described in study II. For this particular study the eligible participants were adolescents
who had isometric trunk muscle strength assessed in 1997-98 or 2003-04. As described
in study IV and V, n=684 of n=873 sampled adolescents had isometric muscle strength
assessed. Of these n=606 had full data on relevant exposures and confounders.

Muscle strength and cardiorespiratory fitness
See study IV and V for a detailed description on the assessment and expression of these
outcomes.

Television, computer use, total screen time viewing, and covariates
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Assessment and expression of screen time viewing behaviors, and the following
covariates; parental educational level, smoking, family history of CVD, frequency of intake
of soft drinks, intake of fruit and vegetables, and acclerometry measured MVPA in youth
that were considered confounding factors are described in study II.

Statistical analysis
Associations of TV viewing, computer use, and total screen time viewing with isometric
trunk muscle strength were analyzed using multivariable adjusted linear regression.
Initially, models were adjusted for age, sex, recruitment period, parental educational
status, smoking status, intake of soft drinks, and fruit- and vegetable intake. Then
analyses with additional adjustment for CRF and waist circumference were carried out.
Finally, a multivariable adjusted model including both TV viewing and computer use in
the same model was run to assess whether both types of viewing behavior, independent
of each other, were associated with trunk muscle strength. It was also examined whether
the association of screen time viewing with trunk muscle strength differed by CRF level,
parental educational level, and sex. In sensitivity analysis we also additionally adjusted
for objectively measured MVPA from accelerometry to examine if any residual
confounding by physical activity remained that CRF may not have captured. Because 37%
of the participants with otherwise full data were missing on accelerometer measured
MVPA, we imputed missing values on MVPA using a multiple univariate linear regression
imputation approach ("mi impute" in STATA) including all covariates and the outcome. We
obtained beta coefficients and SE’s based on 20 imputed datasets while the variability
between imputations is adjusted for.
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Table 1. Overview of study designs, period of data collection, study population,
exposures, outcomes, sample sizes, and data-analysis of studies included in the thesis.

Study I

Study design,
period, and
population
Meta-analysis of
prospective cohort
studies

Exposures
TV viewing

1982-2009

Study II

Study III

Study IV

TV viewing

1997-2010

Computer use

Danish youth (1416-years) followed
into young adulthood
(21- or 27 years of
age)
Prospective cohort

Total screen time
viewing

1990-2008

Aerobic physical
activity

Study V

Study VI

T2D: 175,938
(1.1 million PY)

Random effect
meta-analysis

CVD: 34,253

435

Multiple linear
regression
analysis

32,002
(508,332 PY)

Cox
proportional
hazard
regression

Isometric muscle
strength

BMI, waist
circumference,
blood pressure,
triglyceride,
HDL-C,
glucose,
composite CVD
risk score

332

Multiple linear
and logistic
regression
analysis

Isometric muscle
strength

Insulin
resistance
(HOMA-IR),
beta-cell
function
(HOMA-B)

317

Multiple linear
regression
analysis

Isometric
muscle
strength

606

Multiple linear
regression
analysis

Weight training

1997-2010
Danish youth (1416-years) followed
into young adulthood
(21- or 27 years of
age)
Cross-sectional study

T2D
Fatal- and nonfatal CVDs
Mortality from
all-causes

Data analysis

BMI, waist
circumference,
blood pressure,
triglyceride,
HDL-C,
glucose,
insulin,
composite CVD
risk score
T2D

1997-2010
Danish youth (1416-years) followed
into young adulthood
(21- or 27 years of
age)
Prospective cohort

Sample size
(n)

Mortality:
26,509
(202,353 PY)

North American,
European, Australian
men and women
Prospective cohort

US men ≥ 44-79
years of age (health
professionals)
Prospective cohort

Outcomes

Cardiorespiratory
fitness

TV viewing

1997-2003

Computer use

Danish youth (1416-years)

Total screen time
viewing

TV=television, T2D=type 2 diabetes, CVD=cardiovascular disease, BMI=body mass index,
HDL-C=high density lipoprotein cholesterol, PY=person-years.
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The main findings of the individual studies I-VI are described in the section below. For a
more detailed description of the results from each individual study please see
appendences I-VI.

Study I
We retrieved 1655 studies from our preliminary search. Of these, 12 articles were
identified for further full review (some reported analyses on more than one relevant
outcome): 4 reports on T2D, 8 reports on CVD, and 4 reports on all-cause mortality.
After full review 8 studies in total were included: 4 reports on T2D (total of 175,938
individuals, 6,428 cases during 1,113,289 person-years), 4 report on CVD (total of
34,253 individuals, 1,052 cases), and 3 reports on mortality of all-causes (total of 26,509
individuals, 1,879 cases during 182,989 person-years). The mean follow-up duration
was 8.5 (1.9), 10.4 (7.4), and 6.8 (2.6) years for T2D, CVD, and all-cause mortality
respectively. Although, the number of potential confounding factors included in the
multivariable adjusted model varied between studies, these were fairly homogeneous with
respect to type and quality. That is, all included studies were well-established prospective
cohort studies of high quality; relatively large samples, adequate follow-up time,
outcome assessment from registry or highly accurate measure of self report, exclusion of
diseased participants at baseline, and well performed statistical analyses with adjustment
for relevant putative confounding factors.
The pooled RRs per two hours TV-viewing/day were 1.20 [95% CI 1.14-1.27],
1.15 [95% CI: 1.06-1.23], and 1.13 [95% CI 1.07-1.18] for T2D, CVD, and mortality from
all-causes respectively. While the associations between time spent on TV viewing and risk
of T2D and CVD were linear, the risk of all-cause mortality appeared to increase with TV
viewing time above 3 hours/day (p=0.007 for a non-linear dose-response relationship).
In piecewise regression analysis, we obtained the best fit an inflection point at 3 hours TV
viewing/day (p=0.01 for difference in slopes). Up to 3 hours/day there was no
association of TV viewing whereas above 3 hours/day the RR was 1.30 [95% CI 1.06-1.56]
per two hours TV viewing/day. The estimated absolute risk differences (cases per
100,000 individuals/year) per 2 hours TV viewing/day were 176, 38, and 104 for T2D,
CVD and mortality, respectively (based on the most recent U.S. diabetes incidence
statistics (87), American Heart Association (AHA) U.S. CVD mortality rate statistics (88),
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and the US total mortality rate statistics (89)). In all analyses there were low or moderate
statistical heterogeneity between studies and we observed no evidence of publication bias
based on Egger’s asymmetry test. The summary estimates were very consistent when
repeating analyses using a fixed-effects model and omitting one study at a time and
recalculating the pooled RRs for the remainder of the studies showed that none of the
individual studies substantially influenced the pooled RR for either outcome.

Study II
After adjustment for parental educational level, smoking, family history of CVD,
frequency of intake of soft drinks, intake of fruit and vegetables, and MVPA each 1 hour
difference in TV viewing time in adolescence was associated with the 0.24 kg/m 2 [95%CI
0.00–0.49] BMI points, 0.83 cm [95%CI 0.13–1.53] WC, 0.05 mmol/l [95%CI 0.01–1.10]
triglyceride level, 2.00 pmol/l [95%CI -0.19–4.17] insulin, and 0.45 SD [95%CI 0.14–0.76]
metabolic syndrome z-score in young adulthood. Slightly weaker associations were
observed for total screen time viewing with these outcomes. In multivariable adjusted
analyses total screen time viewing were significantly associated with BMI, WC,
triglycerides, and metabolic syndrome z-score. Individuals who increased their TV,
computer, or total viewing time with more than 2 hours/day from adolescence to young
adulthood had 0.90 [95%CI 0.12-1.69], 0.95 [95%CI 0.01-1.88], 1.40 [95%CI 0.28-2.51]
higher BMI respectively in young adulthood compared with individuals who remained
stable or decreased their viewing time. Furthermore, plasma insulin and metabolic
syndrome z-scores were also higher among individuals who increased their TV,
computer, or total viewing time respectively with more than 2 hours/day compared with
individuals who remained stable or decreased their viewing time (p<0.05). Including
change in TV viewing and computer use in the same model, changes in both types of
viewing were independently associated with BMI and insulin in multivariable-adjusted
analyses.

Study III
During 508,332 person years of follow-up (18 years), 2,278 new cases of T2D were
documented. In multivariable adjusted analysis including aerobic physical activity, men
performing weight training 1-59, 60-149, and ≥150 min/week had RRs of 0.88, 0,75,
and 0.66 lower risk of T2D (p<0.001 for trend), respectively, compared to men reporting
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no weight training. The RR for T2D for men performing 1-59, 60-149, and ≥150
min/week of aerobic exercise respectively compared to men reporting no aerobic
exercise was 0.93, 0.69, and 0.48 (p<0.001 for trend) in multivariable adjusted analysis.
The joint association of weight training and aerobic exercise with the risk of T2D revealed
no indication of multiplicative interaction (p=0.26) and men who adhered to the current
recommendations on aerobic exercise (at least 150 min/week) and engaged in weight
training of at least 150 min/week had the greatest reduction in T2D risk (RR=0.41, 95%CI
0.27-0.61). These results were robust to a number of sensitivity analyses including using
simple update- and the baseline information respectively on weight training as an
alternative for the cumulative average, restricting the analyses to men reporting no
aerobic activity, and using a 4-year lag analyses in exposure classification. In a secondary
analyses weight training was associated with mortality from CVD- and all causes in ageadjusted analyses, but these associations were attenuated in multivariable adjusted
analyses.

Study IV
Muscle strength in youth was significantly associated with BMI, WC, triglyceride, HDL-C,
DBP, and composite CVD risk factor score in young adulthood in age, follow-up time,
sex, and recruitment period adjusted analyses. In analyses with further adjustment for
TV-viewing, parental education level, smoking status, intake of soft drinks, fruit- and
vegetable intake, family history of CVD, and cardiorespiratory fitness each 1 SD of muscle
strength in youth (0.17 N/kg) were inversely associated with BMI (-0.60 kg/m2, 95%CI 0.97;-0.22), triglyceride (-0.09 mmol/l, 95%CI -0.16;-0.02), diastolic BP (-1.22 mmHg,
95%CI -2.15;-0.29), and a composite cardiovascular risk factor score (-0.61 SD, 95%CI 1.03;-0.20) in young adulthood. Associations to triglyceride, diastolic BP, and the
cardiovascular risk factor score remained with additional adjustment for waist
circumference or BMI. During an average of 8 years of follow-up from adolescence, 82,
32, 24, 36, and 55 number of incident cases of general overweight or obesity, abdominal
obesity, raised BP, raised triglyceride levels, low HDL-C respectively occurred in young
adulthood. In multivariable adjusted analyses including cardiorespiratory fitness, each 1
SD of muscle strength was significantly associated with 0.59 [95%CI 0.40;0.87] lower
odds of general overweight/obesity in young adulthood (p=0.007) and were marginally
associated with incident raised BP, raised triglyceride, and low HDL-C. Results from the
sensitivity analysis comparing associations based on non-imputed samples (n=332) with
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imputed samples that were missing due to loss-to follow-up or missing information on
relevant data were fairly similar.

Study V
Isometric trunk muscle strength and cardiorespiratory fitness in youth were both
significantly inversely associated with fasting insulin, HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B in young
adulthood in multivariable adjusted analyses. Trunk muscle strength was also inversely
associated with fasting glucose, however, this analysis was not significant. For each 1 SD
difference in isometric muscle strength (0.16 N/kg) in youth, fasting insulin, HOMA-IR,
and HOMA-B in young adulthood changed with -11.3% [95%CI -17.0;-5.2], -12.2%
[95%CI -18.2;-5.7], and -8.9% [95%CI -14.4;-3.0] respectively in young adulthood
following adjustment for cardiorespiratory fitness and personal- lifestyle and
demographic factors. Results for cardiorespiratory fitness were very similar in magnitude
and the magnitude of associations for both exposures were unchanged with additional
adjustment for general or abdominal adiposity in youth. When repeating these analyses
based on imputed samples (n=873) associations were essentially similar to the nonimputed analyses. In logistic models each 1 SD difference in muscle strength (0.16 N/kg)
and cardiorespiratory fitness (6.8 ml O2/min/kg) in youth were significantly associated
with 0.56 [95% CI 0.39-0.81] and 0.63 [95% CI 0.43-0.94] lower odds of adverse levels of
HOMA-IR in young adulthood respectively. The combined associations of muscle strength
and cardiorespiratory fitness with fasting insulin, HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B were additive
(p>0.25 for multiplicative interaction on all outcomes) and adolescents being in the
highest sex-specific tertile of both isometric muscle strength and cardiorespiratory
fitness had the lowest levels of these glucose metabolism outcomes.

Study VI
Prolonged TV viewing, computer use, and total screen time use were inversely associated
with trunk muscle strength in analyses adjusting for age, sex, recruitment period,
parental education level, smoking status, intake of soft drinks, fruit- and vegetable
intake, family history of CVD. After further adjustment for cardiorespiratory fitness, and
subsequently waist circumference, associations remained for computer use and total
screen time but TV viewing were only marginally associated with muscle strength after
these additional adjustments (-0.05 SD [95%CI -0.11;0.005] muscle strength per 1
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hours/day difference in TV viewing time, p=0.08). Each 1 hour/day difference in total
screen time use was associated with -0.09 SD [95%CI -0.14;-0.04] lower trunk muscle
strength in the fully adjusted model (p=0.001). There were no indications that the
association of screen time use with trunk muscle strength was attenuated among highly
fit individuals (P=0.91 for cardiorespiratory fitness by screen time interaction on trunk
muscle strength). Furthermore, sensitivity analysis did not suggest that the association of
screen time use with trunk muscle strength was confounded by MVPA.
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Discussion
The studies in this thesis were all based on data collected in observational studies. The
next sections discuss the methodological considerations to the studies carried out,
including selection bias, information bias, confounding, reverse causation bias, and
generalizability. It also discusses the main findings in relation to other studies and the
possible biological mechanism underlying the observed associations.

Methodological considerations to the studies
Bias in the meta-analysis (study I)
The results of the meta-analysis of prospective cohort studies can be biased in a number
of ways. Firstly, the meta-analysis was restricted to available studies and their inherent
limitations. Thus, each estimate retrieved from the included studies could be biased due
to selection bias, information bias, and confounding. The included studies were based on
fairly large samples, had adequate follow-up time, excluded diseased participants at
baseline, and the statistical analyses were generally well carried out with adjustment for
major confounding factors. The assessment of TV viewing time was based on self-report
in all studies, and only three studies obtained information on viewing time during followup. Thus, estimates may have been underestimated due to random error (see the section
on information bias later). Since all individuals were free of major chronic disease at
baseline, we do not expect that errors in TV viewing time assessment are differentially
related to the likelihood of getting the outcome. Incomplete retrieval of included studies
can also cause bias, however, two researchers extracted data and any disagreements
were resolved by consensus, which should limit this possibility. Because the metaanalysis was based on a relatively small number of studies, there is still a possibility of
publication bias, considering that the tests we undertook to evaluate this were likely to be
underpowered. The number of studies also limited the ability to determine whether
heterogeneity in summary estimates was explained by factors related to study
characteristics and quality. This could include study location, years of follow-up,
properties of the assessment of TV viewing, CVD disease outcome (fatal, non fatal CVD,
coronary heart disease, stroke), degree of covariate adjustment (most studies adjusted
for major determinant of diseases), and overall study quality.
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Selection bias
In the prospective analyses based on EYHS data in study II, IV, and V a considerable
number of individuals were either lost to follow-up or had missing data for some
variables and attrition analyses indicated that data was not missing completely at
random. If the likelihood of a particular value being missing does not depend on the
observed data (or other unmeasured characteristics), the data are completely missing at
random and a complete-case analysis will not be affected by selection bias. If however,
the likelihood of a particular value being missing depends on the observed data and also
on other unmeasured characteristics, then the data is either missing at random or not
missing at random respectively. In these cases estimates of association from a completecase analyses may be affected by selection bias, i.e. association between exposure and
outcome among those included in the analysis differs from the association among those
eligible. If data is either missing at random or not missing at random multiple imputation
may be used to give an indication of possible selection bias in complete-case analyses.
We therefore ran multiple imputation analyses by chained equations (86) (no assumption
on missing data pattern) using all available data to compare estimates from these
analyses with estimates from complete-case analyses to quantitatively assess the
possibility of selection bias. We did not see indications that these estimates differed
which gives us confidence that our results were unaffected by selection bias. In study III,
which was based on a large sample of U.S. health professionals, a very high participation
rate was accomplished and all participants at baseline were free of chronic disease
(including T2D) and the possibility of selection bias are less likely. The analysis in study
VI was based on cross-sectional data, which can be more vulnerable to selection bias if
participants are aware of the study question, however, this is very unlikely in this study.
The attrition analysis in study VI did not indicate problems with selection bias as the
majority of characteristics appeared similar between included individuals and individuals
with missing data (missing data were on muscle strength in particular).

Information bias
In study I, II, III, and VI the exposures were all self-reported time spent in types of
physical activities, and some degree of random measurement error is inevitable. Random
measurement error (non-differential) in exposure classification causes regression dilution
bias in association analyses and is usually impossible to rule out, especially when lifestyle
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factors are exposure variables. In the prospective studies (I, II, and III), the exposure
classification was done before the outcome assessments and recall bias (differential) is
therefore less likely to be of concern. In study III exposure assessments (i.e. weight
training) were carried out biannually during 18 years of follow-up and as a consequence
random errors are significantly reduced and less of a problem compared with cohort
studies using only baseline assessment of exposures. TV viewing time or screen time
were exposures in study I, II, and IV. Reliability of self-reported screen use among
adolescents and adults has been reported moderate to excellent (62, 90-93). It is difficult
to validate screen time use with an objective criterion measure, as these behaviors are
type specific. Previous studies have evaluated questionnaire reported screen time use
against diary as the criterion measure and validity has been reported moderate (92, 93).
Because excessive screen time use may be regarded undesirable by many individuals,
underestimation of these behaviors may be likely, however, if the degree of
underestimation is unrelated to outcome status it will not cause differential bias. The
exposure in the prospective studies IV and V was objectively assessed trunk muscle
strength using a highly reliable method of assessment, and it is unlikely that error in this
measure have caused differential bias in estimates of association.
Random measurement error in variables included in regression models as
confounding factors can lead to both over- and underestimation of the estimate of
association. Considering that many confounding factors in the analyses of all studies in
this thesis were lifestyle factors we cannot exclude the possibility that associations were
either over- or underestimated due to imperfect assessment of these variables
(equivalent to residual confounding which is discussed in the next paragraph).
Errors in the assessment of outcomes in all studies included in this thesis
were unlikely to be related to exposure status. In study I and III some outcomes were
self-reported, however, these were performed after exposure assessment and recall bias
is less likely. Although the error in the self-reported T2D outcome in study III and in all
included studies in the meta-analysis of T2D may be non-differentially with respect to
exposure status (weight training or TV-viewing), undiagnosed T2D may lead to
underestimation of associations. Furthermore, if undiagnosed T2D is more common
among individuals reporting more TV or engage in less weight training a further
underestimation of the association may occur. In study II, IV, V, and VI outcomes
(biological risk factors or trunk muscle strength) were objectively assessed and therefore
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blinded regarding information on exposure status and any error in these assessments are
likely to be non-differentially related to exposure status.
In study V HOMA-IR and HOMA-B index were used to quantify the level of
insulin resistance and secretion respectively (82). Although both these measures have
been validated as indices of insulin resistance and pancreatic beta-cell function in healthy
adolescents and among adults (83, 94, 95), the correlation between insulin resistance
derived from the euglycemic-hyperinsulinemic- and hyperglycemic clamp, which is the
gold standards for assessing insulin resistance and secretion respectively, is only modest.
In the largest study to date comparing estimates of insulin resistance from HOMA-IR with
the clamp among 323 healthy adolescents reported a correlation of 0.42 (94) and a study
among adults . There are also other reasons to why HOMA-IR and HOMA-B only correlate
modestly with gold standard estimates. HOMA measures are derived from fasting
samples of insulin and glucose and therefore estimates of insulin resistance and
secretion is from the basal state. As a consequence the HOMA-IR and HOMA-B mainly
describes hepatic insulin resistance and steady-state insulin secretion, whereas clamp
estimates the stimulated extreme, which primarily reflects muscle insulin resistance (96).
The use of the clamp is burdensome for participants and costly and therefore unsuited
for an epidemiological study as the EYHS. Assuming that imprecision in estimation of
insulin resistance and secretion is unrelated to the level of muscle strength and
cardiorespiratory fitness, this will merely affect the precision of the estimate in the
association analysis in study V and not the size of the estimate. We also attempted to
estimate the association of muscle strength and cardiorespiratory fitness with the odds of
insulin resistance in young adulthood. Since standards for insulin resistance in
adolescents or adults have not been established based on HOMA-IR, we defined insulin
resistance as being above the 75th percentile for HOMA-IR (97). Thus, the generalizability
of these particular estimates derived in these analyses is uncertain.

Confounding
Observational studies are always prone to unknown confounding. Even careful collection
of, and appropriately adjustment for known confounders cannot exclude the possibility of
unknown confounding. In addition, variables identified as confounders can be imperfectly
assessed and residual confounding could remain after statistical adjustment has been
carried out. In study I, II, and VI where TV viewing and screen time use were exposures, a
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number of other lifestyle factors may be either confounding or mediating the associations
with the health outcomes. The descriptive statistics of the individual studies included in
the meta-analysis in study I and study II indicate that TV viewing time is associated with a
plethora of lifestyle factors, suggesting that both residual- and unknown confounding
and mediation may be important to consider in association analyses and their
interpretation. One major confounding or mediating factor is physical activity. TV viewing
may displace time spent on other activity, most likely in the lower spectrum of the activity
continuum, and this may explain the adverse effects observed. However, participants with
excessive viewing time may also engage in less MVPA, although not as an effect of
prolonged viewing time. In the ladder case activity serves as a confounding factor.
Studies included in the meta-analysis (study I) and study II were each adjusted for MVPA.
Although residual confounding may be still remain this suggest that the influence of
prolonged TV viewing is not completely explained by lower MVPA. Self-reported MVPA is
usually captured fairly accurate and precise. On the other hand, light activities such as
standing, moving around slowly, and lifting objects during for example household tasks
and social activities are more difficult to assess with sufficient precision and accuracy
using questionnaires. Because engaging in one activity type is done at the expense of not
engaging in another, excessive screen time use is likely to displace such activities and the
associations we observe may therefore be explained by the lack of other activity in the
spectrum below MVPA (<3 METs). Further studies are required to examine this. Prolonged
TV viewing may also be associated with poor diet quality and higher quantity by
encouraging excessive eating (98). Such associations may also be present beyond
through the effect of viewing time and dietary factors may be both mediating and
confounding the association of viewing time with T2D and CVDs risk. In the metaanalysis pooling results that were additional adjusted for BMI or another adiposity
measure did not completely attenuate associations of viewing time with disease- or
mortality outcomes. Furthermore, our studies on screen time use based on EYHS,
associations to health outcomes persisted after additional adjustment for BMI or waist
circumference. These additional analyses suggest that the association of viewing time
with T2D and CVD risk were not solely mediated through greater adiposity. In addition,
they also strengthen the confidence that other unmeasured- or imperfectly captured
factors that are associated with lower or greater adiposity are not completely explaining
these associations. However, although we have tried our best to limit the possibility of
confounding, we still cannot exclude the possibility that residual- and unknown
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confounding is a plausible explanation to these results and further randomized efficacy
trials on this topic are needed to confirm this.
In the analyses of weight training with T2D risk in study III a comprehensive
characterization of study participants on many important determinants of T2D were
assessed either biannually or every four years. Using these data we were able to
extensively control for major confounding factors during the entire 18-year follow-up
period. Yet residual confounding in particular from other physical activities could be of
concern considering that men who engage in weight training are likely to engage in other
physical activities as well. To further rule out this possibility we restricted the analyses to
individuals reporting no other activity, and the results of this analyses strengthened our
confidence that this was not the case.

Reverse causation bias
If the estimate of association can be partly or completely attributable to the effect of the
outcome on the exposure reverse causation bias or bidirectional association are present.
In the studies on TV viewing and screen time viewing the increase in risk of T2D, CVDs,
and mortality could also be attributable to presence of disease or subclinical disease at
some participants at baseline and this could have an effect on TV viewing time (e.g.
increases use). If that is the case the association of viewing time and disease or mortality
risk may be overestimated. Thus, a prospective study that carefully has assured that the
direction of association (i.e. that the exposure occurred before the outcome) may still be
vulnerable to reverse causation bias or bidirectional association. Studies included in the
meta-analysis carefully excluded diseased participants at baseline, and several of the
studies performed sensitivity analysis excluding cases occurring during the first one or
two years of follow-up which did not indicate possibility of reverse causation bias. In
study II all participants were healthy adolescents at baseline, however, a prospective
association of screen time use with CVD risk factors may also be a result of reverse
causation bias. It may be that participants being overweight or obese or at the projection
to become overweight at baseline as a result would increase their viewing time by
discouraging active behaviors. As previous prospective studies among children and youth
have indicated that adiposity may predict sedentary time (67), we also analyzed whether
BMI or WC in adolescence was associated with screen-viewing time in young adulthood.
These analyses did not suggest that adiposity predicted viewing time. Furthermore,
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adjustment for adiposity in the association of viewing time with composite CVD risk
factor score (not including adiposity) had only minor impact. Collectively, these analyses
revealed no evidence of reverse causation bias.
In study III we limited the possibility of reverse causation bias by excluding
participants with chronic disease at baseline, and in addition we further evaluated the
possibility by comparing estimates of association in the primary Cox model (e.g.
cumulative exposure status on weight training in 1990-1996 was used to predict T2D
risk from 1996 to 1998) with an analysis using a 4-year lag in exposure classification (e.g.
exposure status on weight training in 1996 was used to evaluate risk of T2D from 1998
to 2000). This comparison revealed no indication of reverse causation bias.
As study IV and V were prospective it enhanced our ability to explore the
temporal relation between isometric muscle strength and CVD risk factors and indices of
glucose metabolism. Yet, as isometric muscle strength was only assessed at baseline we
had no possibility of evaluating the possibility of the direction of association being
opposite. However, we would presume the existence of such relation would stem from
individuals being overweight or obese and as a result discourage active behaviors, which
in turn could lower their trunk muscle strength. However, as we found that the
associations were robust to adjustment for various confounding factors including BMI or
waist circumference, this limits the possibility of reverse causality. The inverse
associations of screen time use and muscle strength observed in study VI could also be a
result of reverse-causality, particularly as the study was cross-sectional. Thus, we cannot
exclude that screen time use could increase as a result of poor strength.

Generalizability
Population characteristics in individual studies in the pooled analyses in study I were
diverse. Studies were based on European-, Australian and US populations of men and
women, and consistent results with a low or moderate heterogeneity in estimates of
associations was observed. Together this strengthens the generalizability of the pooled
estimates of association. The studies based on EYHS were from a random sample of
Danish youth residing in the municipality of Odense, the third largest city of Denmark,
with initial participation rate of around 60%. Although drop out and missing data during
follow-up was substantial, our sensitivity analysis did not indicate selection bias and this
gives us confidence that the results we have obtained have external validity to the source
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population. However, larger samples from other countries are needed to further evaluate
the generalizability of our findings in these studies. The generalizability of our results of
study III may be limited because the cohort consist of men only, is largely white, and
homogenous with respect to occupation (health professionals). Thus, the conclusions
from this study may not be generalizable to women and other ethnic groups.

Main findings in relation to other studies
The meta-analysis of prospective studies examining associations of TV viewing time with
the risk of T2D, CVDs, and mortality of all causes are supported by other meta-analyses
and systematic reviews published recently. Wilmot et al. (99) meta-analyzed published
cross-sectional and prospective studies until January 2012 reporting on the association
of sedentary time, regardless of type, with the risk of T2D, CVDs, and mortality from all
causes. This analysis similarly found that sedentary time was consistently associated with
greater risk of these health outcomes. In a recent study, Ford et al. (100) meta-analyzed
all prospective cohort studies examining the association between screen time and fatal
and non-fatal CVD with inclusion of two new additional studies (101, 102) not included in
study I of this thesis. This analysis also found that prolonged viewing time was associated
with greater risk of fatal or non-fatal CVDs (RR=1.17 [95%CI 1.13-1.20]) per 2
hours/day). A number of prospective studies have also reported on the association of
total sedentary behavior and mortality risk from CVDs and all causes (101, 103-108).
These studies have mostly reported that excessive time spent sitting increases the risk of
premature mortality independent of MVPA. The two largest studies conducted (in total
including more than 400.000 individuals) also reported that high amounts of MVPA are
unable to fully mitigate mortality risk associated with excessive daily sitting time (101,
107). Only one study has been published using accelerometer to assess sedentary time.
This recently published study, based on the National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey (NHANES) data, reported that excessive sedentary time among 1906 individuals
was associated with greater risk of morality from all-causes independent of MVPA,
however, the participants were only followed for an average of 2.8 years and only 145
deaths occurred (108). Further studies using objectively measured total sedentary time
with greater size and longer follow-up are therefore required.
Our subsequent analyses of youth from EYHS followed into young adulthood
supports the findings from the meta-analysis conducted in study I and suggest that
efforts to reduce both TV viewing time and computer use earlier in life may be valuable
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for primordial prevention of CVD risk. This is also supported by a study conducted
among New Zealanders followed from childhood to young adulthood (41). In this study
Hancox et al. reported that prolonged TV viewing in childhood and adolescence was
associated with greater BMI, lower cardiorespiratory fitness, and raised cholesterol in
young adulthood independent of physical activity level and other confounding factors.
The few number of randomized controlled trials on the effect of TV viewing time
restriction on health outcomes that has been carried out to date generally supports the
results from the prospective observational studies. A randomized school-based study of
192 9-year old children found that reducing TV viewing and video game time for 6months slowed the increase in BMI and decreased the number of meals eaten in front of
the TV but it did not have an effect on change in self-reported PA (109). Another study of
70 children with BMI above the 75th percentile showed that reducing TV- and computer
time by 50% over two years produced a significant reduction of zBMI and energy intake
but no effect was observed for objectively measured PA (110). A short term randomized
study in 36 overweight or obese adults did not find a significantly greater change in
energy intake or BMI after restricting TV viewing time by 50% in a period of three weeks,
but a significant increase in objectively measured energy expenditure was observed (33).
These experimental studies suggest that reducing TV viewing can lead to improvement in
diet, physical activity, or BMI but further large scale efficacy studies are needed to
confirm this with more confidence.
We are only aware of one other study examining the association of screen
time viewing and trunk muscle strength described in study VI. Comparable results were
obtained in a cross sectional study among Finnish young adults (111). An inverse
association of TV viewing with isometric trunk muscle strength assessed using similar
procedures were reported being independent of self-reported “brisk” physical activity and
smoking status, but they did no adjust their analyses for cardiorespiratory fitness and
other lifestyle- and socio-demographic factors. The study did not analyze computer use
and did not adjust the analysis for adiposity that could further indicate confounding by
other unmeasured factors associated with young adult lifestyle. Our study is also in
agreement with a prospective study of Canadian toddlers followed until 2nd grade (112).
In that study increases in parental reported TV viewing time between the age of 2.5 and
4.5 years predicted shorter long jump performance at 8 years of age independent of
parental reported physical activity, other child and family characteristics including weight
status at follow-up. Furthermore, two cross-sectional studies carried out in the 1970’ies
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and early 1980’ies have reported inverse associations of TV viewing time with
components of muscle strength and fitness (113, 114). We know of no experimental
studies examining the effect of reducing any type of sedentary behavior including
screen-based behaviors on muscle strength.
The association of weight training with T2D risk (study III) is, to the best of
our knowledge, the first study examining this. Furthermore, the studies IV and V are the
first to report associations of muscle strength in youth with CVD risk factors and indices
of glucose metabolism in adulthood independent of cardiorespiratory fitness. The results
of study III, IV, and V are supported by a number of observational and experimental
addressing analogous study questions. A study conducted among 1,543 adults from the
Canadian Physical Activity Longitudinal Study (51) found that a number of indicators of
muscular fitness (e.g. grip strength and push-ups) were inversely associated with the risk
of T2D, however, it was not reported whether these associations were independent of
cardiorespiratory fitness and other major determinants of T2D risk beyond age, sex,
smoking status and alcohol consumption (51). Two studies based on cross-sectional
NHANES data have reported that muscle mass (115) and engagement in muscle
strengthening activities (116) are inversely associated with insulin resistance. A previous
study among children followed into adolescence has shown that improvement in
handgrip strength during follow-up was associated with favorable changes in BP, lipid
levels, and adiposity independent of cardiorespiratory fitness (117). Three populationbased cross-sectional studies among children and adolescents have reported that muscle
strength or muscular fitness were associated with clustered metabolic risk or insulin
resistance independent of cardiorespiratory fitness (56, 57, 118). Three randomized
controlled trials have been carried out among youth comparing the effect of resistance
training on insulin resistance or glycemic control with a pure control group. A small scale
trial among n=22 overweight Latino adolescent males found that 16 weeks of resistance
training performed twice a week markedly increased insulin sensitivity (119). Another
randomized trial among n=78 overweight or obese children and adolescents from New
Zealand reported that the effect of 8 weeks of resistance training performed twice a week
had no significant effect on insulin resistance, however, results were in the expected
direction and the training improved abdominal and general adiposity (120). A recent
efficacy trial among n=45 obese adolescents boys reported that both aerobic exercise
and resistance training for 3 months were effective for reducing adiposity but only the
resistance exercise group improved insulin sensitivity (121). Several trials evaluating the
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effect of resistance exercise or the combination of resistance exercise and aerobic
exercise on glycemic control have been completed among adults with T2D (43-48) and
the collective evidence supports that resistance exercise is beneficial for improving
glycemic control among individuals with T2D (21). Furthermore, the results from these
and other randomized trials among healthy adults also support that resistance exercise
alone can improve blood pressure, lipid levels and reduce adiposity (122). The overall
pool of observational- and experimental studies generally supports our findings in study
III, IV, and V. Though, in a secondary analysis in study III we found that no association of
weight training with mortality risk of all-causes or from CVDs. It is unlikely that the lack
of association was due to lack of statistical power as we had a substantial number of
deaths from all-causes and CVDs in our analyses. In a previous study based on the
Canadian Fitness Survey, several measures of muscular strength and endurance were
examined in relation to mortality risk (54). Of these only greater abdominal muscular
endurance was associated with lower mortality risk. In a report from the Aerobic Centre
Longitudinal Study low muscle strength was reported being associated with higher risk of
premature mortality independent of cardiorespiratory fitness and other confounders in
men (50). However, they reported no association with mortality from CVD in multivariable
adjusted analyses. Based on these and our analyses among men from HPFS, this suggest
that aerobic exercise should not be replaced by muscle strengthening activities, but
rather supplemented.

Biological mechanisms
T2D and CVDs develop slowly over many years and their exact molecular etiology are
therefore difficult to study. As a consequence these remain poorly understood. Though,
factors such as obesity, insulin resistance, high BP, and raised levels of triglycerides are
well-established intermediate disease traits that can be studied more easily. The
biological mechanisms underlying the associations described in the studies I-VI can only
to a small extent be addressed by our own data. In study I and II we attempted to metaanalyze all studies with and without adjustment for an adiposity measure to examine the
extent to which the associations of TV viewing with risk of T2D, CVDs, and all-cause
mortality were explained by the influence of TV viewing on adiposity. These analyses
support that adiposity explained some of these associations, in particular for T2D. This is
also supported by experimental studies conducted in children described previously (109,
110). The energy expenditure component of the adverse effect of TV viewing time could
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stem from displacing time spent on lighter intensity activities. A previous experimental
study suggest that these types of activities can contribute substantially to higher energy
expenditure beyond the resting metabolic rate (123). Furthermore, a study comparing
habitual posture allocation during 10 days between obese and lean “couch potato”
individuals found that obese individuals on average were seated for 164 min more every
day (124). Recently, two short-term (1 day) trials have been conducted evaluating the
effect of sitting time on glucose metabolism outcomes. Stephens et al. (125) compared 1
day of no sitting with 1 day of prolonged sitting among non-obese healthy adults using a
cross-over design. Whole body insulin resistance was increased after 1 day of prolonged
sitting compared with no sitting and matching energy intake to the lower energy
expenditure requirement in the day with prolonged sitting did not prevent the increase in
whole body insulin resistance. Using a cross-over design Dunstan et al. (126) compared
the acute effect of breaking up prolonged sitting by 2-min short bouts of activity
(treadmill) of either light or moderate intensity every 20 min during 5 hours among
overweight or obese adults. Relative to prolonged sitting, the postprandial glucose and
insulin responses were reduced after both activity-break conditions (light or moderate).
These two short-term trials suggest that the adverse acute effect of prolonged sitting on
glucose metabolism may be prevented by lighter intensity activity such as slow walking
and could explain some of the biological mechanisms of the sedentary component of TV
viewing time. If generalized to long-term this suggest that promoting light activity (or
limiting prolonged sitting) may be beneficial for preventing T2D and CVDs at least
through improving insulin sensitivity. Still, further studies are required to clarify the
mechanisms behind the adverse effects of prolonged TV viewing and sedentary time.
As described previously, many randomized trials have examined the effect of
resistance exercise on outcomes such as obesity and insulin resistance in secondary or
tertiary prevention studies. These trials help explain the biological mechanism behind the
associations we observe in studies III-V. However, many physiological studies have
addressed mechanisms on the molecular level by which resistance exercise improves
traits such as insulin sensitivity. This topic has been extensively reviewed in the literature
(127-129). Resistance exercise may decrease the risk of T2D through several
mechanisms. Because aging is associated with increasing loss of lean body mass, one
important role may be the effect of resistance exercise on skeletal muscle mass
maintenance (129). However, there are possibly also effects of this exercise type beyond
muscle mass growth or maintenance. Other effects reported for resistance exercise
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include increases in glycolytic capacity and up regulation of proteins in the insulinsignaling cascade (130). These local adaptations increase insulin action and enhance the
capacity of glucose utilization. A reduced glucose stress resulting from an increase in
insulin sensitivity of skeletal muscle may improve the secretory capacity of the beta-cells
and explain the associations of muscle strength in youth with beta-cell function in young
adulthood in study V.
Although we are unaware experimental studies examining the effect of
reducing any type of sedentary behavior on muscle strength, one previous randomized
trial may help to explain some of the association we observe between screen time use
and isometric trunk muscle strength described in study VI. A small scale randomized trial
have examined the effect of changing school furniture to adjustable desks and chairs
with sitting trunk–thigh angle adjusted to 135° compared with traditional school desks
and chairs with sitting trunk–thigh angle of 90° for a period of 2 years among high school
student. They reported that the intervention increased isometric abdominal- and back
muscle strength (131). These results support that particular postures while sitting are
important for development or maintaining of trunk muscle strength. But additional
studies are needed to conclude that excessive screen time use can cause lower muscle
strength and disentangle whether this stems from the nature of the posture
(seated/lying) and/or from the fewer posture allocations.
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Conclusions
The overall conclusions of this thesis are that reducing prolonged screen time viewing
and engagement in muscle strengthening activities or maintaining high muscle strength
in adults and youths respectively could be important actions in preventive measures
against T2D and CVD. Thus, in addition to engagement in aerobic MVPA and maintaining
and improving cardiorespiratory fitness, efforts to shift the population distribution of
muscle strength and screen time viewing upwards (to the right) and downwards
respectively, may be valuable for prevention of these diseases and raised levels of their
biological risk factors such as insulin resistance and adiposity. The conclusions based on
the six studies are described below:
Quantitatively using all available prospective studies, prolonged TV viewing time was
consistently associated with greater risk of T2D, fatal or non-fatal CVD and mortality
from all-causes in a dose-response manner. The results of the meta-analysis provide
evidence that each 2 hours/day difference in TV viewing time increase the risk of T2D
and CVD by 20% and 15% respectively. The risk of all-cause mortality appeared to
increase with TV viewing time above 3 hours/day. However, more studies are needed to
quantify the nature of the relationship between TV viewing and these health outcomes
with greater confidence and preclude that publication bias could influence the results.
Prolonged TV- and total screen time viewing during leisure time in adolescence, and
increases in these behaviors, were associated with unfavorable levels of several risk
factors for CVDs in young adulthood. Dose-dependent relationships were observed and
associations persisted with adjustment for major determinants of CVD risk including
adiposity. The findings provide support for recommending limiting prolonged screen
time viewing among youth as recently suggested by several organizations and authorities.
Engagement in weight training was associated with a reduced risk of T2D in a dose
response manner independent of aerobic physical activity. The magnitude of risk
reduction associated with weight training was close to that of aerobic activity and support
that weight training is a valuable alternative for individuals having difficulty adhering to
aerobic activity. In addition, results indicated that adding weight training to aerobic
activity, consistent with the current recommendations may give further protection from
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T2D. No associations were observed between weight training and risk of mortality from
CVD or all-causes. Overall, this study suggests that aerobic exercise should not be
substituted for muscle strengthening activities, but rather supplemented among men.
Greater isometric muscle strength of the abdomen and back in youth was associated with
lower levels of CVD risk factors in young adulthood. Dose-response relationships were
generally observed for these associations even after adjustment for cardiorespiratory
fitness, other potential confounding factors and adiposity. These results support a
specific emphasis on participation in muscle strengthening activities for primordial
prevention of CVD risk in accordance to the current guidelines for physical activity in
youth.
Low isometric muscle strength and cardiorespiratory fitness in youth were each
independently associated with adverse levels of fasting insulin, insulin sensitivity, and
beta-cell function in young adulthood. The magnitude of associations for isometric
muscle strength and cardiorespiratory fitness were very similar, which suggest that
participation in muscle strengthening activities may be equally important as participating
in aerobic activities in youth for maintaining healthy insulin sensitivity and beta-cell
function later in life. Furthermore, associations for isometric muscle strength and
cardiorespiratory fitness with these outcomes appeared additive, which indicate that it
may be beneficial to increase muscle strength at any level of cardiorespiratory fitness.
In a cross-sectional analysis excessive screen time use in youth was inversely associated
with isometric trunk muscle strength independent of cardiorespiratory fitness, lifestyle
behaviors, adiposity, and socio-demographic factors. We were unable to determine
whether this association was explained by the prolonged time spent in a seated or lying
position and the possible fewer posture allocations or if other factors related to screen
time use explains the result. Further observational- and experimental studies are needed
to examine this in detail.
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Perspectives
In the studies included in the present thesis we have addressed the possible health
consequences of prolonged TV-viewing and screen time use and the health benefits of
engagement in muscle strengthening activities and high muscle strength in relation to
T2D, CVD, and their biological risk factors. Using mostly prospective collected
observational data we have analytically attempted to overcome and address possible bias
inherent to these types of studies. Nevertheless, limitations to the studies are still a
concern and in the following paragraphs, suggestions are given to future research to
further explore the health impact of these exposures and overcome the limitations to
current studies, including the studies that this thesis is based on.
Further observational studies on the associations of total sedentary time with
morbidity and mortality that adjust the analysis for TV viewing time (in addition to all
other major confounders) are required to give an answer to what extent TV viewing time
is driving the association of total sedentary time with health outcomes. The results from
such analyses would be important for guiding prevention strategies. As mentioned
previously, the two largest studies conducted reported that high amounts of MVPA are
unable to fully mitigate mortality risk associated with excessive daily sitting time (101,
107). It would be expected that the increase in risk would be diminished at some amount
of MVPA and further describing this in detail would be important as many individuals
have numerous sedentary hours during a day. Previous estimates of populationsattributable fraction suggest that excessive total sitting time is responsible for 7%-27% of
all deaths independent of MVPA (107, 132). If these estimates are unbiased a major
public health benefit could be gained by reducing total sitting time beyond having
populations increasing their MVPA. Thus, observational studies using unbiased
objectively measured total sedentary behavior and other intensity components of PA are
required to overcome possible differential- and non-differential measurement error
associated with self-reported sedentary behavior and physical activity. Currently the use
of accelerometry in the assessment of sedentary time has not been rigorously evaluated
with respect to impact of data reduction choices and participants adherence to
monitoring protocol on error in estimation of time spent being sedentary. This type of
work is essential for further expanding the use of accelerometers in observational studies
of sedentary behavior. Finally, additional corroborative evidence from randomized
controlled efficacy trials in populations of children, youth, and adults will strengthen the
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inference that TV viewing and total sedentary time is causally related to the development
of T2D and CVDs. Until then it may be premature to include total sedentary time to the
group of independent risk factors for T2D and CVDs.
Among children and youth the evidence from both randomized controlled
trials and well conducted prospective observational studies suggesting that prolonged TV
viewing time has a detrimental effect on adiposity, in particular, is accumulating. A
continuously updated detailed systematic evaluation of the available evidence, including
an analysis of both harms and benefits, is important to carry out to justify- and further
give detail and quality to the current (and perhaps coming) recommendations on limiting
viewing time. The health consequences of the use of new media devices such as tablets
have not been reported in any type of study. Today iPads is introduced already in toddler
care and kindergartens and widely used by small children in many homes, and the
potential negative and positive impacts of this particular media device are crucial to
explore in future studies.
In our studies of muscle strength as exposures we used isometric
abdominal- and back muscle strength. Although previous studies have reported
moderate to strong correlation between isometric- and dynamic muscle strength (133),
additional larger scale studies are warranted using similar- or alternative methods
including different muscle groups and types of strength measures to study associations
to CVD risk factors and glucose metabolism outcomes. As the particular isometric
assessments we performed in our studies were easily carried out, fast, do not require
expensive equipment, and previous studies have proven high reliability, their predictive
validity for disease endpoints and mortality should also be examined.
Our study of weight training and T2D risk was restricted to men. It remains
uncertain whether engagement in resistance exercise is associated with reduced T2D risk
in women. In addition, lower intensity muscular strength- and conditioning exercises
such as pilates and yoga are popular physical activities among women. These types of
activities may also be valuable for increasing and maintaining muscle strength and
endurance (134, 135), however, their role in T2D and CVD prevention is also relatively
unknown. Thus, further observational studies are needed to examine this, and detailed
examination of the influence of duration, type, and intensity of muscle strengthening
activities on the risk of these health outcomes are warranted. Finally, studies examining
the associations of muscle strengthening activities with the risk of other outcomes,
including coronary heart disease, stroke, total- and cause-specific mortality are needed.
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The main limitations of our observational studies are that we cannot exclude
the possibility of bias such as confounding and reverse causation bias. Pursuing
randomized controlled efficacy trials will be an important next step to infer causality.
Such trials are feasible for both limiting screen time viewing or total sedentary time and
engagement in muscle strengthening activities. While identification of causal risk factors
is the outset for prevention, it is clearly not sufficient for curbing the future burden of
disease. Ideally, when risk factors have been identified various effectiveness studies
(pragmatic trials) should be carried out in populations to give answers to what kind of
preventive measures, including types of policies and programs, that are effective for
changing activity patterns and subsequently for preventing T2D, CVDs, and premature
mortality. Furthermore, cost–effectiveness evidence from such effectiveness trials that
show that the interventions studied can be scaled up is equally important. These types of
studies are essential for achieving quality in the development of public health strategies.
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Background
Lack of aerobic type physical activity and low cardiorespiratory fitness are wellestablished risk factors for type 2 diabetes (T2D) and cardiovascular diseases (CVDs). In
contrast, more limited evidence from prospective studies exists on the possible risk of
engagement in types of activities that are considered being sedentary such as TV viewing
and other screen time use behaviors, and on the benefits of muscle strengthening type
activities or muscle strength in relation to prevention of these diseases.

Aims and methods
The aim of this thesis was to investigate the associations of screen time use with the risk
of T2D, CVDs, and premature mortality in adults and with their biological risk factors in
youth followed into young adulthood. In addition, we aimed to examine the association of
weight training with the risk of T2D among men and the association of muscle strength
with CVD risk factors and indices of glucose metabolism in youth followed in to young
adulthood. Finally, we aimed to examine the association of screen time use with trunk
muscle strength in youth. To address these aims we used data from observational studies
conducted among youth and adults. We used data from published prospective studies
identified in a systematic literature search, to quantify an overall estimate of associations
of TV viewing with T2D, CVDs, and premature mortality via meta-analyses. We used data
from the Danish part of the ongoing prospective cohort study the European Youth Heart
Study of youth followed in to young adulthood with up to 12-years of follow-up. In
1997/98 or 2003/04 EYHS participants completed a clinical examination including a
fasting blood sample, anthropometry, blood pressure, cardiorespiratory fitness, isometric
trunk muscle strength, and participants and their parents reported a number of lifestyle
habits and socio-demographic factors respectively in a questionnaire. In 2009/10 these
participants, now being young adults, were followed up using fairly similar assessment
procedures. Furthermore, we used data from the Health Professionals Follow-up Study
(HPFS), which is an ongoing prospective cohort study of 32,002 US male health
professionals that were free of diabetes, cancer, and cardiovascular diseases at baseline
in 1990 and followed during 18 years with biannual assessment of various lifestyle
exposures and disease outcomes including self-reported information on aerobic physical
activity, weight training, and other lifestyle factors.
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Results
The meta-analysis suggested that prolonged TV viewing time was consistently associated
with greater risk of T2D, fatal or non-fatal CVD, and mortality from all-causes. The
results indicted dose-dependent associations; each 2 hours/day difference in TV viewing
time increased the risk of T2D, CVD, and all-cause mortality by 20%, 15%, and 13%
respectively. In the European Youth Heart Study, prolonged TV- and total screen time
viewing during leisure time in adolescence, and increases in these behaviors, were
associated with unfavorable levels of several risk factors for CVDs in young adulthood.
Dose-dependent relationships were observed and associations persisted with adjustment
for major determinants of CVD risk including adiposity. Including change in TV viewing
and computer use in the same multivariable adjusted model, changes in both types of
screen use were independently associated with BMI and plasma insulin.
In the HPFS, engagement in weight training was associated with a reduced
risk of T2D in a dose response manner independent of aerobic physical activity. The
magnitude of risk reduction associated with weight training was close to that of aerobic
exercise. Engaging in weight training or aerobic exercise of at least 150 min/week was
independently associated with a lower risk of T2D of 34% and 52% respectively. In
addition, results indicated that adding weight training to aerobic activity, consistent with
the current recommendations give further benefit for reducing T2D risk. Weight training
was not associated with mortality from CVD or all causes. In the European Youth Heart
Study low isometric muscle strength of the abdomen and back in youth was associated
with adverse levels of a number of CVD risk factors, insulin resistance, and beta-cell
function in young adulthood independent of cardiorespiratory fitness, other lifestyle, and
socio-demographic factors. Dose-response relationships were generally observed for
these associations even after adjustment adiposity. Finally, excessive screen time use in
youth from the European Youth Heart Study was inversely associated with isometric trunk
muscle strength independent of cardiorespiratory fitness, lifestyle behaviors, adiposity,
and socio-demographic factors.

Conclusions
In prospective studies of diverse populations prolonged TV viewing time was consistently
associated with greater risk of T2D, fatal or non-fatal CVD and mortality from all-causes,
consistent with a dose-response relationship. Furthermore, prolonged TV- and total
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screen time viewing during leisure time in youth, and increases in these behaviors into
young adulthood, were associated with unfavorable levels of several risk factors for CVDs
in young adulthood. We also found that engagement in weight training was associated
with a reduced risk of T2D among men independent of aerobic physical activity. Since we
found no association of weight training with mortality from CVDs or all-causes in
multivariable adjusted analyses this study suggests that aerobic exercise should not be
substituted for muscle strengthening activities, but rather supplemented among men for
overall prevention of these health outcomes. These results were generally supported by
our prospective studies among youth followed into adulthood. Low isometric muscle
strength and cardiorespiratory fitness in youth were each independently associated with
adverse levels of fasting insulin, insulin sensitivity, and beta-cell function in young
adulthood. Furthermore, combined associations indicate that it may be beneficial to
increase muscle strength at any level of cardiorespiratory fitness. We also found that low
isometric muscle strength of the abdomen and back in youth were associated with
adverse levels of several CVD risk factors in young adulthood. Finally, a cross-sectional
analysis revealed that excessive screen time use was inversely associated with isometric
trunk muscle strength and suggest that reducing screen time habits also may be
important for maintaining trunk muscle strength besides from influencing
cardiorespiratory fitness.
Collectively, the results of the thesis support that reducing screen time use
and engagement in muscle strengthening activities or maintaining high muscle strength
in adults and youths respectively could be important actions in preventive measures
against T2D and CVDs and raised levels of their biological risk factors.
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Baggrund
Betydningen af aerob fysisk aktivitet og kardiorespiratorisk kondition i forhold til
forebyggelse af type 2 diabetes (T2D) og hjertekarsygdomme er veldokumenteret.
Derimod er det mere uklart hvilken rolle stillesiddende aktiviteter og muskelstyrke
prægede aktiviteter spiller i forhold til forebyggelse af disse sygdomme.

Formål og metoder
Formålet med denne afhandling var at undersøge om et højt forbrug af TV og skærmtid
er forbundet med øget risiko for T2D og hjertekarsygdomme blandt voksne, samt om de
er forbundne med biologiske risikofaktorer for disse sygdomme blandt unge fulgt ind i
voksenalderen. Desuden var formålet at undersøge om styrketræning er forbundet med
nedsat risiko for udvikling af T2D, samt at undersøge om muskelstyrke er associeret til
insulin resistens, beta-celle funktion og biologiske risikofaktorer for hjertekarsygdomme
blandt unge fulgt ind i voksenalderen. Endelig var formålet at undersøge associationen
mellem forbruget af skærmtid og muskelstyrke blandt unge. Til at besvare disse formål
benyttedes data fra observationsundersøgelser gennemført blandt unge og voksne. Data
fra publicerede prospektive kohorteundersøgelser var identificeret via en systematisk
søgning og brugt til at kvantificere associationen mellem TV forbrug og risiko for T2D,
hjertekarsygdomme og død af alle årsager i en meta-analyse. Derudover benyttede vi
data fra the European Youth Heart Study (EYHS), som bygger på en tilfældig stikprøve af
danske unge fulgt i op til 12 år ind i voksenalderen I 1997/98 eller i 2003/04
gennemførte 14-16-årige EYHS deltagere en klinisk undersøgelse som inkluderede en
fastende blodprøve, antropometri, blodtryksmåling, kardiorespiratorisk kondition,
isometrisk muskelstyrke af bug og ryg, og deltagerene og deres forældre besvarede
spørgeskema angående livsstil, personlige, og socio-demografiske faktorer. I 2009/10
blev deltagerne fulgt op som unge voksne og de fleste tilsvarende målinger blev fortaget
i denne målerunde. Vi benyttede også data fra et amerikansk prospektivt kohortestudie
(the Health Professionals Follow-up Study (HPFS)). I dette studie fulgtes 32,002
amerikanske sundhedsprofessionelle mænd der ikke havde cancer, diabetes, eller
hjertekarsygdomme ved baseline i 1990 gennem 18 år. Gennem hele
opfølgningsperioden udfyldte deltagerne, hvert andet eller fjerde år, spørgeskema
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angående bl.a. forskellige livsstilsmønstre og sygdoms-opståen inklusiv information om
aerobe aktiviteter og styrketræning.

Resultater
Resultaterne fra meta-analysen viste at et højt TV forbrug var forbundet med øget risiko
for T2D, dødelig- og ikke dødelig hjertekarsygdom og for tidlig død. Der blev fundet
dosis-respons sammenhænge; for hver to timers forskel i TV forbrug øgedes risikoen for
T2D, hjertekarsygdom of død af alle årsager med henholdsvis 20%, 15% og 13%. I EYHS
fandt vi at et højt forbrug af TV og total skærm tid i ungdommen var forbundet med
forhøjede niveauer af flere risikofaktorer for hjertekarsygdomme. Ligeledes fandt vi, at en
stigning i disse adfærdsmønstre fra ung til voksen var associeret med ugunstige niveauer
af flere risikofaktorer for hjertekarsygdomme i ung voksenalder. Der sås dosis-respons
sammenhænge og associationen til en samlet hjertekarsygdomsrisikofaktor score var
uafhængigt af fedme. Desuden var ændringer i både TV og computerforbrug uafhængigt
af hinanden, positivt associeret til koncentrationen af plasma insulin og BMI i
voksenalderen.
Styrketræning var forbundet med nedsat risiko for T2D blandt amerikanske
mænd fra HPFS. Sammenhængen var uafhængig af aerob fysisk aktivitet og andre
konfoundere og risikoreduktionen var dosis-respons afhængig. Deltagelse i
styrketræning og aerob fysisk aktivitet i minimum 150 min/uge var associeret med
henholdsvis 34% og 52% lavere risiko for T2D uafhængigt af hinanden. Der sås ingen
association mellem styrketræning og død af hjertekarsygdomme eller af alle årsager i
multivariable analyser. Mænd der rapporterede at de både deltog i styrketræning og
aerobe aktiviteter havde den største reduktion i risiko for T2D. I EYHS fandt vi at lav
isometrisk bug- og ryg styrke som ung var forbundet med ugunstige niveauer af insulin
resistens, beta-celle funktion og risikofaktorer for hjertekarsygdomme såsom BMI,
blodtryk og triglycerid uafhængigt af kardiorespiratorisk kondition og andre konfoundere.
Der sås dosis-respons sammenhænge - også efter yderligere justering for BMI eller
taljeomkreds. Det sidste studie baseret på tværsnitsmateriale af unge fra EYHS, viste at
forbruget af skærmtid var invers associeret med isometrisk bug- og rygstyrke
uafhængigt af kardiorespiratorisk kondition, BMI (eller taljeomkreds) og andre
konfoundere.

Konklusion
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Den kummulative evidens fra prospektive kohortestudier gennemført i populationer i
forskellige verdensdele indikerer en dosis-respons sammenhæng mellem TV forbrug og
risiko for T2D, dødelig- og ikke dødelig hjertekarsygdom og for tidlig død. Disse fund
støttes af vores prospektive studie af unge, hvor et højt forbrug af TV og total skærm tid i
ungdommen, og en stigning i forbruget i disse adfærdsmønstre fra ung til voksen var
associeret med ugunstige niveauer af flere risikofaktorer for hjertekarsygdomme i ung
voksenalder. Vi fandt også at styrketræning blandt mænd var forbundet med lavere risiko
for T2D uafhængigt af aerob fysisk aktivitet. Derimod fandt vi ingen association til død af
hjertekarsygdomme eller af alle årsager, hvilket tilsammen indikerer at styrketræning bør
være et supplement til aerob fysisk aktivitet snarere end et alternativ. I vores prospektive
studier af unge fandt vi negative dosis-respons sammenhænge mellem isometrisk bugog ryg styrke i ungdommen og insulin resistens, beta-celle funktion og flere
risikofaktorer for hjertekarsygdomme i ung voksenalder. Endelig viste et tværsnitsstudie
af unge at forbruget af skærmtid var invers associeret med isometrisk bug- og rygstyrke,
hvilket indikerer at reduktion i forbruget af skærm tid blandt unge er vigtigt for
opretholdelse af bug- og ryg styrke foruden at være betydningsfuldt for
kardiorespiratorisk kondition.
Tilsammen antyder resultaterne fra denne afhandling at en reduktion i
forbruget af tid foran skærmen og deltagelse i muskelstyrkeprægede aktiviteter eller
opretholdelse af muskelstyrke blandt voksne og unge er vigtige strategier til forebyggelse
af T2D, hjertekarsygdomme og deres biologiske risikofaktorer.
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Grøntved A, Hu FB. Television viewing and risk of type 2 diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, and all-cause mortality: A meta-analysis. JAMA: The
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CLINICAL REVIEW
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Television Viewing and Risk of Type 2
Diabetes, Cardiovascular Disease,
and All-Cause Mortality
A Meta-analysis
Anders Grøntved, MPH, MSc
Frank B. Hu, MD, PhD

T

ELEVISION (TV) VIEWING IS THE

most commonly reported daily
activity apart from working and
sleeping in many populations
around the world.1-3 On average, 40%
of daily free time is occupied by TV
viewing within several European countries1 and 50% in Australia.2 This corresponds to a daily TV viewing time of
about 3.5 to 4.0 hours. In the United
States, the average number of daily
hours of TV viewing has recently been
reported to be 5 hours.3
Beyond altering energy expenditure by displacing time spent on physical activities, TV viewing is associated
with unhealthy eating (eg, higher intake of fried foods, processed meat, and
sugar-sweetened beverages and lower
intake of fruits, vegetables, and whole
grains) in both children and adults.4-7
Furthermore, TV viewing may be associated with the intake of foods and
beverages that are advertised on TV4
and could attract some individuals to
begin smoking.8
Physical inactivity, various dietary
factors, and smoking are wellestablished independent risk factors of
type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and all-cause mortality. Because
CME available online at
www.jamaarchivescme.com
and questions on p 2476.
2448
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Context Prolonged television (TV) viewing is the most prevalent and pervasive sedentary behavior in industrialized countries and has been associated with morbidity and
mortality. However, a systematic and quantitative assessment of published studies is
not available.
Objective To perform a meta-analysis of all prospective cohort studies to determine the association between TV viewing and risk of type 2 diabetes, fatal or nonfatal
cardiovascular disease, and all-cause mortality.
Data Sources and Study Selection Relevant studies were identified by searches
of the MEDLINE database from 1970 to March 2011 and the EMBASE database from
1974 to March 2011 without restrictions and by reviewing reference lists from retrieved articles. Cohort studies that reported relative risk estimates with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the associations of interest were included.
Data Extraction Data were extracted independently by each author and summary
estimates of association were obtained using a random-effects model.
Data Synthesis Of the 8 studies included, 4 reported results on type 2 diabetes
(175 938 individuals; 6428 incident cases during 1.1 million person-years of followup), 4 reported on fatal or nonfatal cardiovascular disease (34 253 individuals; 1052
incident cases), and 3 reported on all-cause mortality (26 509 individuals; 1879 deaths
during 202 353 person-years of follow-up). The pooled relative risks per 2 hours of
TV viewing per day were 1.20 (95% CI, 1.14-1.27) for type 2 diabetes, 1.15 (95%
CI, 1.06-1.23) for fatal or nonfatal cardiovascular disease, and 1.13 (95% CI, 1.071.18) for all-cause mortality. While the associations between time spent viewing TV
and risk of type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease were linear, the risk of all-cause
mortality appeared to increase with TV viewing duration of greater than 3 hours per
day. The estimated absolute risk differences per every 2 hours of TV viewing per day
were 176 cases of type 2 diabetes per 100 000 individuals per year, 38 cases of fatal
cardiovascular disease per 100 000 individuals per year, and 104 deaths for all-cause
mortality per 100 000 individuals per year.
Conclusion Prolonged TV viewing was associated with increased risk of type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and all-cause mortality.
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TELEVISION VIEWING AND HEALTH RISKS

TV viewing is the most prevalent and
pervasive sedentary behavior, there is
a great deal of interest in quantifying
its independent association with health
outcomes. However, a systematic and
quantitative assessment of published
studies is not available. Therefore, we
conducted a meta-analysis to summarize all published prospective cohort
studies to date on the incidence of type
2 diabetes, nonfatal or fatal cardiovascular disease, and all-cause mortality.
Furthermore, we quantified the doseresponse relationship of TV viewing
with the risk of these health outcomes.
METHODS
Search Strategy

The meta-analysis was conducted
according to the checklist of the
Meta-analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology.9 We performed
a systematic search of published
studies in MEDLINE from 1970 to
March 2011 and in EMBASE from
1974 to March 2011.
We used the following search terms
without restrictions: TV or television or
“screen time” and diabetes or cardiovascular or myocardial or coronary or stroke
or mortality or mortalities or death or
fatal and risk or Cox or hazard or “survival analysis” or odds. In addition, we
reviewed the reference lists of retrieved articles to identify any studies
that were not identified from the preliminary literature searches.
Inclusion Criteria

Studies were included in the metaanalysis if they met the following criteria: published in the English language, had a prospective design (cohort,
case-cohort, and nested case-control),
a study population that was healthy at
baseline, and had estimates of relative
risk (RR) or odds ratio with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) or reported data
to calculate these.
Data Extraction

From each retrieved article, we
extracted the following data: name of
the first author, year of publication,

country where the study was performed, specific outcomes, follow-up
time, methods for assessment of
outcome, proportion of men and
women, total number of individuals,
person-years of follow-up, number of
cases, confounding factors that were
adjusted for in the analysis, and the
RRs or odds ratio estimates with corresponding 95% CIs. We extracted
multivariable-adjusted estimates with
and without adjustment for dietary
variables and with and without
adjustment for body mass index
(BMI; calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters
squared) or another obesity measure
when available.
Data extraction was conducted
independently by both authors (A.G.
and F.B.H.) and any disagreements
were resolved by consensus. In studies in which TV viewing was reported
as hours per week or minutes per day,
we converted this to hours per day.
We pooled estimates of risk in increments of 2 hours of TV viewing per
day. If a study did not report the association with TV viewing as a continuous variable, we estimated this using
the method of generalized least
squares for trend estimation described
by Orsini et al.10 For categories of TV
viewing that were open (eg, 4-7 hours
per day), we assigned the median values of TV viewing. If the upper bound
in the highest category was not provided, we assumed that it had the
same amplitude as the preceding category. This procedure also was performed for obtaining data for the
dose-response meta-analysis. If the
appropriate data were not obtainable,
we requested the data from the study’s
investigators.
Statistical Analysis

We pooled RR estimates (assuming a
linear relationship of the natural
logarithm of RR with increasing TV
viewing time and 95% CIs) from
each study separately for each outcome using a random-effects metaanalysis. We evaluated the statistical
heterogeneity of the RRs by calculat-

©2011 American Medical Association. All rights reserved.

ing the I2 statistic11; publication bias
was assessed by using the Egger
asymmetry test. 12 Low, moderate,
and high degrees of heterogeneity
correspond to I2 values of 25%, 50%,
and 75%, respectively. Sensitivity
analyses evaluated whether the
results could have been affected
markedly by a single study, 13 and
were repeated using a fixed-effects
model.
Because obesity is a putative mediator of the association between TV viewing and respective health outcomes, we
included (when possible) multivariableadjusted models that did not adjust for
BMI or another obesity measure. Whenever possible, we also separately performed a meta-analysis on the multivariable-adjusted model with and then
without adjustment for dietary variables and also with and then without
BMI or other obesity measures to explore the possible mediating effect of
diet, BMI, and obesity on the association of TV viewing with the study
outcomes.
We then plotted the dose-response
relationship based on the doseresponse meta-analysis method
described by Orsini et al,10 using all
available data points from each study.
To flexibly plot the relationship of the
natural logarithm of RRs with increasing TV viewing time without assuming linearity and to test if they were
nonlinear, we added a quadratic term
of TV viewing time; the changes in
model fit were tested using the likelihood ratio test. For any nonlinear
response, we proceeded to use piecewise regression with an inflection
point based on the best goodness-offit model.10
We calculated absolute risk differences based on the obtained summary
estimate and incidence rates from the
general US population using the formula: risk difference=background incidence rate ! (RR − 1). All statistical
analyses were 2-sided and performed
with Stata statistical software version 11
(StataCorp, College Station, Texas); an
" level of .05 was chosen for significance.
JAMA, June 15, 2011—Vol 305, No. 23 2449
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Figure 1. Selection of Studies Included in
the Meta-analysis
1655 Articles identified from
database search
1040 From EMBASE
615 From MEDLINE
1645 Excluded
1163 Did not study television
viewing as exposure,
or type 2 diabetes,
cardiovascular disease,
or mortality as
an outcome,
or did not study these
as exposures or
outcomes
249 Nonhuman studies
199 Review articles
29 Editorials or letters to
the editor
3 Case-control studies
1 Studied cancer
patients
1 Studied gestational
diabetes
10 Articles identified for full review
2 Excluded
1 Duplicate study and only
published as abstract
1 Did not contain data
on television viewing
as exposure
8 Articles included in meta-analysis
4 Studied type 2 diabetes
4 Studied fatal or nonfatal
cardiovascular disease
3 Studied all-cause mortality

RESULTS
Literature Search

The results of the literature search are
shown in FIGURE 1. We retrieved 1655
articles from our preliminary search. Of
these, 10 articles were identified for full
review (some reported analyses on !1
relevant outcome). There were 4 studies reporting results on type 2 diabetes, 6 studies reporting on fatal or nonfatal cardiovascular disease, and 4
studies reporting on all-cause mortality. After full review, 1 study on incident cardiovascular disease was excluded because it was only published
as an abstract14 (this study also was a
duplicate of a fatal cardiovascular disease analysis). Another study reporting on both fatal cardiovascular disease and all-cause mortality was
excluded due to lack of specific report
on the association with TV viewing.15
2450
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Of the 10 studies, 8 were included
in the meta-analysis. The study by Stamatakis et al16 on all-cause mortality and
cardiovascular disease reported associations of screen time including both
TV viewing and other types of screen
time such as video game playing and
computer use. Because total screen time
predominantly stems from TV viewing, we choose to include this study.
Study Characteristics

The characteristics of the included studies are shown in the TABLE. For type 2
diabetes (4 studies), the total number
of individuals was 175 938 with 6428
incident cases during 1.1 million person-years of follow-up. For fatal or nonfatal cardiovascular disease (4 studies), the total number of individuals was
34 253 with 1052 incident cases; there
was no indication of person-years at risk
because 1 study20 lacked that information. For all-cause mortality (3 studies), the total number of individuals was
26 509 with 1879 deaths during
202 353 person-years of follow-up. The
mean (SD) follow-up duration was 8.5
(1.9) years for type 2 diabetes, 10.4
(7.4) years for fatal or nonfatal cardiovascular disease, and 6.8 (2.6) years for
all-cause mortality. The number of potential confounding factors included in
the multivariable-adjusted model varied (Table).
TV Viewing and Risk
of Type 2 Diabetes

FIGURE 2 shows the results from the
random-effects meta-analysis of the
dose-response relationship between TV
viewing and type 2 diabetes in the 4
studies. In the meta-analysis of the multivariable-adjusted estimates without
adjustment for dietary variables, greater
TV viewing time was associated with a
higher risk of type 2 diabetes (pooled
RR, 1.20 [95% CI, 1.14-1.27] per 2
hours of TV viewing time; P".001) and
a linear dose-response relationship was
observed (FIGURE 3; P=.08 for nonlin2
ear response; goodness-of-fit #13
=20.5,
P = .07).
The corresponding absolute risk difference based on the most recent type

2 diabetes statistics22 for the United
States was estimated to be 176 cases per
100 000 individuals per year for every
2 hours of TV viewing per day. There
was moderate heterogeneity between
studies (I2 =50.4%, P=.11). There was
no statistical evidence of publication
bias (Egger asymmetry test, P =.21).
Further adjusting for dietary variables slightly attenuated the risk estimate but an increased risk of type 2 diabetes remained with greater TV viewing
time (pooled RR, 1.18 [95% CI, 1.121.25] per 2 hours of TV viewing time;
P".001). When individual studies were
pooled with an additional adjustment
for BMI or another obesity measure, the
summary estimate was attenuated to
1.13 (95% CI, 1.08-1.18) per 2 hours
of TV viewing time (P".001).
TV Viewing and Risk of Fatal
or Nonfatal Cardiovascular Disease

Longer duration of TV viewing time was
associated with an increased risk of fatal or nonfatal cardiovascular disease
(RR, 1.15 [95% CI, 1.06-1.23] per 2
hours of TV viewing per day; P".001;
Figure 2). A linear dose-response relationship was observed (Figure 3; P=.37
for nonlinear response; goodness-of2
=22.6, P =.07). The correspondfit #14
ing absolute risk difference based on the
most recent American Heart Association cardiovascular disease mortality
rate statistics for the United States23 was
estimated to be 38 cases of fatal cardiovascular disease per 100 000 individuals per year for every 2 hours of TV
viewing per day. There was no heterogeneity in the individual risk estimates for fatal or nonfatal cardiovascular disease (I2 =0%, P=.73) and there
was no evidence of publication bias
(P =.72).
Only the study by Wijndaele et al21
reported estimates with and without adjustment for dietary variables (total energy intake) and BMI, respectively. The
3 other studies16,19,20 included dietary
variables and BMI or waist circumference in their multivariable-adjusted
model. When we repeated the metaanalysis and included the dietadjusted point estimate from Wijndaele
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Table. Characteristics of the Studies Included in the Meta-analysis
Source and
Study Location
Type 2 diabetes
Hu et al,7 2001;
United States

Ratio of
Age at
Males to
Baseline, Follow-up,
Females, %
y
y

Total No.
of Individuals/
Person-Years

No. of
Outcome
Cases Assessment

100:0

40-75

10 a

37 918/347 040

1058

Self-report

Hu et al,6 2003;
United States

0:100

30-55

6a

68 497/396 900

1515

Self-report

Krishnan et al,17
2009;
United States

0:100

21-69

10 a

45 668/182 994

2928

Self-report

Ford et al,18 2010;
Germany

38:62

35-65

7.8 b

23 855/156 358

927

Self-report

44:56

!25

6.6 c

8800/58 087

87

Registry

Warren et al,20
2010;
United
States
Stamatakis
et al,16
2011;
Scotland

100:0

20-89

7744/NA

377

Registry

43:57

!35

4512/19 364

215

Registry

Wijndaele et al,21
2011;
United
Kingdom

43:57

45-79

9.5 (1.6) d 13 197/124 902

373

Registry

44:56

!25

6.6 c

8800/58 087

284

Registry

Stamatakis et al,16
2011;
Scotland

43:57

!35

4.3 (0.5) d

4512/19 364

325

Registry

Wijndaele et al,21
2011;
United Kingdom

43:57

45-79

1270

Registry

Cardiovascular disease
(fatal or nonfatal)
Dunstan et al,19
2010;
Australia

All-cause mortality
Dunstan et al,19
2010;
Australia

21 a

4.3 (0.5) d

9.5 (1.6) d 13 197/124 902

Adjustment for Confounders
Age, length of smoking, parental history of
diabetes, alcohol consumption, total
physical activity; and intakes of saturated
fat, monounsaturated fat, polyunsaturated
fat, trans-fatty acids, and cereal fiber
Age, hormone use, family history of diabetes,
alcohol consumption, total physical
activity, glycemic load; and intakes of
polyunsaturated fatty acid, cereal fiber,
and trans-fatty acids
Age, family history of diabetes, years of
education, family income, marital status,
smoking status, alcohol consumption,
energy intake, coffee consumption,
vigorous physical activity, and walking as
physical activity
Age, sex, educational status, occupational
physical activity, smoking status, alcohol
consumption, and leisure-time physical
activity
Age, sex, smoking status, educational level,
total energy intake, alcohol intake, dietquality index, waist circumference, hypertension, total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol,
triglycerides, lipid-lowering medication use,
and glucose-tolerance status
Age, physical activity, smoking status, alcohol
consumption, BMI, family history of cardiovascular disease, hypertension, diabetes,
and hypercholesterolemia
Age, sex, BMI, smoking status, marital status,
ethnicity, social class, long-standing illness,
occupational physical activity, physiciandiagnosed diabetes and hypertension, and
moderate and vigorous physical activity
Age, sex, educational level, smoking status,
alcohol consumption, medication for
hypertension, medication for dyslipidemia,
baseline history of diabetes, family history
of cardiovascular disease, family history of
cancer, total physical activity energy
expenditure, and total energy intake
Age, sex, smoking status, education, total
energy intake, alcohol intake, diet-quality
index, waist circumference, hypertension,
total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol,
triglycerides, lipid-lowering medication use,
and glucose tolerance status
Age, sex, BMI, smoking status, marital status,
ethnicity, social class, long-standing illness,
occupational physical activity, physiciandiagnosed diabetes and hypertension, and
moderate and vigorous physical activity
Age, sex, educational level, smoking status,
alcohol consumption, medication for
hypertension, medication for dyslipidemia,
baseline history of diabetes, family history
of cardiovascular disease, family history of
cancer, total physical activity energy
expenditure, and total energy intake

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index (calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared); HDL, high-density lipoprotein; NA, data not available.
a Either mean or median follow-up time were not specified by the study’s authors.
b Value expressed as mean.
c Value expressed as median.
d Value expressed as mean (SD).
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et al,21 the results were not substantially changed (pooled RR, 1.15 [95%
CI, 1.07-1.25] per 2 hours of TV viewing time per day; P!.001). When the
primary meta-analysis was repeated

TV Viewing and Risk
of All-Cause Mortality

using the BMI-adjusted estimate from
Wijndaele et al,21 the point estimate was
not substantially attenuated (pooled RR,
1.14 [95% CI, 1.06-1.23] per 2 hours
of TV viewing time per day; P =.001).

The results from the random-effects
meta-analysis of TV viewing with the
risk of all-cause mortality are shown

Figure 2. Risk of Type 2 Diabetes, Cardiovascular Disease, and All-Cause Mortality
Source
Type 2 diabetes
Hu et al,7 2001

Weight, %
18.9

RR (95% CI)
1.20 (1.08-1.32)

Hu et al,6 2003

29.8

1.16 (1.09-1.24)

Krishnan et al,17 2009

36.6

1.17 (1.12-1.23)

Ford et al,18 2010

14.7

1.37 (1.21-1.55)

Total

100

1.20 (1.14-1.27)

Test for heterogeneity: P = .11; I 2 = 50.4%
0.75

1.0

1.5

2.0

1.5

2.0

1.5

2.0

RR (95% CI)
Cardiovascular disease (fatal or nonfatal)
Dunstan et al,19 2010

7.3

1.30 (0.98-1.69)

5.0

1.05 (0.75-1.46)

Stamatakis et al,16 2011

59.2

1.13 (1.02-1.24)

Wijndaele et al,21 2011

28.4

1.17 (1.02-1.35)

Total

100

1.15 (1.06-1.23)

Warren et al,20 2010

Test for heterogeneity: P = .73; I 2 = 0%
0.75

1.0

RR (95% CI)
All-cause mortality
Dunstan et al,19 2010

10

1.17 (1.00-1.37)

Stamatakis et al,16 2011

47.6

1.14 (1.06-1.23)

Wijndaele et al,21 2011

42.4

Total

100

1.10 (1.02-1.19)
1.13 (1.07-1.18)

Test for heterogeneity: P = .74; I 2 = 0%
0.75

1.0

RR (95% CI)

The summary estimates were obtained using a random-effects model. The data markers indicate the adjusted relative risks (RRs) per 2 hours of television viewing per
day. The size of the data markers indicates the weight of the study. The diamond data markers indicate the pooled RRs. CI indicates confidence interval.

Figure 3. Dose-Response Relationship Between Television Viewing and Risk of Type 2 Diabetes, Cardiovascular Disease, All-Cause Mortality
Type 2 diabetes

Cardiovascular disease (fatal or nonfatal)

1.75

1.50

1.50

1.75

RR

1.75

All-cause mortality
2.0

RR

2.0

RR

2.0

1.25

1.25

1.0

1.0

0

2

4

6

Television Viewing, h/d

8

1.50

1.25

1.0

0

2

4

6

Television Viewing, h/d

0

2

4

6

Television Viewing, h/d

Dotted lines represent the 95% confidence intervals for the fitted trend. The dose-response relationship plot between television (TV) viewing (hours per day) and risk of
type 2 diabetes (4 studies), cardiovascular disease (4 studies), and all-cause mortality (3 studies) was estimated with random-effects meta-regression,10 which allowed for
a nonlinear response by including a quadratic term of TV viewing time. The test for a nonlinear relationship was only significant for all-cause mortality (P=.007). In subsequent piecewise regression, the best model fit was obtained at an inflection point of 3 hours of TV viewing per day (P=.01 for difference in slopes).
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in Figure 2. Greater TV viewing time
was associated with an increased risk
of all-cause mortality (pooled RR, 1.13
[95% CI, 1.07-1.18] per 2 hours of TV
viewing time per day; P!.001). The
corresponding absolute risk difference
based on the most recent US mortality
rate statistics24 was estimated to be
104 deaths per 100 000 individuals per
year for every 2 hours of TV viewing
per day. No statistical heterogeneity
between studies was observed (I2 =0%,
P=.74) and we observed no evidence
of publication bias (Egger asymmetry
test, P = .67). The test for a nonlinear
dose-response relationship was significant (likelihood ratio test, P = .007),
suggesting curvature in the relationship (Figure 3).
In piecewise regression analysis, we
obtained the best fit at an inflection
point of 3 hours of TV viewing per day
(P=.01 for difference in slopes). There
was no association for up to 3 hours of
TV viewing time per day with allcause mortality. However, the RR was
1.30 (95% CI, 1.06-1.56) for greater
than 3 hours of TV viewing time per day
(goodness-of-fit "52 = 4.8, P= .45).
Only the study by Wijndaele et al21
reported estimates with additional adjustment for total energy intake and
BMI. When the primary meta-analysis
was repeated using the adjusted point
estimate for energy intake from Wijndaele et al,21 the pooled RR was 1.13
(95% CI, 1.07-1.19) per 2 hours of TV
viewing time per day. When the primary meta-analysis was repeated using
the BMI-adjusted point estimate from
Wijndaele et al,21 the pooled RR was
1.12 (95% CI, 1.06-1.18) per 2 hours
of TV viewing time per day.
Sensitivity Analysis

The summary estimates were consistent when analyses were repeated using
a fixed-effects model (eFigure at http:
//www.jama.com). Omitting 1 study at
a time and recalculating the pooled RRs
for the remainder of the studies showed
that none of the individual studies substantially influenced the pooled RR for
any of the outcomes (eTable at http:
//www.jama.com).

COMMENT
Our results from the meta-analysis of
prospective cohort studies suggest
that TV viewing is consistently associated with higher risk of type 2 diabetes, fatal or nonfatal cardiovascular
disease, and all-cause mortality. We
observed RRs of 1.20 for type 2 diabetes, 1.15 for cardiovascular disease,
and 1.13 for all-cause mortality per
every 2-hour increase in TV viewing
per day. Based on incidence rates in
the United States, we estimated that
the absolute risk difference (cases per
100 000 individuals per year) per 2
hours of TV viewing per day was 176
for type 2 diabetes, 38 for fatal cardiovascular disease, and 104 for all-cause
mortality.
The dose-response analysis revealed
a linear increase in risk with the number of hours per day of TV viewing for
both type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease; the association with allcause mortality appeared stronger
with TV viewing time of greater than 3
hours per day. However, more studies
are needed on all-cause mortality to
quantify with greater confidence the
nature of the relationship with TV
viewing.
There were some limitations to this
meta-analysis. First, although not suggested by the formal statistical tests we
undertook, there is still a possibility of
publication bias considering that the
tests were likely to be underpowered.
Second, the relatively small number of
studies limited our ability to identify
subgroups of individuals who were
more susceptible to the reported relationships. The small number of studies also limited our ability to determine whether heterogeneity in
summary estimates was explained by
factors related to study quality.
Third, we cannot exclude the possibility of residual confounding and bias
due to misclassification. Although the
included studies attempted to control
for various known risk factors, the
possibility of residual or unmeasured
confounding cannot be ruled out.
Fourth, although all of the included
studies excluded participants with

©2011 American Medical Association. All rights reserved.

chronic disease at baseline, it is still
possible that reverse causality may
contribute to some of the associations
reported herein if participants with
subclinical stages of disease become
more sedentary. Fifth, in all of the
included studies, the assessment of TV
viewing relied on self-report at baseline except for the study by Hu et al7
and Krishnan et al,17 in which selfreport information was obtained on 5
occasions. Single-point measurement
increases the chance of randommeasurement error, which may underestimate the reported associations.
Sixth, not all available studies controlled properly for physical activity.
Appropriate control for physical activity in an analysis with TV viewing as
exposure can be performed using the
isotemporal substitution model because TV viewing will displace time
spent on other activities.25 Such activities could be sleeping, physical activity at different intensities, or other activities (eg, reading). Future studies
should consider several displacement
options to further explore the influence of TV viewing time on health outcomes. Finally, unpublished data, nonEnglish-language studies, and missed
studies may exist and may have influenced our results.
Strengths of this study include large
sample sizes, long durations of followup, and well-established prospective
studies. In addition, our pooled estimates were based on prospective analyses with detailed adjustment for a wide
range of confounding variables.
It is biologically plausible that prolonged TV viewing is associated with
type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease,
and all-cause mortality. Numerous
prospective studies have reported
associations of TV viewing with biological risk factors for these outcomes
including obesity,6,26,27 adverse lipid
levels,27 and clustered cardiovascular
risk28; however, some studies did not
report these associations.29-31 Furthermore, associations of sedentary behaviors analogous to TV viewing (eg, sitting during work or while driving)
with type 2 diabetes,6 fatal or nonfatal
JAMA, June 15, 2011—Vol 305, No. 23 2453
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cardiovascular disease,32 fatal cardiovascular disease, 33,34 and all-cause
mortality33,34 have been reported in
cohort studies. Experimental studies
specifically increasing exposure to
inactivity are difficult to perform in
humans; however, one study35 showed
detrimental changes in insulin sensitivity and postprandial lipid metabolism in participants who markedly
reduced their daily steps to about
1500 per day during a 2-week period.
Three randomized controlled trials
have shown beneficial effects of reducing TV viewing time. One randomized
school-based study of 9-year-old children (N=192) found that reducing time
of TV viewing and video game playing
slowed increases in BMI and decreased the number of meals eaten in
front of the TV but was not associated
with change in self-reported physical
activity.36
Another study of 70 children with
BMIs above the 75th percentile
showed that reducing TV viewing
and computer time by 50% over 2
years resulted in a significant reduction of BMI and energy intake but
did not increase objectively measured physical activity.37 The third
study was conducted in 36 overweight or obese adults and it did not
find a significantly greater change in
energy intake or BMI after restricting
TV viewing time by 50% over a
3-week period; however, a significant
increase in objectively measured
energy expenditure was observed.38
These short-term experimental studies suggest that reducing TV viewing
time may lead to improvement in
diet, physical activity, or BMI.
Because TV viewing is often accompanied by concurrent intake of foods4,5
and food advertising on TV may promote an unhealthy diet,39 it is possible
that some of the associations reported
herein are explained by diet. We attempted to explore whether these associations were mediated by diet and
observed a small attenuation of effect
estimates for type 2 diabetes but not for
cardiovascular disease or all-cause mortality after pooling the available esti2454
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mates with additional adjustment for dietary variables.
Because positive associations with TV
viewing were observed in European,
Australian, and US populations, who are
subject to different amounts and types
of food advertisements on TV, we do
not believe that the associations are
completely explained by changes in dietary behaviors induced by TV advertisement. However, we found that adjustment for BMI attenuated the
association between TV viewing and the
risk of type 2 diabetes.
Additional research quantifying the
mediating influence of diet and physical inactivity is warranted. Future research also should assess the association of prolonged daily use of new
media devices on energy balance and
chronic disease risk.
In conclusion, findings from this
meta-analysis of prospective studies
suggest that longer duration of TV
viewing time is consistently associated
with higher risk of type 2 diabetes,
fatal or nonfatal cardiovascular disease, and all-cause mortality. Further
study is needed to determine whether
reducing prolonged TV viewing can
prevent chronic disease morbidity and
mortality.
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eTable. Influence analysis of single studies on summary estimate (random effect model).
Study

Beta (summary)

95% CI

Type-2 diabetes

1.20

1.14 ; 1.27

Hu et al. 2001

1.21

1.12 ; 1.30

Hu et al. 2003

1.23

1.13 ; 1.33

Krishnan et al. 2009

1.23

1.12 ; 1.34

Ford et al. 2010

1.17

1.13 ; 1.21

CVD (fatal/non-fatal)

1.15

1.06 ; 1.23

Dunstan et al. 2010

1.14

1.05 ; 1.22

Warren et al. 2009

1.15

1.06 ; 1.24

Stamatakis et al. 2011

1.17

1.05 ; 1.31

Wijndaele et al. 2011

1.14

1.04 ; 1.24

Mortality from all-causes

1.13

1.07 ; 1.19

Dunstan et al. 2010

1.12

1.07 ; 1.18

Stamatakis et al. 2011

1.12

1.04 ; 1.20

Wijndaele et al. 2011

1.15

1.07 ; 1.22

eFigure. Pooled estimate of RR and 95% CI for risk of type-2 diabetes (A), fatal or nonfatal cardiovascular disease (B), and mortality from all-causes (C) respectively using a
fixed effect model.

%
Study

Year

RR (95% CI)

Weight

Hu et al. 7

2001

1.20 (1.08, 1.32)

12.08

Hu et al. 6

2003

1.16 (1.09, 1.24)

28.48

Krishnan et al. 17

2009

1.17 (1.12, 1.23)

51.16

Ford et al. 18

2010

1.37 (1.21, 1.55)

8.28

1.19 (1.15, 1.23)

100.00

A. Type-2 diabetes

Subtotal (I-squared = 50.4%, p = 0.109)

B. Cardiovascular disease (fatal and non-fatal)
Dunstan et al. 19

2010

1.30 (0.98, 1.69)

7.34

Warren et al. 20

2010

1.05 (0.75, 1.46)

5.01

Stamatakis et al. 16

2011

1.13 (1.02, 1.24)

59.23

Wijndaele et al. 21

2011

1.17 (1.02, 1.35)

28.41

1.15 (1.06, 1.23)

100.00

Subtotal (I-squared = 0.0%, p = 0.733)

C. Mortality from all causes
Dunstan et al. 19

2010

1.17 (1.00, 1.37)

9.99

Stamatakis et al. 16

2011

1.14 (1.06, 1.23)

47.62

Wijndaele et al. 21

2011

1.10 (1.02, 1.19)

42.39

1.13 (1.07, 1.18)

100.00

Subtotal (I-squared = 0.0%, p = 0.735)

.5

.75

1

1.5

RR per two hours/day

2

2.5

!

Squares indicate adjusted RRs per two hour TV viewing/day in each study and its size is proportional to the percent weight from each
study in the meta-analysis. Horizontal lines indicate their 95% CIs. The unshaded diamond is the pooled RR with 95% CI. !
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Abstract
Aims: We prospectively examined the association of TV viewing, computer use, and total screen time in adolescence,
and change in these behaviours, with cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk factors in young adulthood.
Methods and results: This was a prospective cohort study among Danish men and women (n ¼ 435) followed for
up to 12 years. Adiposity, blood pressure (BP), triglycerides, high-density lipoprotein (HDL), glucose, insulin, and
self-reported TV viewing and computer use were obtained in adolescence and in young adulthood. A continuous
metabolic syndrome z-score was calculated as the sum of standardized values of each risk factor (inverse of HDL).
In multivariable-adjusted analyses, TV viewing and total screen time in adolescence were positively associated with
adiposity, triglycerides, and metabolic syndrome z-score in young adulthood (p < 0.05). Individuals who increased
their TV viewing, computer use, or total screen time with more than 2 hours/day from adolescence to young adulthood
had 0.90 (95% CI 0.12 to 1.69), 0.95 (95% CI 0.01 to 1.88), and 1.40 (95% CI 0.28 to 2.51) kg/m2 higher body mass index,
respectively, in young adulthood compared with individuals who remained stable or decreased their viewing time. Insulin
and metabolic syndrome z-scores were also higher among individuals who increased their TV viewing, computer use, or
total screen time more than 2 hours/day compared with individuals who remained stable or decreased their viewing time
(p < 0.05).
Conclusions: Prolonged TV viewing and total screen time during leisure time in adolescence, and increases in these
behaviours, are associated with unfavourable levels of several cardiovascular risk factors in young adulthood.
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Introduction
TV viewing and computer use are common daily activities during leisure time among children, adolescents,
and adults in Western countries.1,2 Among adults,
prolonged TV viewing and unspecified screen-viewing
time have been consistently associated with greater risk
of chronic diseases, premature death, and raised levels
of cardiovascular risk factors independent of moderate
and vigorous physical activity level (MVPA).3–6 More
recently, organizational and national recommendations
for sedentary behaviours including screen time for
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2
children and adolescents have emerged.7–9 Some of
these recommendations state that children and adolescents should limit their recreational screen time to no
more than 2 hours/day to minimize health risks.7,8,10
The evidence from prospective studies to support
these specific time limits is weak, and it is unknown if
time spent on TV viewing and computer use each are
independently associated with cardiovascular outcomes. Furthermore, the evidence that childhood or
youth screen-viewing time are associated with adult
cardiovascular health is scarce.10–12 To extend the
evidence that screen-viewing time during youth have
health effects later in life, we aimed to examine the association of TV viewing, computer use, and total leisure
screen-viewing time in adolescence with cardiovascular
risk factors in young adulthood among Danish men
and women participating in the European Youth
Heart Study (EYHS) with up to 12 years of follow
up. We also examined the influence of changes in viewing time on cardiovascular risk in young adulthood.

Methods
Design
The EYHS is an international population-based multicentre study that addresses cardiovascular disease
(CVD) risk factors in children and adolescents.13 The
current study is based on the Danish cohort. In this
study, a random sample of 658 15-year-old adolescents
were invited to participate in 1997–98, of whom 429
(65%) agreed to take part in the study. In 2003–04,
another random sample of 771 15-year-old adolescents
was invited of whom 444 (58%) agreed to take part. In
2009–10, a 6- or 12-year follow up was conducted
where all originally invited participants from 1997–98
and 2003–04 were invited again. The eligible cohort for
the current analyses was 435 individuals who had complete data on exposures and outcomes (244 individuals
with 6-year follow up and 191 individuals with 12-year
follow up). The study was approved by the local scientific ethics committee and all participants gave
informed consent to participate.

Television viewing, computer use, and total screen
time
At baseline and follow up, TV viewing and computer
use time during leisure was obtained by self-report. In
both instances, this was done using a computer-based
questionnaire.13 At baseline, two questions were asked
about the amount of time viewing TV (before and after
school).14 From these two questions, a summary variable of daily TV viewing time variable in adolescence
was constructed (hours/day). Frequency of eating while

European Journal of Preventive Cardiology 0(00)
viewing TV (5-point scale) was also asked. Daily time
spent using computer in adolescence was asked in one
question. At follow up the participants were asked to
report their TV viewing time (hours and minutes) in the
morning, afternoon, and evening. Again, a summary
variable for daily TV viewing (hours/day) in young
adulthood was constructed. Participants were asked
about their time spent using a computer during leisure
time (hours/day and min/day) separately for surfing the
internet, playing games, and other tasks (i.e. word processing). From response to these questions, a summary
variable for daily computer use was constructed (hours/
day). A total screen time variable (hours/day) was created by summarizing TV viewing and computer use in
adolescence and young adulthood, respectively.

Other covariates
Monthly frequency of soft drinks, fruit, and vegetable
intake were obtained by self-report in adolescence.
Family history of CVD (paternal or maternal, yes/no)
and parental educational level were obtained by parental self-report. Parental educational status was defined
according to the International Standard Classification
of Education (ISCED) (UNESCO 1997). However, as
the details obtained of the description of education was
insufficient, the ISCED 7-point scale was combined into
three new groups (1 ¼ level 1–2; 2 ¼ level 3–4; and
3 ¼ level 5–7). Current smoking status (yes/no) was
obtained in young adulthood. MVPA and sedentary
time in adolescence was assessed using accelerometry
with data reduction as described previously.15 An
output >2000 counts/min (equivalent to walking
about 4 km/h) was defined as MVPA and an output
<100 count/min was defined as sedentary. MVPA and
sedentary time were expressed as continuous variables
as percentage of total registered time.

Cardiovascular risk factors
Height, weight, and waist circumference (WC) were
measured using standard anthropometric procedures.
Fasting blood samples (overnight) were taken in the
morning from the antecubital vein. Samples were aliquoted and separated within 30 min, and then stored at
"80# C until they were transported to a WHO-certified
laboratory in Bristol and Cambridge (UK) for analysis
at baseline and in Cambridge at follow up. Samples
were analysed for serum glucose, insulin, HDL cholesterol, and triglyceride. Triglyceride was analysed using
the lipase/glycerol kinase/glycerol phosphate oxidase
enzymatic method. HDL was analysed using the homogeneous polyanion/cholesterol esterase/oxidase enzymic method. Glucose was analysed using the
hexokinase method. Blood lipids and glucose were
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measured on an Olympus AU600 autoanalyser
(Olympus Diagnostica, Germany) at baseline and on
a Dade Behring Dimension RxL autonalyser (Siemens
Healthcare, UK) at follow up. Insulin was analysed
using enzyme immunoassay (microtitre plate format;
Dako Diagnostics, http://www.dako.co.uk, at baseline;
and 1235 AutoDELFIA automatic immunoassay,
Wallac Oy, Finland at follow up). Between-laboratory
correlations in lipids, glucose, and insulin for 30 randomly selected samples analysed at both laboratories
were 0.94–0.98 at baseline.14
Resting BP was measured with a Dinamap paediatric and adult neonatal vital signs monitor (model XL;
Critikron, Tampa, FL, USA) using an appropriate cuff
size. Five measurements were taken at 2-min intervals
with the mean of the final three measurements used in
all analyses. Prior to measurements individuals were
resting for 5 min while seated.
We calculated a continuous metabolic syndrome
z-score to preserve statistical power and because
the number of incident cases of metabolic syndrome according to the American Heart Association
(AHA) and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute (NHLBI) definition16 in young adulthood
was low (n ¼ 17). The z-score was based on the AHA/
NHLBI definition with additional inclusion of fasting
insulin. Thus, WC, the mean of diastolic and systolic
BP, triglycerides, HDL (inverted), fasting glucose, and
fasting insulin were standardized and subsequently
summed to create a continuous metabolic syndrome
z-score. Standardization in young adulthood (follow
up) was done according to the baseline distribution
(mean " SD) of each risk factor.

Statistics
Associations of screen time use in adolescence with
cardiovascular risk factors in young adulthood were
analysed using multiple linear regression with baseline
levels of respective risk factors included as a covariate.
In multivariable analyses, we adjusted for parental educational level, current smoking, family history of CVD,
frequency of intake of soft drinks, intake of fruit and
vegetables, and MVPA. Because we observed no
gender- or cohort-dependent associations for any outcomes we present all analysis for men, women, and
follow-up time (cohort) combined. Standard linear
regression diagnostics were performed, including examining linearity and normality of residuals. Since we and
others previously have shown that the association of
prolonged TV viewing with metabolic risk may be
mediated by adiposity,14,17 we also analysed the association of screen-viewing time with metabolic syndrome
z-score without adiposity included but with adjustment
for WC in adolescence. Furthermore, we included both

3
computer use and TV viewing in the same model to
examine the independent role of each type of behaviour. The association of adolescence TV viewing with
each outcome was also analysed with additional adjustment for eating while viewing TV and with adjustment
for percentage time spent on sedentary behaviour.
Because adiposity also have been shown to predict
sedentary time,18 we also analysed if BMI and WC in
adolescence was associated with screen-viewing time in
young adulthood.
We then examined the association of change in viewing time with each respective cardiovascular risk factor
in young adulthood. We used the difference in young
adult and adolescence viewing time as a continuous
variable adjusting for adolescence viewing time, and
we also analysed change in TV viewing and total
screen time as categorical variables using the following
categories: stable or decrease (#0 hours/day), modest
increase (>0–2 hours/day), and large increase (>2
hours/day). A test for linear trend across groups of
change in the categorical analysis was done by treating
the ‘change variable’ as ordinal in the models.
As information on accelerometry measured MVPA
and sedentary behaviour at baseline was missing among
161 individuals (37%), we imputed missing values using
a multiple univariate linear regression imputation
approach (‘mi impute’ in STATA) including all covariates. Beta coefficients and SEs were obtained based on
20 imputed datasets while the variability between
imputations is adjusted for.19 We did not observe
appreciable differences in magnitude of effect estimates
from complete case analyses compared with analyses on
imputed dataset, although the CI’s were wider in complete case analyses.
All statistical analyses were performed in STATA
11.2 with alpha ¼ 0.05 (two-sided). As the study is
observational and the nature of the present analysis is
exploratory rather than a confirmatory analysis of a
clinical trial, no adjustments for multiple testing were
carried out.

Results
The characteristics of individuals with baseline measurements that were lost to follow up (n ¼ 351) are
shown in the supplementary table. TV viewing time,
SBP, glucose, and intake of soft drinks was higher
and a larger proportion was from parents with only
a basic education among individuals lost to follow up
or with missing data. Table 1 shows the baseline
characteristics of the study population by levels of TV
viewing in adolescence. TV viewing at baseline was
correlated with glucose, insulin, metabolic syndrome
z-score, intake of soft drinks, and intake of fruit and
vegetables (p < 0.05). There was also a tendency that
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics by television viewing time in adolescence
Television viewing time in adolescence (hours/day)

Age (years)
Gender (boys)
Body mass index (kg/m2)
Waist circumference (cm)
Systolic BP (mmHg)
Diastolic BP (mmHg)
Triglyceride (mmol/l)
HDL-C (mmol/l)
Glucose (mmol/l)
Insulin (pmol/l)
Metabolic syndrome z-score
Computer use (hours/day)
Soft drinks (servings/month)
Fruits and vegetables (servings/month)
MVPA (% of total time)
Sedentary (% of total time)
Parental education level (1/2/3)
Family history of CVD

0–1 (n ¼ 163)

1–3 (n ¼ 224)

>3 (n ¼ 48)

p-value

15.6 # 0.4
41.7
21.0 # 2.4
71.7 # 6.1
109.2 # 9.8
61.8 # 6.2
0.9 # 0.4
1.4 # 0.3
5.0 # 0.4
64.3 # 29.1
!0.2 # 2.6
0.7 # 0.8
7.9 # 7.9
41.0 # 16.4
5.9 # 3.0
58.3 # 8.8
9.8/23.3/66.9
26.4

15.6 # 0.4
45.1
20.8 # 2.4
71.3 # 6.4
110.4 # 10.1
61.9 # 6.5
0.9 # 0.4
1.4 # 0.3
5.1 # 0.4
69.9 # 35.4
!0.1 # 2.5
0.6 # 0.7
9.7 # 9.0
37.0 # 17.9
5.6 # 3.0
57.9 # 8.2
10.3/30.8/58.9
30.8

15.6 # 0.4
60.4
21.4 # 3.5
73.6 # 8.8
111.5 # 9.6
61.1 # 6.9
1.0 # 0.7
1.3 # 0.3
5.2 # 0.4
79.0 # 42.5
1.2 # 3.5
0.8 # 0.9
11.9 # 9.9
31.4 # 15.3
6.1 # 4.6
55.5 # 12.0
10.4/31.3/58.3
31.3

0.64
0.07
0.25
0.08
0.28
0.71
0.42
0.09
<0.01
0.03
<0.01
0.21
0.01
<0.01
0.72
0.38
0.53
0.60

Values are mean # SD or %; CVD, cardiovascular disease; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; MVPA, moderate and vigorous physical activity
level.

prolonged TV viewing was correlated with higher WC
and lower HDL and to be higher among boys compared to girls (p < 0.10) at baseline.
TV viewing, computer use, and total screen time
increased noticeably from 1.6 hours/day of TV viewing,
0.6 hours/day of computer use, and 2.2 hours/day of
total screen time in adolescence to 3.2 hours/day of TV
viewing, 2.9 hours/day of computer use, and 6.1 hours/
day of total screen time in young adulthood (Figure 1).
Changes were fairly similar in men and women and
between cohorts (p > 0.1 for interaction). TV viewing,
computer use, and total screen time tracked with stability coefficients (partial correlation coefficients) of
0.36 (95% CI 0.27 to 0.45), 0.15 (95% CI 0.05 to
0.25), and 0.30 (95% CI 0.20 to 0.39) from adolescence
to young adulthood (age-, gender-, and cohortadjusted) indicating moderate tracking of TV viewing
and total screen time and low tracking of computer use.
Table 2 shows the association of TV viewing, computer use, and total screen time in adolescence with
cardiovascular risk factors in young adulthood. In multivariable-adjusted models, for each 1-hour increment
in TV viewing time in adolescence, the levels of respective outcomes in young adulthood increased by 0.24
(95% CI 0.00 to 0.49) kg/m2 BMI, 0.83 (95% CI 0.13
to 1.53) cm WC, 0.05 (95% CI 0.01 to 1.10) mmol/l
triglycerides, 2.00 (95% CI !0.19 to 4.17) pmol/l

insulin, and 0.45 (95% CI 0.14 to 0.76) SD metabolic
syndrome z-score. Slightly weaker associations were
observed for total screen time with the outcomes.
In multivariable-adjusted analyses, total screen time
was significantly associated with BMI, WC, triglycerides, and metabolic syndrome z-score. Additional
adjustment for TV viewing or total screen time in adulthood attenuated the associations of adolescence viewing time with all risk factors, except for triglyceride
which remained significant for both exposures.
However, associations with WC and metabolic syndrome z-score were marginally significant for both adolescence TV viewing and total screen time after
adjustment for adult viewing time (p < 0.1).
Additional adjustment for eating while viewing TV or
objectively measured sedentary time did not materially
change the results. Excluding adiposity from the metabolic syndrome z-score and adjusting for WC in
adolescence slightly attenuated the associations with
TV viewing or total screen time, notwithstanding they
were still significantly associated with metabolic
syndrome z-score (p < 0.05). No associations with any
outcomes were observed for computer use in adolescence (p > 0.05). Including both TV viewing and computer use separately in the same model, TV viewing in
adolescence was independently associated with BMI,
WC, triglycerides, and metabolic syndrome z-score in
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Figure 1. Age-, gender-, and cohort-adjusted estimates (with 95% CI) of TV viewing, computer use, and total screen time during
leisure from adolescence to young adulthood (n ¼ 435).

young adulthood in multivariable-adjusted analyses.
We also explored the possibility of reverse causality
(i.e. that adiposity predicts viewing time). Neither
BMI nor WC in adolescence predicted any type of
screen-viewing time in young adulthood.
In multivariable-adjusted analyses, changes in any
type of viewing time from adolescence to young adulthood were consistently positively associated with BMI,
insulin, and metabolic syndrome z-score in young
adulthood (Table 3). Individuals who increased their
TV viewing, computer use, or total screen time with
more than 2 hours/day had 0.90 (95% CI 0.12 to
1.69), 0.95 (95% CI 0.01 to 1.88), and 1.40 (95% CI
0.28 to 2.51) kg/m2 higher BMI respectively in young
adulthood compared with individuals who remained
stable or decreased their viewing time. Insulin levels
were 7.62 (95% CI 0.59 to 14.67), 10.67 (95% CI 2.34
to 19.00), and 8.14 (95% CI !1.80 to 18.08) pmol/l
higher among individuals who increased their TV viewing, computer use, or total screen time respectively with
more than 2 hours/day compared with individuals who
remained stable or decreased their viewing time.
Including change in TV viewing and computer use in
the same model, changes in both types of viewing were
independently associated with BMI and insulin in continuous multivariable-adjusted analyses.

Discussion
In this population-based prospective study, prolonged
TV viewing and total screen time in adolescence, and

increases in screen time through young adulthood, were
consistently associated with greater adiposity and clustered CVD risk in young adulthood. The associations
were independent of various confounding factors,
including objectively measured MVPA and showed evidence of dose–response relationships. Associations
were generally attenuated after adjustment for viewing
time in young adulthood, which suggest that prolonged
viewers in adolescence are likely to be prolonged viewers in young adulthood as indicated by the moderate
stability coefficients of TV viewing and total screen
time. Whereas adolescent computer use was not associated with any of the cardiovascular outcomes in
young adulthood, increases in computer use during leisure time from adolescence to young adulthood was
associated with higher levels of BMI and insulin in
young adulthood independent of changes in TV viewing. Collectively, these findings provide support for recommending limiting screen-viewing time among youth.
Our findings on TV viewing are consistent with a
previous study among New Zealanders followed from
childhood to young adulthood; in this study, prolonged
TV viewing in childhood and adolescence was associated with greater BMI, lower cardiorespiratory fitness, and raised cholesterol in young adulthood
independent of physical activity level.11 Another study
from the USA among 13-year-olds followed over 5
years found that TV viewing was positivity associated
with the risk of high systolic BP.20 We extend these
findings by showing that both TV viewing and total
screen time in adolescence, and change in TV viewing
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Table 2. Television viewing, computer use, and total screen
time in adolescence and cardiovascular risk factors in young
adulthood
Time in adolescence
Beta (95% CI)

p-value

Television
Body mass index
Waist circumference
Triglycerides

0.24 (0.00 to 0.49)
0.83 (0.13 to 1.53)

0.049
0.02

0.05 (0.01 to 0.10)

0.02

!0.02 (!0.04 to 0.004)

0.12

0.38 (!0.39 to 1.13)

0.33

Diastolic BP

0.62 (!0.01 to 1.25)

0.06

Glucose

0.02 (!0.01 to 0.06)

0.21

Insulin

2.00 (!0.19 to 4.17)

0.07

0.45 (0.14 to 0.76)

0.005

Body mass index

0.20 (!0.21 to 0.61)

0.33

Waist circumference

0.30 (!0.88 to 1.46)

0.63

Triglycerides

0.02 (!0.05 to 0.10)

0.55

HDL-C

0.01 (!0.03 to 0.05)

0.56

!0.18 (!1.44 to 1.08)

0.78

HDL-C
Systolic BP

Metabolic syndrome z-score
Computer

Systolic BP
Diastolic BP
Glucose
Insulin
Metabolic syndrome z-score

!0.06 (!1.12 to 1.00)

0.91

!0.02 (!0.08 to 0.03)
0.65 (!2.99 to 4.30)

0.43
0.73

0.03 (!0.48 to 0.55)

0.90

Total screen time
Body mass index

0.24 (0.03 to 0.46)

0.03

Waist circumference

0.71 (0.10 to 1.32)

0.02

Triglycerides

0.05 (0.009 to 0.09)

0.02

!0.01 (!0.03 to 0.009)

0.29

0.24 (!0.42 to 0.90)
0.45 (!0.10 to 1.01)

0.47
0.11

Glucose

0.01 (!0.02 to 0.04)

0.50

Insulin

1.70 (!0.20 to 3.60)

0.08

Metabolic syndrome z-score

0.35 (0.08 to 0.62)

0.01

HDL-C
Systolic BP
Diastolic BP

Models were adjusted for baseline of risk factor, age, gender, cohort,
parental education level, current smoking status, moderate and vigorous
physical activity, intake of soft drinks, fruit- and vegetable intake, and
family history of cardiovascular disease. Beta coefficient (95% CI) represents change in risk factor in young adulthood per each 1 hour/day change
in viewing time in adolescence. HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol.

and computer use, are independently associated with
unfavourable levels of several cardiovascular risk
factors in young adulthood.
Because previous studies among children, adolescents, and adults on the associations of objectively
measured sedentary behaviour with cardiovascular
risk factors have been equivocal18,21,22 it is unclear if
sedentariness per se is the principle cause of the harmful
cardiovascular effect of prolonged screen-viewing time.
It is possible that especially TV viewing are

accompanied by other unhealthy lifestyle, such as
eating more unhealthy food and increasing or initiating
alcohol drinking or smoking during and beyond TV
viewing time,23–25 may exert effects on cardiovascular
risk factors beyond what originates from sedentariness.
When we adjusted for eating while viewing TV, no
change in the estimates was observed; nevertheless,
because we observed weaker associations of computer
use with cardiovascular risk, it is likely that the influence of prolonged TV viewing at least partly is
mediated by these exposures and not only by sedentariness. Possible explanations to why computer use in
youth was unrelated to CVD risk factors in young
adulthood could be that youth in the present study
on average spent little time using a computer, that computer use is less sedentary compared with TV viewing,
or that exposure to factors such as food advertisements
are more intense for TV viewing compared with computer use. We also found that the association of TV
viewing with clustered cardiovascular risk was only
partly mediated by adiposity. This is in accordance
with studies among adults having incident CVD or
type 2 diabetes as outcomes,3,6 but in opposite to our
previous cross-sectional analysis among children and
adolescents14 and a previous study among adults.26
Limited amount of evidence from randomized trials
on restricting TV viewing or screen-viewing time exists.
However, the few studies that have been carried out
provide some support of the associations observed
here. Two randomized trials among children have
shown that reducing TV viewing time can lead to
favourable changes in adiposity status.27,28 Another
small-scale randomized trial among overweight or
obese adults did not find a statistically significant
change in adiposity status from restricting TV viewing
time during a period of 3 weeks, but did see an increase
in energy expenditure.29
There are a number of limitations to this study. All
screen time measures were self-reported and measurement errors are therefore inevitable. Loss to follow up
and missing data can lead to bias if the associations are
different in these individuals. We found differences in
some baseline characteristics among individuals lost to
follow up or with missing data compared with the individuals with complete data. However, associations
between TV viewing and outcomes were fairly similar
by parental educational level (data not shown), which
gives us some confidence that the associations are unaffected by selection bias. In addition, our study was not
adequately powered to consistently do stratified analyses by cohort, which could provide valuable information about the timing of interventions to prevent the
large increase in viewing time. Other limitations of
this study include the possibility of unknown and residual confounding, although we adjusted for important
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Table 3. Change in TV viewing, computer use, and total screen time from adolescence to young adulthood and cardiovascular risk
factors in young adulthood
Stable or
decrease
(!0 hours/day)
Television

n ¼ 86

Modest increase
(>0 to 2 hours/day)
n ¼ 197

Large increase
(>2 hours/day)
n ¼ 152

p-value
for trend

Continuous
(per 1 hour/day
of change)

p

0.90 (0.12 to 1.69)

0.01

0.28 (0.13 to 0.43)

<0.001

#0.72 (#2.83 to 1.38)

1.25 (#1.01 to 3.50)

0.14

0.58 (0.15 to 1.02)

0.009

0.09 (#0.06 to 0.23)

0.15

0.01 (#0.02 to 0.04)

0.37

0.004 (#0.06 to 0.07)

#0.05 (#0.12 to 0.02)

0.10

#0.01 (#0.03 to 0.002)

0.09

Body mass index

Ref

0.24 (#0.50 to 0.98)

Waist circumference

Ref

Triglycerides

Ref

HDL-C

Ref

#0.02 (#0.15 to 0.20)

Systolic BP

Ref

1.26 (#1.03 to 3.54)

1.80 (#0.64 to 4.23)

0.16

0.37 (#0.11 to 0.84)

0.13

Diastolic BP
Glucose

Ref
Ref

0.27 (#1.65 to 2.18)
0.05 (#0.05 to 0.15)

1.21 (#0.85 to 3.26)
0.04 (#0.07 to 0.15)

0.20
0.61

0.25 (#0.15 to 0.65)
0.01 (#0.01 to 0.03)

0.22
0.49

Insulin

Ref

2.41 (#4.17 to 8.99)

7.62 (0.59 to 14.67)

0.02

2.19 (0.82 to 3.55)

0.002

Metabolic syndrome z-score Ref

0.07 (#0.85 to 1.00)

1.02 (0.03 to 2.01)

0.02

0.27 (0.08 to 0.46)

0.006
0.03

Computer

n ¼ 50

n ¼ 234

n ¼ 151

Body mass index

Ref

0.53 (#0.38 to 1.44)

0.95 (0.01 to 1.88)

0.03

0.10 (0.01 to 0.20)

Waist circumference

Ref

2.55 (#0.08 to 5.17)

2.87 (0.19 to 5.55)

0.09

0.08 (#0.20 to 0.35)

0.58

Triglycerides

Ref

0.09 (#0.08 to 0.26)

0.10 (#0.08 to 0.27)

0.39

0.005 (#0.01 to 0.02)

0.54

HDL-C
Systolic BP

Ref
Ref

#0.02 (#0.10 to 0.07)
0.03 (#2.87 to 2.92)

0.23
0.73

#0.005 (#0.01 to 0.003)
0.25 (#0.05 to 0.56)

0.23
0.10

Diastolic BP

Ref

0.04 (#0.05 to 0.12)
#0.60 (#3.43 to 2.22)

0.52 (#1.92 to 2.95)

0.46

0.30 (0.05 to 0.55)

0.02

Glucose

Ref

0.001 (#0.01 to 0.01)

0.92

Ref

#0.04 (#0.17 to 0.09)

0.94

Insulin

#0.07 (#0.19 to 0.06)

10.67 (2.34 to 19.00)

0.02

1.07 (0.22 to 1.92)

0.01

0.61 (#0.55 to 1.77)

1.09 (#0.10 to 2.28)

0.06

0.12 (#0.002 to 0.24)

0.05

0.01

0.14 (0.06 to 0.21)

0.001

Metabolic syndrome z-score Ref
Total screen time

n ¼ 29

#0.23 (#2.61 to 2.15)

7.72 (#0.42 to 15.87)
n ¼ 114

n ¼ 292

Body mass index

Ref

0.96 (#0.22 to 2.15)

1.40 (0.28 to 2.51)

Waist circumference
Triglycerides

Ref
Ref

3.04 (#0.35 to 6.43)
0.09 (#0.13 to 0.30)

3.75 (0.56 to 6.94)
0.04
0.20 (#0.007 to 0.40) 0.01

#0.007 (#0.11 to 0.10)

HDL-C

Ref

Systolic BP

Ref

Diastolic BP

Ref

Glucose

Ref

Insulin

Ref

Metabolic syndrome z-score Ref

4.61 (0.95 to 8.27)

#0.03 (#0.13 to 0.07)

0.32

4.66 (1.21 to 8.10)

0.06

2.43 (#0.64 to 5.51)

3.60 (0.79 to 6.49)

0.01

#0.03 (#0.20 to 0.13)

0.03 (0.13 to 0.18)

0.30

0.18 (#0.04 to 0.41)
0.006 (#0.008 to 0.02)
#0.006 (#0.01 to 0.007)

0.10
0.41
0.08

0.26 (0.02 to 0.50)

0.04

0.25 (0.05 to 0.45)

0.01

0.002 (#0.009 to 0.01)

0.68

0.78 (#9.79 to 11.34)

8.14 (#1.80 to 18.08) 0.006

1.23 (0.54 to 0.92)

<0.001

1.05 (#0.44 to 2.54)

1.92 (0.52 to 3.33)

0.14 (0.04 to 0.24)

0.005

0.001

Estimates are beta coefficients (95% CI) from multivariable models adjusted for baseline levels of risk factor and viewing time, age, gender, cohort,
parental education level, current smoking status, moderate and vigorous physical activity, current smoking status, intake of soft drinks, fruit- and
vegetable intake, and family history of cardiovascular disease. HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol.

confounding factors including objectively measured
MVPA. Because the magnitudes of the multivariableadjusted estimates were substantial for many of the
outcomes, it is unlikely that residual or unknown confounding fully accounts for these associations. Finally,
some of the statistically significant findings may arise
from multiple testing since we tested several CVD risk
factors.
In conclusion, our findings suggest that prolonged
TV viewing and total screen-viewing time during leisure
time in adolescence, and increases in these behaviours,
are associated with unfavourable levels of several cardiovascular risk factors in young adulthood. These
findings indicate that efforts to reduce these viewing

behaviours in youth would be important to prevent
adverse cardiovascular effects in adulthood, and provide support for recommending limits in TV viewing
and total screen-viewing time among youth.
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Supplementary Table. Baseline characteristics among individuals lost to follow-up or with
missing data and individuals with complete data.

Age (years)
Gender (% boys)
BMI (kg/m2)
Waist circumference (cm)
Systolic BP (mmHg)
Diastolic BP (mmHg)
Triglyceride (mmol/l)
HDL-C (mmol/l)
Glucose (mmol/l)
Insulin (pmol/l)
TV viewing (hours/day)
Computer use (hours/day)
Soft drinks (servings/month)
Fruits and vegetables (servings/month)
Parental education level (% 1 / 2 / 3)*
Family history of CVD (%)
Data are means (SD) or numbers (%).

Lost to follow-up or
missing data
(n=351)
15.6 (0.4)
47.3
21.2 (3.1)
72.6 (7.9)
111.6 (10.7)
62.7 (6.1)
0.92 (0.43)
1.39 (0.30)
5.15 (0.47)
73.5 (39.6)
1.8 (1.1)
0.6 (0.7)
11.3 (9.5)
37.4 (17.7)
14.8 / 33.1 / 52.1
28.7

Complete data
(n=435)

P

15.6 (0.4)
45.5
20.9 (2.6)
71.7 (6.6)
110.1 (10.0)
61.8 (6.4)
0.91 (0.45)
1.39 (0.33)
5.07 (0.42)
68.8 (34.3)
1.6 (1.1)
0.6 (0.8)
9.3 (8.7)
37.9 (17.3)
10.1 / 28.1 / 61.8
29.2

0.82
0.62
0.12
0.08
0.04
0.06
0.60
0.89
0.01
0.08
0.005
0.21
0.002
0.69
0.02
0.88

*Based on educational level (International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED)
(UNESCO 1997). The ISCED level 1 and 2 were grouped, 3 and 4 were grouped, and 5, 6 and 7
were grouped.
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ORIGINAL INVESTIGATION

A Prospective Study of Weight Training and Risk
of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus in Men
Anders Grøntved, MPH, MSc; Eric B. Rimm, ScD; Walter C. Willett, MD, DrPH; Lars B. Andersen, PhD, DrMED;
Frank B. Hu, MD, PhD

Background: The role of weight training in the primary prevention of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is
largely unknown.
Methods: To examine the association of weight train-

ing with risk of T2DM in US men and to assess the influence of combining weight training and aerobic exercise, we performed a prospective cohort study of 32 002
men from the Health Professionals Follow-up Study observed from 1990 to 2008. Weekly time spent on weight
training and aerobic exercise (including brisk walking,
jogging, running, bicycling, swimming, tennis, squash,
and calisthenics/rowing) was obtained from questionnaires at baseline and biennially during follow-up.
Results: During 508 332 person-years of follow-up (18
years), we documented 2278 new cases of T2DM. In multivariable-adjusted models, we observed a dose-response
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relationship between an increasing amount of time spent
on weight training or aerobic exercise and lower risk of
T2DM (P!.001 for trend). Engaging in weight training
or aerobic exercise for at least 150 minutes per week was
independently associated with a lower risk of T2DM of 34%
(95% CI, 7%-54%) and 52% (95% CI, 45%-58%), respectively. Men who engaged in aerobic exercise and weight
training for at least 150 minutes per week had the greatest reduction in T2DM risk (59%; 95% CI, 39%-73%).
Conclusions: Weight training was associated with a sig-

nificantly lower risk of T2DM, independent of aerobic
exercise. Combined weight training and aerobic exercise conferred a greater benefit.
Arch Intern Med. 2012;172(17):1306-1312.
Published online August 6, 2012.
doi:10.1001/archinternmed.2012.3138

EGULAR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

(PA) is a cornerstone in the
prevention and management of type 2 diabetes
mellitus (T2DM). Achieving a daily amount of moderate or vigorous PA of at least 30 minutes per day is
associated with a substantial reduction in
the risk of T2DM.1-4 This is broadly consistent with the current recommendations regarding PA in adults.5 More recently, evidence from randomized

See also pages 1283
and 1285

METHODS

controlled trials6 has shown that resistance training can improve glycemic control in patients with T2DM, even in the absence of aerobic training. This has led to
the recommendation for resistance training 3 times per week in individuals with
T2DM.7,8 However, whereas the evidence
that regular aerobic exercise can prevent
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T2DM is compelling, to our knowledge,
no studies have examined the role of weight
training in the primary prevention of
T2DM.
In this study, we examined the association of weight training with the risk of
T2DM in men observed biennially for 18
years in the Health Professionals Follow-up Study (HPFS). In particular, we examined whether the influence of weight
training is independent of aerobic exercise and assessed the combined influence
of weight training and aerobic exercise on
T2DM risk.

STUDY POPULATION
The HPFS is an ongoing prospective cohort
study of 51 529 male health professionals aged
40 to 75 years at baseline in 1986. Every 2 years,
the cohort participants are sent a questionnaire about diseases and personal and lifestyle characteristics, such as height, weight,
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smoking status, dietary intake (food frequency questionnaire), and PA. Ninety-four percent of the cohort has completed at least 1 follow-up questionnaire. For this analysis, we
excluded men who reported a history of diabetes, cancer, myocardial infarction, angina, coronary artery bypass graft, other
heart conditions, stroke, or pulmonary embolism on the baseline questionnaire (1986), in 1988, and in 1990, leaving a study
population of 32 002 participants with information on exposures and covariates. This study was approved by the Harvard
School of Public Health institutional review board.

ASSESSMENT OF WEIGHT TRAINING,
OTHER PA, AND TELEVISION VIEWING
From 1990 and onward, participants reported their average
weekly amount of weight training, other PA, and television viewing biennially. Other PAs included walking, jogging, running,
bicycling, swimming, tennis, squash, calisthenics/rowing, and
heavy outdoor work. There were 13 response categories ranging from none to greater than 40 hours per week for weight
training and other PAs. Participants were also asked about the
daily number of flights of stairs climbed and usual walking pace.
Of these other PAs, brisk walking, jogging, running, bicycling, swimming, tennis, squash, and calisthenics/rowing were
considered aerobic exercises of at least moderate intensity (!3
metabolic equivalent tasks). We used these activities because
they are often performed repetitively and produce dynamic contractions of large muscle groups for an extended period.5 We
calculated the total time spent on aerobic exercise of at least
moderate intensity (!3 metabolic equivalent tasks) and grouped
participants into 4 categories: 0, 1 to 59, 60 to 149, and at least
150 minutes per week. We grouped participants in the same
categories for weight training. We also constructed a variable
representing unstructured PA of at least moderate intensity consisting of metabolic equivalent task–hours per week of heavy
outdoor work and stair climbing, as previously described.9,10
The reproducibility and validity of the PA questionnaire have
been assessed in a subsample of the HPFS participants. The Pearson correlation between PA of vigorous intensity from diaries
for 4 weeks across different seasons and from the questionnaire was 0.58.11 For weight training, the correlation was 0.79.11
Reproducibility from 2 questionnaires was 0.52 for vigorous
PAs and 0.50 for weight training. Another study12 reported a
correlation of 0.54 between PA score obtained from a similar
questionnaire and maximum oxygen uptake.

ASSESSMENT OF T2DM AND DEATH
We ascertained T2DM that occurred between return of the questionnaire in 1990 and January 31, 2008. Men who reported a
diagnosis of T2DM in the biennial follow-up questionnaires were
sent a supplementary questionnaire to confirm the diagnosis
and obtain information on symptoms, treatment, and diagnostic test results. Between 1990 and 1996, the criteria from the
National Diabetes Data Group were used to confirm selfreported diagnosis of T2DM, and from 1998 onward we used
the American Diabetes Association criteria. Ninety-seven percent of self-reported T2DM cases (57 of 59) were confirmed
by means of medical record review in a validation study in a
subgroup of HPFS participants.10 We identified deaths by searching the National Death Index, from next of kin, or from postal
authorities. Death due to cardiovascular disease was classified
using the International Classification of Diseases, Eighth Revision. The National Death Index has an estimated sensitivity of
at least 98%.13

ASSESSMENT OF COVARIATES
Family history of T2DM was assessed at baseline by selfreport. Smoking status and body mass index (calculated as
weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared) were
assessed at baseline and biannually thereafter. Dietary factors
were assessed in 1990, 1994, 1998, 2002, and 2006 using a 131item validated food frequency questionnaire.14 Daily intake of
total energy (calories per day), saturated fat to polyunsaturated fat ratio, trans fat (percentage of total energy), alcohol
intake, coffee intake, cereal fiber (grams per day), whole grains
(grams per day), and glycemic load were considered covariates in the analyses. We also calculated a dietary index composed of polyunsaturated fat to saturated fat ratio, trans fat (inverted), cereal fiber, whole grains, and glycemic load (inverted)
by standardizing and summarizing the respective continuously scaled dietary variables.15

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Person-time at risk was calculated from the return of the 1990
questionnaire (until January 31, 2008), death, or loss to followup, whichever occurred first. Relative risks (RRs) of T2DM by
categories of weight training and aerobic exercise were estimated using time-dependent Cox proportional hazards regression. To control for calendar time and age, the analyses were
stratified jointly by age (in months) at the start of follow-up
and the year of questionnaire return. We calculated cumulative averages of weight training and aerobic PA from baseline
(1990) to censoring time to minimize measurement error and
to characterize long-term exposure status. In multivariable analysis, we additionally adjusted for aerobic exercise, other PA, television viewing, alcohol intake, coffee intake, smoking, ethnicity, family history of diabetes, and the dietary variables total
calorie intake, saturated fat to polyunsaturated fat ratio, trans
fat, cereal fiber, whole grains, and glycemic load. Tests for trend
were performed by assigning the median value of each category of the exposure and treating this variable as continuous.
To examine the combined association of weight training and
aerobic exercise, we constructed a joint variable of weight training (4 categories) and aerobic exercise (2 categories representing adherence to current recommendations) and associated that
with T2DM risk. A test for multiplicative interaction was performed using the likelihood ratio test by comparing models with
main effects and interaction terms and models containing only
main effects. We did not see indications that the proportional
hazard assumption was violated based on the interaction test
between follow-up time and weight training.
We also examined the nature of the possible dose-response
relationship between weight training and T2DM by using restricted cubic spline regression with 4 knots.16 Deviation from
linearity was tested using the likelihood ratio test by comparing models with cubic spline terms and models containing only
the linear term.
We performed several sensitivity analyses to assess the robustness of the results. First, we used the simple update and
the baseline information, respectively, on weight training as an
alternative to the cumulative average. Second, we performed
an analysis using a 4-year lag in exposure classification to assess the possibility of reverse causality. Third, we included confounding variables assessed on the continuous scale in this form
in the models to address the possibility of residual confounding. Fourth, we repeated the analysis with death from all causes
treated as a competing risk according to the method of Fine
and Gray.17 All the analyses were conducted using a commercially available software package (SAS, version 9.2; SAS Institute, Inc).
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Table 1. Age-Adjusted Baseline (1990) Characteristics of the Study Population by Level of Weight Training per Week a
Weight Training, min/wk
Variable
Participants, No.
BMI, mean (SD)
Aerobic exercise, mean (SD), h/wk b
Other physical activity, mean (SD), MET-h/wk c
Television viewing, mean (SD), h/wk
Alcohol intake, mean (SD), g/d
Coffee intake, mean (SD), cups/d
P:S ratio, mean (SD)
Trans fat, mean (SD), % of total energy
Cereal fiber, mean (SD), g/d
Whole grains, mean (SD), g/d
Glycemic load, mean (SD)
Total energy intake, mean (SD), kcal/d
Dietary index z score, mean (SD) d
Current smoking, %
White race, %
Family history of diabetes, %

0

1-59

60-149

"150

26 439
25.6 (3.3)
3.2 (5.1)
9.1 (22.3)
10.3 (8.4)
10.2 (14.5)
1.3 (1.6)
0.6 (0.2)
1.5 (0.6)
6.3 (4.3)
24.6 (20.3)
125 (47)
1928 (600)
−0.1 (2.5)
8
96
15

2068
25.1 (2.7)
4.4 (5.1)
5.5 (13.5)
9.4 (8.0)
10.6 (14.1)
1.1 (1.5)
0.6 (0.2)
1.4 (0.6)
7.1 (4.6)
28.9 (22.7)
130 (48)
1943 (602)
0.5 (2.6)
4
94
15

2078
24.9 (2.6)
5.5 (5.4)
6.1 (14.6)
9.5 (7.7)
10.8 (13.1)
1.2 (1.6)
0.6 (0.2)
1.4 (0.6)
7.1 (4.7)
29.2 (21.6)
129 (47)
1937 (596)
0.7 (2.6)
4
97
15

1417
24.9 (2.7)
6.9 (14.2)
8.4 (16.8)
9.6 (7.7)
9.8 (12.5)
1.1 (1.5)
0.7 (0.2)
1.3 (0.6)
7.2 (5.0)
31.8 (29.2)
132 (49)
1942 (598)
0.9 (3.0)
5
96
14

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index (calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared); MET, metabolic equivalent task; P:S ratio,
polyunsaturated fat to saturated fat ratio.
a Values are standardized to the age distribution of the study population.
b Aerobic exercise consists of walking at a brisk pace, jogging, running, bicycling, swimming, tennis, squash, and calisthenics/rowing.
c Other physical activity consists of heavy outdoor work and stair climbing.
d Dietary index is the sum of standardized P:S ratio, trans fat (inverted), cereal fiber, whole grains, and glycemic load (inverted).
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Figure 1. Participation in weight training over time (1990-2006). Data are the
age-adjusted percentage of men engaged in weight training and mean
minutes per week of weight training in men engaged in weight training
across study year.

RESULTS

During 508 332 person-years of follow-up (18 years), we
documented 2278 new cases of T2DM. Table 1 provides the baseline characteristics of the study population by level of weight training per week. Fourteen percent of men reported weight training at baseline. Whereas
the age-adjusted percentage of men who engaged in weight
training increased with time to 29% in 2006, the average time spent weight training in these individuals seemed
stable over time (Figure 1). Men who reported weight
training at least 150 minutes per week at baseline performed more aerobic exercise, viewed less television,
drank less alcohol, were less likely to smoke, and had a

healthier dietary intake profile (except for glycemic load)
compared with men reporting no weight training.
Table 2 examines the association of weight training
and aerobic exercise with the risk of T2DM. In multivariable-adjusted analysis including aerobic exercise, men
performing weight training 1 to 59, 60 to 149, and at least
150 minutes per week had RRs of 0.88, 0.75, and 0.66
for lower risk of T2DM (P ! .001 for trend), respectively, compared with men reporting no weight training. The RRs of T2DM for men performing 1 to 59, 60
to 149, and at least 150 minutes per week of aerobic exercise compared with men reporting no aerobic exercise were 0.93, 0.69, and 0.48 respectively (P ! .001
for trend), in multivariable-adjusted analysis. When using
the baseline information only or the simple updated information on weight training (instead of the cumulatively updated information), results modestly attenuated (baseline: multivariable-adjusted RR = 0.67; 95% CI,
0.51-0.88; and simple updated: multivariable-adjusted
RR = 0.75; 95% CI, 0.60-0.94 for the highest categories
of weight training). Using a 4-year lag in exposure classification strengthened the association (multivariableadjusted RR = 0.50; 95% CI, 0.33-0.76 for the highest category of weight training). To assess the possibility
of residual confounding, we included covariates as continuous variables where possible, but this did not materially change the results. To further address the possibility that the association of weight training with risk
of T2DM was due to confounding by aerobic exercise,
we restricted the analysis to men who reported no aerobic exercise. This analysis showed that any weight training was associated with 48% (95% CI, 1%-72%) lower
risk compared with no weight training in multivariableadjusted analysis. In a secondary analysis, we also analyzed whether weight training was associated with mor-
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Table 2. Weight Training, Aerobic Exercise, and Risk of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus in Men From the Health Professionals Follow-up
Study (1990-2008) a
Activity, min/wk
Variable
Weight training
Median time, min/wk
No. of cases
Person-y
Age adjusted
Multivariable-adjusted model 1 b
Multivariable-adjusted model 2 c
Multivariable-adjusted model 3 d
Aerobic exercise e
Median time, min/wk
No. of cases
Person-y
Age adjusted
Multivariable-adjusted model 1 b
Multivariable-adjusted model 2 c
Multivariable-adjusted model 3 d

0

1-59

60-149

"150

P Value for Trend

0
1630
322 984
1 [Reference]
1 [Reference]
1 [Reference]
1 [Reference]

17
507
130 190
0.72 (0.65-0.80)
0.78 (0.71-0.87)
0.88 (0.79-0.98)
0.92 (0.82-1.02)

85
109
39 936
0.53 (0.44-0.65)
0.61 (0.50-0.75)
0.75 (0.61-0.92)
0.82 (0.67-1.00)

193
32
15 221
0.46 (0.32-0.65)
0.53 (0.37-0.76)
0.66 (0.46-0.93)
0.71 (0.49-1.00)

!.001
!.001
!.001
.009

0
395
56 897
1 [Reference]
1 [Reference]
1 [Reference]
1 [Reference]

27
589
85 616
0.93 (0.79-1.03)
0.92 (0.81-1.05)
0.93 (0.81-1.06)
1.00 (0.88-1.15)

97
445
94 942
0.63 (0.54-0.72)
0.67 (0.58-0.78)
0.69 (0.60-0.80)
0.80 (0.69-0.92)

360
849
270 877
0.39 (0.35-0.45)
0.46 (0.40-0.52)
0.48 (0.42-0.55)
0.61 (0.53-0.70)

!.001
!.001
!.001
!.001

a Data are given as relative risk (95% CI) except where indicated otherwise.
b Adjusted for age (months), smoking (never, past, or current with cigarette

use of 1-14, 15-24, or "25 per day), alcohol consumption (0, 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, or
#15 g/d), coffee intake (0, !1, 1-3, #3-5, or #5 cups per day), race (white vs nonwhite), family history of diabetes, intake of total energy, trans fat,
polyunsaturated fat to saturated fat ratio, cereal fiber, whole grain, and glycemic load (all dietary factors in quintiles).
c Additionally adjusted for aerobic exercise (or weight training if aerobic exercise was the exposure), other physical activity of at least moderate intensity
(quintiles), and television viewing (quintiles).
d Additionally adjusted for body mass index.
e Aerobic exercise consists of walking at a brisk pace, jogging, running, bicycling, swimming, tennis, squash, and calisthenics/rowing.

1.50

1.00

Relative Risk

tality from cardiovascular disease (n = 1901 deaths) and
all causes (n = 6251 deaths). The age-adjusted RRs across
categories of weight training were 0.76, 0.79, and 0.78
(P = .009 for trend) for cardiovascular disease mortality
and 0.75, 0.82, and 0.89 (P = .002 for trend) for allcause mortality. After multivariable adjustment including aerobic exercise, the corresponding RRs were 0.90,
1.00, and 0.98 (P = .82 for trend) for cardiovascular disease mortality and 0.88, 1.04, and 1.11 (P = .38 for trend)
for all-cause mortality. Treating death from all causes as a
competing risk gave results similar to those of the standard Cox proportional hazards regression model in the
analysis with T2DM as outcome.
Adjusting for body mass index moderately attenuated the associations of weight training (multivariableadjusted RR = 0.71; 95% CI, 0.49-1.00 for the highest category) and aerobic exercise (multivariable-adjusted
RR = 0.61; 95% CI, 0.53-0.70 for the highest category)
with T2DM risk. A subsample of the participants also had
information about waist circumference in 1987 and 1996
(413 890 person-years and 1850 cases). Using this information to assess mediation by adiposity attenuated the
association of weight training and aerobic exercise to a
larger extent (weight training RR = 0.76; 95% CI, 0.511.14; and aerobic exercise RR = 0.62; 95% CI, 0.53-0.73
for the highest categories), although the trend across categories was still present for both exercise types (P ! .05
for trend).
Results of the multivariable-adjusted restricted cubic
spline regression showed that the risk of T2DM decreased linearly with increasing time spent weight training (P = .59 for the nonlinear response) (Figure 2).
For each 60 minutes of weight training per week, the risk

0.75

0.50

0.25
0

60

120

180

240

300

360

420

Weight Training, min/wk

Figure 2. Dose-response relationship between weight training and risk
of type 2 diabetes mellitus. Dotted lines represent 95% CIs for the trend
obtained from restricted cubic spline regression (4 knots). The model
included the following covariates: age (months), aerobic exercise (0, 1-59,
60-149, or "150 minutes per week), other physical activity of at least
moderate intensity (quintiles), television viewing (quintiles), smoking (never,
past, or current with cigarette use of 1-14, 15-24, or "25 per day), alcohol
consumption (0, 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, or #15 g/d), coffee intake (0, !1, 1-3,
#3-5, #5 cups per day), race (white vs nonwhite), family history
of diabetes, intake of total energy, trans fat, polyunsaturated fat to saturated
fat ratio, cereal fiber, whole grain, and glycemic load (all dietary factors
in quintiles). The analysis was truncated to men reporting no more than 420
minutes per week. P = .59 for the nonlinear relationship.

of T2DM decreased by 13% (95% CI, 6%-19%; P ! .001).
For aerobic exercise, the relationship clearly seemed nonlinear, with the strongest association at the lower level
of aerobic exercise (P ! .001 for the nonlinear response) (eFigure; http://www.archinternmed.com).
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Table 3. Weight Training and Risk of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus in Men From the Health Professionals Follow-up Study (1990-2008)
Stratified by Age, BMI, Family History of Diabetes, and Dietary Index Score a
Weight Training, min/wk
Variable

None

Age, y
!65 (1125 cases, 289 111 person-y)
"65 (1153 cases, 219 221 person-y)
BMI
!30 (1499 cases, 455 664 person-y)
"30 (779 cases, 52 668 person, y)
Family history of diabetes mellitus
Negative (1687 cases,
436 300 person-y)
Positive (591 cases, 72 032 person-y)
Dietary index score
!Median (1376 cases,
253 486 person-y)
#Median (902 cases,
254 847 person-y)

1-59

60-149

"150

P Value
for Trend RR per 60 min/wk

P Value
of Interaction

1 [Reference] 0.90 (0.77-1.04) 0.64 (0.48-0.85) 0.54 (0.33-0.86)
1 [Reference] 0.87 (0.75-1.01) 0.92 (0.69-1.22) 0.95 (0.56-1.62)

.002
.56

0.79 (0.69-0.89)
0.96 (0.84-1.10)

!.001

1 [Reference] 0.87 (0.76-0.99) 0.75 (0.59-0.95) 0.79 (0.53-1.18)
1 [Reference] 1.00 (0.83-1.21) 0.99 (0.68-1.42) 0.40 (0.18-0.90)

.02
.055

0.90 (0.82-0.98)
0.87 (0.76-1.00)

.50

1 [Reference] 0.88 (0.78-1.00) 0.69 (0.54-0.88) 0.59 (0.38-0.90)

!.001

0.85 (0.78-0.94)

1 [Reference] 0.86 (0.70-1.07) 0.88 (0.62-1.26) 0.93 (0.49-1.75)

.55

0.92 (0.80-1.06)

1 [Reference] 0.91 (0.79-1.04) 0.72 (0.53-0.96) 0.71 (0.43-1.16)

.01

0.89 (0.79-0.99)

1 [Reference] 0.86 (0.73-1.01) 0.77 (0.58-1.01) 0.62 (0.37-1.19)

.01

0.86 (0.77-0.96)

.04

.52

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index (calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared); RR, relative risk.
a Data are given as RR (95% CI). All the models included age (months), smoking (never, past, or current with cigarette use of 1-14, 15-24, or "25 per day), alcohol
consumption (0, 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, or #15 g/d), coffee intake (0, !1, 1-3, #3-5, #5 cups per day), race (white vs nonwhite), family history of diabetes, intake of total
energy, trans fat, polyunsaturated fat to saturated fat ratio, cereal fiber, whole grain, glycemic load (all dietary factors in quintiles), aerobic exercise, other physical activity
of at least moderate intensity (quintiles), and television viewing (quintiles).

tive interaction). This was less apparent for aerobic exercise, where associations were fairly similar across these
strata (eTable).
Finally, we examined the joint association of weight
training and aerobic exercise with the risk of T2DM
(Figure 3). Men who adhered to the current recommendations on aerobic exercise ("150 minutes per week)
and engaged in weight training of at least 150 minutes
per week had the greatest reduction in T2DM risk
(RR = 0.41; 95% CI, 0.27-0.61; P = .26 for multiplicative interaction).

1.25
1.00

Relative Risk

0.75

0.50

None
1-59 min/wk
0.25

60-149 min/wk
≥ 150 min/wk
No

COMMENT
Yes

Adherence to Recommendations for Aerobic Exercise

Figure 3. Joint association of weight training and aerobic exercise with the
risk of type 2 diabetes mellitus. Data are estimates of relative risk with 95%
CIs (vertical line) from multivariable Cox proportional hazards regression
models adjusted for age (months), other physical activity of at least
moderate intensity (quintiles), television viewing (quintiles), smoking (never,
past, or current with cigarette use of 1-14, 15-24, or "25 per day), alcohol
consumption (0, 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, or #15 g/d), coffee intake (0, !1, 1-3,
#3-5, or #5 cups per day), race (white vs nonwhite), family history
of diabetes, intake of total energy, trans fat, polyunsaturated fat to saturated
fat ratio, cereal fiber, whole grain, and glycemic load (all dietary factors
in quintiles). Adherence to the recommendations on aerobic exercise is
at least 150 minutes per week.

We then examined the association of weight training
and aerobic exercise stratified by age (!65 vs "65 years),
body mass index (!30 vs "30), family history of T2DM
(yes vs no), and dietary index score (below vs above the
median) (Table 3 and eTable). The association of weight
training with T2DM was stronger in men younger than
65 years (P ! .001 for multiplicative interaction). There
was also evidence that the association was stronger in men
with no family history of T2DM (P = .04 for multiplica-

In this large prospective cohort study with biannual follow-up for 18 years, men who engaged in weight training had a reduced risk of T2DM. The association was independent of aerobic exercise, and even a modest amount
of time engaged in weight training seemed to be beneficial. The risk reduction associated with weight training
was comparable in magnitude with that of aerobic exercise, with risk reductions of approximately 35% and 50%,
respectively, in men performing at least 150 minutes per
week of either weight training or aerobic exercise. These
results support that weight training serves as an important alternative for individuals who have difficulty adhering to aerobic exercise, but the combination of weight
training with aerobic exercise conferred an even greater
benefit.
These findings are in agreement with those from a recent meta-analysis6 of randomized controlled trials showing that resistance training can improve glycemic control in individuals with T2DM. However, no previous
studies, to our knowledge, have examined the association of weight training with the risk of T2DM. A variety
of cross-sectional studies18-21 have shown that weight train-
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ing, muscle strength, or muscle mass is associated with
greater insulin sensitivity or prediabetes. In addition, 2
prospective cohort studies22,23 have reported that greater
muscle strength was associated with a lower risk of incident metabolic syndrome, although association was attenuated with adjustment for aerobic fitness in both studies. Finally, in a study24 from the HPFS, we reported an
inverse association between weight training and risk of
coronary heart disease independent of other PAs. Further studies are needed to examine the associations between weight training and other outcomes, including total
and cause-specific mortality.
The 2 largest trials25,26 of resistance training in individuals with T2DM showed that the combination of aerobic exercise and resistance training conferred further benefit for glycemic control in individuals with T2DM than
did either type of exercise alone. We observed that combining aerobic exercise and weight training was associated with the largest reduction in the risk of T2DM. Although we observed that the time spent engaged in weight
training provided a fairly comparable reduction in risk
compared with the time spent in aerobic exercise, it is
unclear whether the total energy expenditure plays the
same role for the 2 types of exercise. Because the anaerobic energy expenditure contribution during weight training can be substantial, the energy requirements for weight
training may be grossly underestimated compared with
that of aerobic exercise using metabolic equivalent task
values. Furthermore, we did not obtain specific information about the type and intensity of weight training.
Thus, it is uncertain whether the altered daily total energy expenditure from engaging in aerobic exercise is
comparable with that from weight training in this
study.
Although many of the acute and chronic physiologic
responses induced by resistance training and aerobic exercise are similar, there are also distinct effects of each
exercise type.27 At the cellular level, engagement in aerobic exercise increases mitochondrial density and oxidative enzyme activity, thereby facilitating improved fatty
acid oxidation, whereas resistance training increases the
glycolytic capacity and promotes type II muscle fiber abundance and growth, which enhances the capacity of glucose use.28 In turn, aerobic exercise leads to greater improvements in aerobic fitness, whereas resistance training
favors increased lean body mass and muscle strength.29,30
Beyond improving glycemic control, both exercise types
have been shown to reduce adiposity and improve blood
pressure and lipid levels.31-34
We did not observe a strong attenuation of the association with weight training after additional adjustment
for body mass index. This may be attributable to weight
training being able to increase lean mass and reduce fat
mass without a major change in body weight, as previously indicated in trials in individuals with T2DM.25,26
However, using waist circumference indicated that part
of the beneficial effect of weight training was mediated
by abdominal adiposity. In a previous analysis,35 weight
training was associated with a smaller increase in waist
circumference over time in men.
We found that the association of weight training with
T2DM risk was attenuated in men 65 years and older and

in men with a family history of T2DM. The attenuation
of association in these subgroups may be attributed to
power. An alternative explanation could be that the intensity of weight training is decreased at older ages. However, we do not have data to test this hypothesis. The possible weakened relationship between weight training and
T2DM risk in men with a positive family history deserves more attention in future studies.
The strengths of this study include the large sample
size, the long follow-up, and the biannual assessment of
exposures and most confounders, including important
dietary factors. We also showed that associations were
robust to a variety of sensitivity analyses, including an
analysis using a 4-year lag in exposure classification. Limitations include that the study comprised only men who
were working health professionals and mostly of white
race. The findings may, therefore, not be generalizable
to women and other ethnic or racial groups of men. Furthermore, we did not explore the importance of type and
intensity of weight training as we obtained information
only on weekly nonspecific weight training. Finally, there
is a possibility of residual and unknown confounding.
Because we observed risk reduction with any weight training in individuals reporting no aerobic exercise, it is unlikely that the association of weight training can be explained by residual confounding by aerobic exercise.
In conclusion, this prospective cohort study showed
that weight training was associated with a reduced risk
of T2DM in a dose-response manner independent of aerobic exercise level. The magnitude of risk reduction associated with weight training was close to that with aerobic exercise. These results support that weight training
is a valuable alternative for individuals who have difficulty adhering to aerobic exercise, and adding weight
training to aerobic exercise seems to give further protection from T2DM. Further research should examine the
effect of duration, type, and intensity of weight training
on T2DM risk in greater detail.
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eTable. Aerobic exercise and risk of type 2 diabetes in men from Health Professional Follow-up Study (1990-2008) stratified by age, body
mass index, family history of type 2 diabetes, and dietary index score.
None

Aerobic Exercise (minutes/week)
1 – 59
60 – 149

!150

p trend

0.56 (0.46-0.69)
0.86 (0.70-1.05)

0.43 (0.36-0.52)
0.54 (0.44-0.65)

<0.001
<0.001

0.95 (0.80-1.13)
1.06 (0.85-1.31)

0.76 (0.65-0.93)
0.77 (0.61-0.98)

0.57 (0.48-0.68)
0.59 (0.47-0.75)

<0.001
<0.001

1
1

0.96 (0.82-1.12)
0.84 (0.64-1.11)

0.68 (0.58-0.81)
0.71 (0.53-0.94)

0.46 (0.39-0.54)
0.55 (0.42-0.73)

<0.001
<0.001

1
1

0.89 (0.75-1.04)
1.02 (0.80-1.31)

0.68 (0.57-0.81)
0.72 (0.56-0.92)

0.44 (0.37-0.52)
0.55 (0.43-0.69)

<0.001
<0.001

Age (years)
<65 (1,125 cases, 289,111 person years)
!65 (1,153 cases, 219,221 person years)

1
1

0.86 (0.72-1.04)
0.99 (0.82-1.20)

BMI (kg/m2)
<30 (1,499 cases, 455,664 person years)
!30 (779 cases, 52,668 person years)

1
1

Family history of type 2 diabetes
Negative (1,687 cases, 436,300 person years)
Positive (591 cases, 72,032 person years)
Dietary index score
< Median (1,376 cases, 253,486 person years)
> Median (902 cases, 254,847 person years)

Data are relative risks (95% CI). All models included age (months), smoking (never, past, or current with cigarette use of 1-14, 15-24, !25
per day), alcohol consumption (0, 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, >15 g/d), coffee intake (0, <1, 1-3, 3-5, >5 cups/day), race (white, non-white), family
history of diabetes, intake of total energy, trans fat, polyunsaturated fat to saturated fat ratio, cereal fiber, wholegrain, glycemic load (all
dietary factors in quintiles), weight training, other physical activity of at least moderate intensity (quintiles), and TV viewing (quintiles).

eFigure
Dose reponse relationship between aerobic exercise (hours/week) and risk of type 2 diabetes.
Dotted lines are 95% CI for the trend obtained from restriced cubic spline regression (4 knots). The
model included the following covariates: age (months), weight training (0, 1-59, 60-149, !150
min/week), other physical activity of at least moderate intensity (quintiles), TV viewing (quintiles),
smoking (never, past, or current with cigarette use of 1-14, 15-24, !25 per day), alcohol
consumption (0, 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, >15 g/d), coffee intake (0, <1, 1-3, 3-5, >5 cups/day), race (white,
non-white), family history of diabetes, intake of total energy, trans fat, polyunsaturated fat to
saturated fat ratio, cereal fiber, wholegrain, and glycemic load (all dietary factors in quintiles) and

0.5
0.25

RR

0.75

1.0 1.25

truncated to men reporting "15 hours/week. P<0.001 for a non-linear relationship.
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ABSTRACT
Background Whether muscle strength in youth is
related to cardiovascular risk later in life independent of
cardiorespiratory ﬁtness is unclear.
Methods We examined the independent association of
isometric muscle strength in youth with cardiovascular
risk factors in young adulthood using data from the
Danish European Youth Heart Study; a population-based
prospective cohort study among boys and girls (n=332)
followed for up to 12 years. In youth maximal voluntary
contractions during isometric back extension and
abdominal ﬂexion were determined using a strain-gauge
dynamometer and cardiorespiratory ﬁtness was obtained
from a maximal cycle ergometer test. Cardiovascular risk
factors were obtained in youth and in young adulthood.
Associations were examined using multivariable-adjusted
regression models including major confounding factors.
Results Each 1 SD difference in isometric muscle
strength in youth (0.17 N/kg) was inversely associated
with body mass index (BMI; −0.60 kg/m2, 95% CI
−0.97 to −0.22), triglyceride (−0.09 mmol/l, 95% CI
−0.16 to −0.02), diastolic blood pressure (BP) (−1.22
mm Hg, 95% CI −2.15 to −0.29) and a composite
cardiovascular risk factor score (−0.61 SD, 95% CI
−1.03 to −0.20) in young adulthood in multivariableadjusted analyses including ﬁtness. Associations to
triglyceride, diastolic BP and the cardiovascular risk
factor score remained with additional adjustment for
waist circumference or BMI. Each 1 SD difference in
isometric muscle strength in youth was signiﬁcantly
associated with 0.59 (95% CI 0.40 to 0.87) lower odds
of general overweight/obesity in young adulthood
( p=0.007) and was marginally associated with incident
raised BP, raised triglyceride and low high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol.
Conclusions This study suggests that greater isometric
muscle strength in youth is associated with lower levels
of cardiovascular risk factors in young adulthood
independent of ﬁtness, adiposity and other confounding
factors.
INTRODUCTION
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In children and youth low cardiorespiratory ﬁtness
is a well-established risk factor for developing cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk factors such as
obesity, metabolic syndrome and raised blood pressure (BP).1 2 While prospective studies have established this in detail;3 the importance of muscle
strength remains less clear. Among adult men, some
evidence suggests that low muscle strength is
associated with premature mortality independent
of cardiorespiratory ﬁtness4 and engagement in
weight training protects against coronary heart
disease (CHD)5 and type 2 diabetes6 independent
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of aerobic activity. These epidemiological studies
provide support to promote muscle-strengthening
activities in addition to aerobic physical activity
(PA) for primary prevention in adults. In the
current guidelines for PA for children and youth it
is recommended that muscle-strengthening activities should be included as part of the 60 min/day
of moderate-to-vigorous PA that are endorsed to be
largely aerobic.7 8 Children and adolescents
engaging in muscle-strengthening activities can
increase their muscular strength,9 indicating that
muscle strength is a marker of participation in
muscle-strengthening activities. A recent prospective study based on Swedish male adolescents
reported that low muscle strength was inversely
associated with premature mortality, although this
analysis was not adjusted for cardiorespiratory
ﬁtness.10 We are not aware of prospective studies
examining the inﬂuence of muscle strength in childhood or youth on CVD risk factors in adulthood
independent of cardiorespiratory ﬁtness and other
important determinant of CVD risk.
In this study we examined the association of isometric muscle strength in youth with cardiovascular
risk factors in young adulthood independent of cardiorespiratory ﬁtness among Danish boys and girls
followed up to 12 years in the European Youth
Heart Study (EYHS).

METHODS
Design
The current study is based on the Danish cohorts of
the EYHS, an ongoing international populationbased multicentre study that addresses CVD risk
factors in children and adolescents. A detailed
description of the sampling procedure of the EYHS is
provided elsewhere.11 In this study, a random sample
of 658 15-year-old adolescents were invited to participate in 1997–1998, of whom 429 (65%) agreed
to take part in the study. In 2003–2004, another
random sample of 771 15-year-old adolescents was
invited of whom 444 (58%) agreed to take part. In
2009–2010, a 6-year or 12-year follow-up was conducted where all originally invited participants from
1997–1998 to 2003–2004 were invited again, 281
(43%) and 369 (48%) from the 1997–1998 to
2003–2004 originally invited participated, respectively. Isometric muscle strength was assessed in a subgroup of 243 participants in 1997–1998 (57%) and
in 441 (99%) in 2003–2004. The eligible cohort for
the current analyses was n=332 individuals who had
complete data on all exposure and outcome variables
(229 individuals with 6-year follow-up and 103 individuals with 12-year follow-up). Ninety-four per cent
of the population at baseline was postpubertal based
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on Tanner’s stage evaluation performed by trained researchers
(pubic hair stages for boys and Tanner’s breast development stages
for girls) and 93% were white (Caucasian). The local scientiﬁc
ethics committee approved the study and all participants gave
informed consent to participate.

Isometric muscle strength
Isometric muscle strength was obtained during maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) of abdominal and back muscles. The participants were standing upright and positioned with a strap
around the shoulders connected to a strain-gauge dynamometer.12 Assessment of abdominal strength was performed with
the back against the dynamometer performing maximal forward
ﬂexion. For MVC of the low back muscles, the participants were
positioned with the front against the dynamometer performing
maximal backward extension. Isometric muscle strength was calculated as the mean of abdominal and back strength (Newton
(N)) divided by body weight (N/kg). A previous study among
adults have reported high reliability of these particular isometric
strength measures (intraclass correlation coefﬁcient >0.9).13

Cardiorespiratory ﬁtness

Cardiorespiratory ﬁtness was assessed during a progressive
maximal ergometer bicycle test (Ergomedic 839; Monark,
Varberg, Sweden) as previously described.11 Heart rate (HR)
was recorded every 5 s throughout the test using a HR monitor
(Polar Vantage, Finland). Criteria for a maximal effort were HR
of 185 bpm or greater, and a subjective judgement by the observer that the participant could no longer continue, even after
encouragement. Maximal power output (wattmax) from the test
was used to estimate maximal oxygen uptake using the following equation VO2-max (ml/min)=0.465+(0.0112×wattmax)
+(0.172×sex), where sex is boys=1 and girls=0.14 VO2-max
was subsequently divided by body weight. The ﬁtness test is
highly reproducible (coefﬁcient of variation 2.5–4.8%) and a
previous validation study in 15-year-olds have shown that
this measure is highly correlated with VO2-max assessed directly
(r > 0.90, p < 0.001).15

Samples were analysed for serum glucose, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) and triglyceride. Triglyceride was analysed using the lipase/glycerol kinase/glycerol phosphate oxidase
enzymatic method. HDL was analysed using the homogeneous
polyanion/cholesterol esterase/oxidase enzymatic method.
Glucose was analysed using the hexokinase method. Blood
lipids and glucose were measured on an Olympus AU600 autoanalyzer (Olympus Diagnostica, Hamburg, Germany) at baseline
and on a Dade Behring Dimension RxL autonalyzer (Siemens
Healthcare, Camberley, UK) at follow-up. Between-laboratory
correlations in lipids, and glucose for 30 randomly selected
samples analysed at both laboratories were 0.94–0.98 at
baseline.17
Resting BP was measured with a Dinamap paediatric and
adult neonatal vital signs monitor (model XL, Critikron, Inc,
Tampa, Florida, USA) using an appropriate cuff size (evaluated
via arm circumference). After 5 min of seated rest, ﬁve measurements were taken at 2 min intervals with the mean of the ﬁnal
three measurements used in all analyses.
We calculated a continuous composite CVD risk z-score using
components of the metabolic syndrome suggested by the
American Heart Association (AHA) and the National Heart,
Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI).18 Thus, WC, the mean of
diastolic and systolic BP, triglycerides, HDL (inverted) and
fasting glucose were standardised and subsequently summed to
create a continuous z-score.19 Standardisation in young adulthood (follow-up) was carried out according to the baseline distribution (mean and SD) of each risk factor.
Abdominal obesity, raised BP, raised triglycerides, low HDL
and raised fasting plasma glucose were deﬁned according to
Third Report of the National Cholesterol Education Program
(NCEP) Expert Panel on Detection, Evaluation and Treatment of
High Blood Cholesterol in Adults (Adult Treatment Panel III).20

Statistics

Body height, body weight, and waist circumference (WC) were
measured using standard anthropometric procedures.11 Fasting
blood samples (overnight) were taken in the morning from the
antecubital vein. Samples were aliquoted and separated within
30 min, and then stored at −80°C until they were transported
to WHO-certiﬁed laboratory in Bristol and Cambridge (UK),
for analysis at baseline and in Cambridge (UK) at follow-up.

We examined the associations of isometric muscle strength in
adolescence with cardiovascular risk factors in young adulthood
using multiple linear regression with baseline levels of respective
risk factors included as a covariate. First, we adjusted models
for age at baseline, follow-up time, sex and recruitment period.
We then ran multivariable analyses adjusting for baseline information on TV watching, parental educational level, smoking,
family history of CVD, frequency of intake of soft drinks and
intake of fruit and vegetables. Furthermore, we additionally
adjusted for cardiorespiratory ﬁtness and body mass index
(BMI) or WC. Standard linear regression diagnostics, including
examining linearity and normality of residuals, revealed no indication of violation of assumptions.
We also analysed the association of isometric muscle strength
with the odds of incident general overweight or obesity, abdominal obesity, raised BP, raised triglyceride and low HDL using
multiple logistic regression adjusting for the same covariates as
in the linear models. In these analyses we excluded prevalent
cases of each respective risk factor at baseline. As the number of
incident cases for some of the outcomes was low (eg, n=24 for
raised BP) we performed a sensitivity analysis using propensity
score matching21 to comply with ‘≥10 outcome events per covariate’ assumption including the same confounders as in the
multivariable adjusted models. We did not proceed with analysing the risk of incident metabolic syndrome (according to AHA
and NHLBI) and impaired fasting glucose in young adulthood,
as the numbers of cases for these outcomes were <20.
Finally, we examined the association of isometric muscle
strength in adolescence with cardiovascular risk in young
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Other covariates
Information on watching television (TV) at baseline was
obtained using a computer-based questionnaire as described previously.11 Two questions about the amount of time watching TV
(before and after school) were combined to create a summary
variable of daily TV watching time (hours/day).16 Smoking
status, monthly frequency soft drinks, fruit and vegetable intake
were obtained by self-report in adolescence using the same questionnaire. Family history of CVD ( paternal or maternal, yes/no)
and parental educational level were obtained by parental selfreport. Parental educational status was deﬁned according to the
International Standard Classiﬁcation of Education (ISCED,
1997). However, as the details obtained from the description of
education was insufﬁcient, the ISCED seven-point scale was
changed to three new groups (1 = basic education; 2 = secondary or postsecondary education and 3 = tertiary education).

Cardiovascular risk factors
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Table 1

Sex-adjusted baseline characteristics by tertiles of maximal voluntary isometric muscle strength in adolescence
Isometric muscle strength in adolescence (tertiles)

Age (years)
BMI (kg/m2)
Waist circumference (cm)
Systolic BP (mm Hg)
Diastolic BP (mm Hg)
Triglyceride (mmol/l)
HDL-C (mmol/l)
Glucose (mmol/l)
Composite CVD risk z-score (SD)
Cardiorespiratory fitness (ml O2/min/kg)
Television watching (hours/day)
Soft drinks (servings/month)
Fruits and vegetables (servings/month)
Parental education level (% 1/2/3)*
Family history of CVD (%)
Smoking (%)

0.71 (0.08) N/kg (n=110)

0.86 (0.08) N/kg (n=111)

1.04 (0.08) N/kg (n=111)

p Value

15.6 (0.4)
21.8 (2.6)
75.0 (6.4)
109.7 (9.7)
61.0 (6.6)
0.97 (0.47)
1.40 (0.31)
5.16 (0.39)
0.89 (2.48)
43.6 (5.5)
1.8 (1.1)
7.9 (8.6)
34.1 (17.3)
9.6/36.2/54.2
34.1
13.1

15.6 (0.4)
20.7 (2.5)
72.2 (6.2)
110.0 (9.5)
61.5 (6.4)
0.88 (0.46)
1.42 (0.30)
5.10 (0.38)
0.01 (2.41)
46.9 (5.4)
1.5 (1.1)
9.2 (8.6)
37.7 (16.9)
10.1/22.0/67.8
35.3
14.8

15.6 (0.4)
20.4 (2.6)
70.4 (6.6)
108.4 (9.9)
60.6 (6.7)
0.78 (0.48)
1.41 (0.32)
4.97 (0.39)
−0.90 (2.53)
48.7 (5.6)
1.3 (1.1)
10.4 (8.6)
43.9 (17.7)
7.5/21.7/70.8
24.7
16.7

0.43
<0.001
<0.001
0.44
0.34
0.01
0.86
0.002
<0.001
<0.001
0.02
0.10
<0.001
0.10
0.22
0.79

Data are means (SD) or numbers (%) and are standardised according to the sex distribution of the study population.
*Based on educational level (International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) (UNESCO 1997). The ISCED levels 1 and 2 were grouped, 3 and 4 were grouped and 5, 6 and 7
were grouped.
BP, blood pressure; BMI, body mass index; CVD, cardiovascular disease; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; N, Newton.

adulthood stratiﬁed by sex, follow-up time (6 or 12 years) and
cardiorespiratory ﬁtness level (sex-speciﬁc below or above the
median of cardiorespiratory ﬁtness).
We also performed additional sensitivity analyses to assess the
robustness of our results. First, we repeated the analyses with
the ratio of WC to height as outcome as an alternative to WC.
Second, we repeated analyses using the absolute levels of isometric muscle strength and adjusted for body weight and in addition by scaling isometric muscle strength to body weight using
the power of 2/3. Finally, because of the high attrition rate due
to missing data and loss to follow-up we performed analyses
comparing estimates of associations in the sample with complete
data on covariates and outcomes (n=332) with the full sample
(n=873) with missing values being imputed. We imputed
missing values using a multivariate-chained equation imputation
approach (‘mi impute chained’ in STATA) including all covariates and respective outomes. We obtained β coefﬁcients and SE’s
based on 20 imputed datasets.22
All statistical analyses were performed in STATA V.12.1 with
α=0.05 (two-sided).

modestly associated (ﬁgure 1). The sex-adjusted Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcient (r) between isometric muscle strength and cardiorespiratory ﬁtness was 0.34 (95% CI 0.25 to 0.43), p<0.001.
Isometric muscle strength in youth was signiﬁcantly associated
with BMI, WC, triglyceride, HDL-C, diastolic BP and composite CVD risk factor score in young adulthood in age, sex and
recruitment period-adjusted analyses and in multivariableadjusted analyses except for WC (table 2). After additional
adjustment for cardiorespiratory ﬁtness, associations to BMI, triglyceride, DBP and CVD risk factor score persisted.
Furthermore, associations also persisted with adjustment for
WC, and using BMI instead of WC did not materially change
these results (data not shown).
We also analysed the associations of youth abdominal or back
strength relative to body weight separately with CVD risk
factors in young adulthood. These analyses were very similar in

RESULTS
Individuals with missing data at baseline (including isometric
muscle strength) or follow-up or that were lost to follow-up in
2009/2010 were not different according to age or sex distribution compared with participants in the present study with full
data (see online supplementary table S1). However, differences
were generally observed in baseline levels of CVD risk factors,
lifestyle behaviours and a larger proportion was from parents
with only a basic education among individuals lost to follow-up
or with missing data. Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics of
the study population by tertiles of isometric muscle strength in
adolescence. Isometric muscle strength at baseline was negatively
associated with BMI, WC, triglyceride, fasting glucose, composite CVD risk z-score and positively associated with intake of
fruits and vegetables at baseline (all p<0.05). Isometric muscle
strength and cardiorespiratory ﬁtness in youth at baseline were
Grøntved A, et al. Br J Sports Med 2013;0:1–6. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2012-091907

Figure 1 Association of isometric muscle strength and
cardiorespiratory ﬁtness in youth at baseline. Estimates are least SE
from a sex-adjusted model. Deciles of isometric muscle strength are
sex-speciﬁc.
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Table 2 Isometric muscle strength in youth and cardiovascular risk factors in young adulthood
Model 1
β (95% CI)
Cardiovascular risk factor
BMI (kg/m2)
Waist circumference (cm)
Triglycerides (mmol/l)
HDL-C (mmol/l)
Systolic BP (mm Hg)
Diastolic BP (mm Hg)
Glucose (mmol/l)
Composite CVD risk
score (SD)

−0.50
−1.09
−0.10
0.04
−0.88
−1.34
−0.05
−0.75

Model 2
p Value β (95% CI)

(−0.86 to −0.14)
0.007
(−2.10 to −0.08)
0.03
(−0.16 to −0.04)
0.002
(0.01 to 0.07)
0.009
(−1.85 to 0.08)
0.07
(−2.17 to −0.50)
0.002
(−0.10 to −0.002) 0.06
(−1.14 to −0.36) <0.001

−0.45 (−0.81 to −0.08)
−0.97 (−2.00 to −0.06)
−0.10 (−0.17 to −0.03)
0.03 (0.0004 to 0.06)
−0.78 (−1.79 to 0.22)
−1.24 (−2.11 to −0.37)
−0.05 (−0.10 to 0.003)
−0.70 (−1.10 to −0.31)

Model 3
p Value β (95% CI)

0.02
0.07
0.004
0.04
0.13
0.005
0.07
0.001

−0.60 (−0.97
−0.93 (−2.00
−0.09 (−0.16
0.02 (−0.01
−0.68 (−1.75
−1.22 (−2.15
−0.04 (−0.09
−0.61 (−1.03

Model 4
p Value β (95% CI)

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

−0.22)
0.13)
−0.02)
0.05)
0.39)
−0.29)
0.01)
−0.20)

0.002
0.09
0.01
0.22
0.21
0.01
0.14
0.004

–
–
−0.09
0.02
−0.73
−1.25
−0.04
−0.47

(−0.16
(−0.01
(−1.80
(−2.18
(−0.09
(−0.79

p Value

to
to
to
to
to
to

−0.02)
0.05)
0.34)
−0.32)
0.01)
−0.14)

0.01
0.27
0.18
0.009
0.14
0.005

β Coefficient (95% CI) represents change in risk factor in young adulthood per 1 SD (0.17 N/kg) change in isometric muscle strength in adolescence.
Model 1 was adjusted for baseline levels of risk factor, age at baseline, follow-up time, sex and recruitment period.
Model 2 was additionally adjusted for TV watching, parental education level, smoking status, intake of soft drinks, fruit and vegetable intake and family history of CVD.
Model 3 was additionally adjusted for cardiorespiratory fitness.
Model 4 was additionally adjusted waist circumference. Waist circumference was not included in the composite CVD risk score in model 4.
BP, blood pressure; BMI, body mass index; CVD, cardiovascular disease; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol.

magnitude to the mean of abdominal and back isometric
strength (normalised to body weight). Furthermore, repeating
analyses using the ratio of WC to height, using the absolute
levels of isometric muscle strength and adjusting for body
weight or by scaling isometric muscle strength to body weight
using the power of 2/3 (N/kg2/3) all gave fairly similar results
(data not shown).
The analysis of isometric muscle strength and incident CVD
risk factors is shown in ﬁgure 2. During an average of 8 years of
follow-up from adolescence, 82, 32, 24, 36 and 55 number of
incident cases of general overweight or obesity, abdominal
obesity, raised BP, raised triglyceride levels, low HDL-C, respectively, occurred in young adulthood. In multivariable-adjusted
analyses including cardiorespiratory ﬁtness, each 1 SD of isometric muscle strength (0.17 N/kg) in youth was signiﬁcantly
associated with 0.59 (95% CI 0.40 to 0.87) lower odds of
general overweight or obesity in young adulthood ( p=0.007).
Furthermore, isometric muscle strength in youth was marginally
associated with incident raised BP, raised triglyceride and
low HDL-C in young adulthood. Using propensity score

matching to adjust for confounding did not materially change
these results.
Multivariable-adjusted stratiﬁed analyses by sex, follow-up
time (6 or 12 years) and cardiorespiratory ﬁtness level are
shown in ﬁgure 3. We did not see statistical evidence that the
association of isometric muscle strength with composite CVD
risk factor score were modiﬁed by these factors ( p>0.1 for all
interactions); however, stratiﬁed analyses indicated that associations were attenuated among individuals with low cardiorespiratory ﬁtness ( p=0.15 for interaction). Combined association of
cardiorespiratory ﬁtness and isometric muscle strength using
sex-speciﬁc tertiles of ﬁtness and strength, respectively, also

Figure 2 Isometric muscle strength in adolescence and risk of
incident general overweight/obesity, abdominal obesity, raised blood
pressure, raised triglyceride and low high-density lipoprotein in young
adulthood. Estimates are ORs with 95% CI from logistic regression
models adjusted for baseline levels of respective risk parameter (eg,
body mass index for general overweight), age at baseline, follow-up
time, sex, recruitment period, cardiorespiratory ﬁtness, TV watching,
parental education level, smoking status, intake of soft drinks, fruit and
vegetable intake and family history of cardiovascular disease. Numbers
in brackets are incident cases of respective outcomes.

Figure 3 Isometric muscle strength in youth and composite
cardiovascular risk factor score in young adulthood stratiﬁed by
cardiorespiratory ﬁtness (below and above the median, sex-speciﬁc),
follow-up time (6 or 12 years) and sex. Estimates are β coefﬁcients
(composite cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk factor score in young
adulthood per SD of isometric muscle strength in youth) from
multivariable model adjusted for baseline levels of CVD risk score, age
at baseline, follow-up time, sex, recruitment period, cardiorespiratory
ﬁtness, TV watching, parental education level, smoking status, intake of
soft drinks, fruit and vegetable intake and family history of CVD.
Median of low ﬁtness boys=46.5, girls=39.2; high ﬁtness boys=54.7,
girls=45.6.
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indicated no interaction between strength and ﬁtness on composite CVD score ( p=0.22 for interaction) and suggested an
additive effect of isometric muscle strength and ﬁtness in youth
on CVD risk in young adulthood. Participants being in the third
sex-speciﬁc tertile of both ﬁtness and strength had lowest composite CVD risk score in young adulthood (−1.42 SD (95% CI
−2.67 to −0.17) compared with participants being in the ﬁrst
tertile of both ﬁtness and strength).
Results from associations based on non-imputed samples
(n=332) were fairly similar to imputed samples (see online supplementary table S2).

DISCUSSION
Results from this prospective population-based study suggest
that greater isometric muscle strength of the abdomen and back
in youth is associated with lower levels of CVD risk factors in
young adulthood. These inverse associations were independent
of cardiorespiratory ﬁtness, adiposity and other sociodemographic and lifestyle factors. Our study supports including a speciﬁc recommendation for activities that increase muscle strength
as part of the guidelines for PA in youth for primordial prevention of CVD risk later in life.
To the best of our knowledge this is the ﬁrst study reporting
independent associations of muscle strength with CVD risk
factors among adolescents followed into adulthood. A previous
study among children followed into adolescence has shown that
improvement in handgrip strength during follow-up was associated with favourable changes in BP, lipid levels and adiposity
independent of cardiorespiratory ﬁtness.23 A few prior crosssectional studies among children or adolescents have reported
similar ﬁndings. Two population-based studied among European
children and adolescents have reported that muscle strength
were associated with clustered metabolic risk independent of
cardiorespiratory ﬁtness.24 25 Our results are also generally in
line with ﬁndings from observational studies among adults.
A report from the Aerobics Centre Longitudinal Study found
that high dynamic muscle strength of the lower and upper body
was associated with a decreased risk of premature mortality
independent of cardiorespiratory ﬁtness in men.4 Furthermore,
in the Health Professionals Follow-up Study men participating
in weight training had a lower risk of CHD independent of
other PA.5 Other studies among adults have also reported
inverse associations of muscle strength with premature mortality,
but many have not adjusted for cardiorespiratory ﬁtness.26–29
Because we, and others, have reported that isometric muscle
strength and cardiorespiratory ﬁtness are modestly related, confounding by ﬁtness is likely not trivial.
Numerous experimental studies support the biological plausibility
of our ﬁndings. A number of small-scale randomised studies in overweight youth have provided evidence that muscle-strengthening
exercise alone is beneﬁcial for improving CVD risk factor levels.30–
33
Similarly, randomised trials among adults have shown beneﬁcial
effects of resistance training on BP, adiposity, glycemic control and
triglyceride levels.34–36 Because initiation in muscle-strengthening
activities is strongly related to gains in muscle strength in youth,9
these observations support our study and suggests that low muscle
strength is causally related to development of unfavourable levels of
CVD risk factors.
Our assessments of maximal isometric muscle strength of the
abdomen and back were based on an easy, simple and fast
testing procedure. Although previous studies have reported
moderate-to-strong correlation between isometric and
dynamic muscle strength,37 further studies are warranted to
conﬁrm that assessment of muscle strength, using similar or
Grøntved A, et al. Br J Sports Med 2013;0:1–6. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2012-091907

alternative methods including different muscle groups and types
of strength measures in predicting future CVD health outcomes
independent of cardiorespiratory ﬁtness. In addition, while the
isometric muscle strength assessment procedures are very reliable in adults, we did not evaluate reliability of the tests in
youth, which remains to be determined.
Strengths of this study include the prospective design, the
standardised test for cardiorespiratory ﬁtness and isometric
muscle strength. Furthermore, the detailed collection of lifestyle
factors, sociodemographic factors and other covariates allowed
adjustment for several potential confounders. A number of possible limitations should also be considered. Although we
observed substantial magnitudes of associations for isometric
muscle strength, the sample size for the study was modest and
the number of incident cases of CVD risk factor in young adulthood was not large in the logistic regression models. As a consequence the CIs for these analyses were wide, however, these
analyses were supported by similar patterns in linear models.
Although the composite CVD risk factor score has been widely
used there are limitations to its use. Individual CVD risk factors
are weighted equally in the composite score, is populationspeciﬁc, and the predicate validity in youth for clinical health
outcomes in adulthood remains unknown. Furthermore, as our
study was observational, there will always be a possibility of
unknown and residual confounding. Finally, the high attrition
rate may have affected the generalisability of our ﬁndings and
precluded us from adequately powered subgroup analysis. Since
associations were fairly similar in imputed and non-imputed
samples, this provides us some conﬁdence that the results are
not explained by selection bias.
In conclusion, greater isometric muscle strength of the
abdomen and back in youth was associated with lower levels of
CVD risk factors in young adulthood independent of cardiorespiratory ﬁtness and other potential confounding factors.
These results support a speciﬁc emphasis on participation in
muscle-strengthening activities for primordial prevention of
CVD risk in accordance to the current guidelines for PA in
youth. Given the major global public health burden of CVD our
results highlight the need to further investigate the role of participation in resistance training activities in other populations
and in randomised trails in children and youth.

What this study adds
▸ This study suggests that greater isometric muscle strength of
the abdomen and back in youth is associated with lower
levels of cardiovascular risk factors in young adulthood
independent of cardiorespiratory ﬁtness, sociodemographic
and lifestyle factors.
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Table 1. Attrition analysis by baseline characteristics.
Participants (n=332)
Age (years)
Gender (% boys)
BMI (kg/m2)
Waist circumference (cm)
Systolic BP (mmHg)
Diastolic BP (mmHg)
Triglyceride (mmol/l)
HDL-C (mmol/l)
Glucose (mmol/l)
Cardiorespiratory fitness (ml O2/min/kg)
Isometric muscle strength (N/kg)
Television viewing (hours/day)
Soft drinks (servings/month)
Fruits and vegetables (servings/month)
Parental education level (% 1 / 2 / 3)*
Family history of CVD (%)
Smoking (%)

15.6 (0.4)
48.2
21.0 (2.6)
72.5 (6.7)
109.4 (10.1)
61.4 (6.4)
0.88 (0.46)
1.41 (0.31)
5.08 (0.40)
46.4 (7.0)
0.87 (0.16)
1.5 (1.1)
9.2 (8.7)
38.6 (17.5)
9.0 / 26.5 / 64.5
31.3
14.8

Individuals with missing
data or lost to follow-up
(n=541 or lower)
15.6 (0.4) (n=541)
44.2 (n=541)
21.1 (3.0) (n=541)
71.5 (7.7) (n=540)
111.4 (10.5) (n=541)
62.7 (6.2) (n=541)
0.94 (0.42) (n=500)
1.37 (0.31) (n=500)
5.14 (0.48) (n=500)
45.6 (8.2) (n=474)
0.85 (0.18) (352)
1.8 (1.2) (n=529)
11.1 (9.4) (n=529)
37.2 (17.2) (n=529)
14.9 / 32.9 / 52.3 (n=505)
27.2 (n=515)
27.0 (n=529)

p
0.17
0.25
0.62
0.05
0.005
0.003
0.03
0.11
0.06
0.18
0.15
0.002
0.002
0.24
0.001
0.19
<0.001

Data are means (SD) or numbers (%).
*Based on educational level (International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED)
(UNESCO 1997). The ISCED level 1 and 2 were grouped, 3 and 4 were grouped, and 5, 6 and 7
were grouped.

Table 2. Association of isometric muscle strength in youth with cardiovascular risk factors in
young adulthood from the imputed analyses of the total sampled population at baseline
(n=873). Imputations were performed using chained equations ("mi impute chained" in
STATA). All covariates and respective outomes were included in the imputation approach.
Beta coefficients and SE’s were based on 20 imputed datasets.
Cardiovascular risk factor
BMI (kg/m2)
Waist circumference (cm)
Triglycerides (mmol/l)
HDL-C (mmol/l)
Systolic BP (mmHg)
Diastolic BP (mmHg)
Glucose (mmol/l)
Composite CVD risk score (SD)

Beta (95% CI)

P

-0.51 (-0.92;-0.10)
-1.03 (-2.16;-0.11)
-0.09 (-0.16;-0.02)
0.02 (-0.01;0.06)
-0.67 (-1.94;0.61)
-1.31 (-2.20;-0.42)
-0.05 (-0.11;-0.002)
-0.61 (-0.94;-0.28)

0.02
0.08
0.01
0.16
0.29
0.005
0.06
<0.001

Beta coefficient (95% CI) represents change in risk factor in young adulthood per 1 SD (0.17 N/kg)
change in muscle strength in adolescence.
Models were adjusted for baseline levels of risk factor, age at baseline, age at follow-up, gender,
cohort, TV-viewing, parental education level, smoking status, intake of soft drinks, fruit- and
vegetable intake, family history of CVD, and cardiorespiratory fitness.
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RESULTSdFor each 1-SD difference in isometric muscle strength (0.16 N/kg) in youth, fasting insulin, HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B in young adulthood changed with 211.3% (95% CI,
217.0 to 25.2), 212.2% (218.2 to 25.7), and 28.9% (214.4 to 23.0), respectively, in
young adulthood after adjustment for CRF and personal lifestyle and demographic factors.
Results for CRF were very similar in magnitude, and the magnitude of associations for both
exposures was unchanged with additional adjustment for general or abdominal adiposity in
youth. Combined associations of muscle strength and CRF with fasting insulin, HOMA-IR,
and HOMA-B were additive, and adolescents in the highest sex-speciﬁc tertile for both isometric
muscle strength and CRF had the lowest levels of these glucose metabolism outcomes.

studies among adults suggest that regular
participation in aerobic moderate-tovigorous physical activity (MVPA) and
high cardiorespiratory ﬁtness (CRF) reduce
the risk of type 2 diabetes and are associated
with healthier glucose metabolism (6,7).
However, less is known from prospective
studies about the importance of ﬁtness in
childhood and adolescence (8). In addition, it is unknown whether muscle
strength in youth is associated with impaired glucose metabolism in adulthood
independent of CRF. In this study, we
aimed to examine the independent and
combined association of isometric muscle
strength of the abdomen and back and
CRF in youth with fasting glucose, insulin, insulin resistance, and b-cell function
in young adulthood among men and
women from the European Youth Heart
Study (EYHS) followed-up for a period of
up to 12 years. We also assessed the extent
to which these associations were mediated
or confounded by general and abdominal
adiposity.

CONCLUSIONSdIncreasing muscle strength and CRF should be targets in youth primordial
prevention strategies of insulin resistance and b-cell dysfunction.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND
METHODS

OBJECTIVEdTo examine the independent and combined association of isometric muscle
strength of the abdomen and back and cardiorespiratory ﬁtness (CRF) in youth with indices of
glucose metabolism in young adulthood among boys and girls from the European Youth Heart
Study.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODSdWe used data from a population-based prospective cohort study among youth followed-up for up to 12 years (n = 317). In youth, maximal
voluntary contractions during isometric back extension and abdominal ﬂexion were determined
using a strain-gauge dynamometer and CRF was obtained from a maximal cycle ergometer test.
Insulin resistance (homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance [HOMA-IR]) and b-cell
function (homeostasis model assessment of b-cell function [HOMA-B]) were estimated from
fasting serum insulin and glucose that were obtained in youth and at follow-up in young adulthood.

P

reviously, type 2 diabetes was very
rare in young people. Today, it is
more common not only in young
adults but also in youth, and a similar trend
has been observed for impaired fasting
glucose and impaired glucose tolerance

(1–3), which are considered precursors of
type 2 diabetes. Youth and young adults
with type 2 diabetes or prediabetes are at
risk for premature mortality and early complications (4,5), making prevention critical.
Numerous prospective epidemiological
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Design
We used data from the Danish cohort of
the EYHS, an international, populationbased, multicenter study that addresses
cardiovascular disease risk factors in children and adolescents. A detailed description of the EYHS has been published
elsewhere (9). In this study a random
sample of 658 15-year-olds were invited
to participate in 1997–1998, of whom
429 (65%) agreed to take part in the
study. Isometric muscle strength was assessed in a subgroup of 243 participants
in 1997–1998. In 2003–2004, another
random sample of 771 15-year-olds was
invited, of whom 444 (58%) agreed to
take part, and 441 of these participants
had isometric muscle strength evaluated.
In 2009–2010, a 6- or 12-year follow-up
was conducted in which all originally
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Muscle strength, ﬁtness, and insulin resistance
invited participants from the 1997–1998
and 2003–2004 studies were reinvited.
In this study, 317 participants had complete data for all outcomes, exposures, and
covariates. Ninety-four percent of the
participants were postpubertal based on
Tanner stage evaluation. The local scientiﬁc Ethics Committee approved the study
and all participants gave informed consent
to participate.
Muscle strength
We obtained isometric muscle strength
during maximal voluntary contraction of
abdominal and back muscles using a
strain-gauge dynamometer (10). The participants were standing upright and positioned with a strap around the shoulders
connected to the dynamometer. Abdominal maximal voluntary contraction was
performed with the back against the dynamometer performing maximal forward
ﬂexion. For maximal voluntary contraction of the low back muscles, the participants were positioned with the front
against the dynamometer, performing
maximal backward extension. Isometric
muscle strength was expressed as the
mean of abdominal and back strength relative to body weight. High reliability of
these particular isometric strength measures (intraclass correlation coefﬁcient
.0.9) has been reported in a previous
study among Danish adults (11).
Cardiorespiratory ﬁtness
CRF was assessed during a progressive
maximal ergometer bicycle test (Ergomedic
839; Monark, Varberg, Sweden) as previously described (9). During the test, heart
rate was recorded every 5 s using a heart
rate monitor (Polar Vantage). Criteria for
maximal effort were heart rate of $185
bpm and a subjective judgment by the observer that the participant could no longer
continue, even after encouragement. Maximal power output (wattmax) was used to
estimate maximal oxygen uptake using the
following equation: VO2max (mL) = 0.465 +
(0.0112*wattmax) + (0.172*sex), where sex
represents boys = 1 and girls = 0 (12). This
particular ﬁtness test is highly reproducible (coefﬁcient of variation 2.5–4.8%).
Furthermore, a validation study among
15-year-olds has shown that this measure
is highly correlated with VO2max assessed
directly (r . 0.90; P , 0.001) (13).
Other covariates
Height and weight were measured while
the participants were wearing light
clothing, without shoes, using standard
2
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anthropometric procedures. Waist circumference was measured to the nearest
1 mm at the midpoint between the lower
ribs and the iliac crest with a ﬂexible tape.
Smoking status (yes or no), television
viewing (hours per day), monthly frequency of soft drink consumption, and
monthly fruit and vegetable intake were
obtained by self-report of adolescence
using a computer-based questionnaire as
described previously (9,14). Family history of diabetes (paternal or maternal,
yes or no) and parental educational level
were obtained by parental self-report. Parental educational status was deﬁned according to the International Standard
Classiﬁcation of Education (United Nations Educational, Scientiﬁc, and Cultural
Organization 1997). However, because
the details obtained regarding the description of education were insufﬁcient, the
International Standard Classiﬁcation of
Education seven-point scale was combined into three new groups (I = level 1–2;
II = level 3–4; and III = level 5–7). MVPA
was assessed using accelerometry with
data reduction as described previously
(15). Speciﬁcally, an accelerometer output
.2,000 counts/min (equivalent to walking ;4 km/h) was deﬁned as MVPA and
expressed as percentage of total registered
time. Weight-bearing activity such as resistance exercise is grossly underestimated
when using accelerometry-measured
activity.
Fasting insulin and glucose
A fasting blood sample (overnight) was
taken in the morning from the antecubital
vein. Samples were aliquoted and separated
within 30 min, and then stored at 2808C
until they were transported to World
Health Organization–certiﬁed laboratories
in Bristol (United Kingdom) for analysis of
baseline samples and Cambridge (United
Kingdom) for analysis of follow-up samples. Samples were analyzed for serum glucose and insulin. Glucose was analyzed
using the hexokinase method (Olympus
AU600 autoanalyzer; Olympus Diagnostica, Hamburg, Germany) at baseline and
on a Dade Behring Dimension RxL autonalyzer (Siemens Healthcare, Camberley, UK)
at follow-up. Insulin was analyzed using
enzyme immunoassay (microtiter plate format, Dako Diagnostics [at baseline]; 1235
AutoDELFIA automatic immunoassay [at
follow-up]). Between-laboratory correlations for glucose and insulin for 30 randomly selected samples analyzed at both
laboratories were 0.94–0.98 at baseline
(16).

The homeostasis model assessment of
insulin resistance (HOMA-IR; fasting glucose [mmol/L] 3 insulin [mU/mL] / 22.5)
and homeostasis model assessment of
b-cell function (HOMA-B; insulin [mU/
mL] 3 20 / glucose [mmol/L] 2 3.5)
were used to quantify the level of insulin
resistance and secretion (17). Both these
measures have been validated as indices
of insulin resistance and pancreatic b-cell
function in healthy adolescents (18).
Statistics
We analyzed the associations of isometric
muscle strength and CRF in adolescence
with fasting glucose, insulin, HOMA-IR,
and HOMA-B in young adulthood using
multiple linear regression analyses with
baseline levels of respective variables included as a covariate. In basic models, age
in adolescence, age in young adulthood,
sex, and recruitment period were adjusted
for. Values of insulin, HOMA-IR, and
HOMA-B were natural log–transformed.
Thus, regression coefﬁcients from these
models were exponentiated to give ratios
of geometric means (expressed in percent)
per SD difference in isometric muscle
strength and CRF. In multivariable analyses, we additionally adjusted for parental
educational level, current smoking, family
history of diabetes, frequency of intake of
soft drinks, and intake of fruit and vegetables. Muscle strength and CRF in youth
also were included in the same model to
examine their independent inﬂuence
on glucose, insulin, HOMA-IR, and
HOMA-B in young adulthood. We then
analyzed the association of muscle
strength with the odds of insulin resistance, deﬁned as HOMA-IR value
.75th percentile in young adulthood
(19), using multiple logistic regression
adjusting for the same covariates as in
the linear models including HOMA-IR
at baseline. Finally, we assessed the joint
association of muscle strength and CRF
by constructing a joint variable of tertiles
of muscle strength and CRF, respectively,
and associated that with the outcomes
in multivariable models. Because no
sex-dependent or recruitment period–
dependent associations for any outcomes
were observed, we present all analyses for
men, women, and recruitment period
(follow-up time) combined, but with appropriate statistical adjustment. Standard
linear regression diagnostics were performed, including examining linearity
and normality of residuals.
In sensitivity analyses, we compared
associations of the nonimputed sample
care.diabetesjournals.org
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with a sample with imputed data. We
imputed missing information for covariates and outcomes (n = 12 to n = 556,
depending on variable) among the total
sampled population at baseline (n =
873) using chained equations (“mi impute chained” in STATA) (20). All covariates and respective outcomes were
included in the imputation approach.
We obtained b coefﬁcients and SEs based
on 20 imputed datasets. We also performed an analysis additionally adjusting
for accelerometry-measured MVPA to examine if any residual confounding by
MVPA remained that CRF may not have
captured. Because 35% of the participants
with otherwise full data had missing information regarding accelerometermeasured MVPA, we imputed missing
values for MVPA using a multiple linear
regression imputation approach including all covariates and the outcome. All
statistical analyses were performed in
STATA 12.1 with a=0.05 (two-sided).
RESULTSdBaseline characteristics adjusted for sex by tertiles of isometric
muscle strength in adolescence are shown
in Table 1. Isometric muscle strength in
adolescence was inversely associated with
adolescence BMI, waist circumference,

fasting glucose, fasting insulin, HOMAIR, and television viewing, and was positively associated with cardiovascular
ﬁtness and intake of fruits and vegetables at baseline.
Isometric muscle strength and CRF in
youth were both signiﬁcantly inversely
associated with fasting insulin, HOMAIR, and HOMA-B in young adulthood in
multivariable-adjusted analyses (Table 2).
Although associations of adolescent muscle strength and CRF with fasting glucose
in young adulthood were in the expected
inverse direction, these did not reach
statistical signiﬁcance. When muscle
strength and CRF were included in the
same multivariable models, associations
with insulin, HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B
were only marginally attenuated for both
variables. For each 1-SD difference in
muscle strength (0.16 N/kg) in youth,
fasting insulin, HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B
in young adulthood changed 211.3,
212.2, and 28.9%, respectively. The
magnitudes of associations for CRF
were fairly similar; for each SD difference in CRF in youth, fasting insulin,
HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B in young
adulthood changed 212.8, 213.3, and
210.0%, respectively. When we additionally adjusted our analyses for waist

Table 1dBaseline characteristics adjusted for sex by tertiles of maximal voluntary
isometric trunk muscle strength in adolescence
Muscle strength in adolescence (tertiles)
0.71 (0.08) N/kg 0.86 (0.08) N/kg 1.04 (0.09) N/kg
(n = 105)
(n = 106)
(n = 106)
Age, years
BMI, kg/m2
Waist circumference, cm
Glucose, mmol/L
Log insulin, pmol/L
Log HOMA-IR
Log HOMA-B
Cardiorespiratory
ﬁtness, mL O2/min/kg
Television viewing, h/day
Soft drinks, servings/month
Fruits and vegetables,
servings/month
Smoking status, %
Parental education
level, % I/II/III*
Family history of
diabetes, %

P

15.6 (0.4)
21.9 (2.6)
75.3 (6.4)
5.17 (0.39)
2.29 (0.46)
0.82 (0.49)
4.80 (0.46)

15.6 (0.4)
20.6 (2.5)
72.0 (6.2)
5.11 (0.38)
2.21 (0.45)
0.72 (0.48)
4.76 (0.45)

15.6 (0.4)
20.4 (2.6)
70.5 (6.5)
4.98 (0.39)
2.04 (0.47)
0.53 (0.50)
4.70 (0.47)

0.57
,0.001
,0.001
0.002
0.001
,0.001
0.17

43.5 (5.5)
1.8 (1.1)
8.7 (8.4)

46.8 (5.4)
1.6 (1.1)
9.4 (8.2)

48.6 (5.6)
1.3 (1.1)
9.4 (8.6)

,0.001
0.01
0.79

35.1 (17.2)
12.0

37.2 (16.8)
13.7

44.5 (17.6)
14.3

,0.001
0.88

6.8/36.1/57.0

9.5/22.1/68.4

7.2/20.9/71.9

0.13

1.8

1.9

7.2

0.13

Data are means (SD) or numbers (%) adjusted for sex. *Based on educational level (International Standard
Classiﬁcation of Education (United Nations Educational, Scientiﬁc, and Cultural Organization 1997).
I = basic education; II = secondary or postsecondary education; and III = tertiary education.
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circumference measured at baseline, estimates of associations were only slightly
attenuated for both exposures (Table 2,
model 4). Using BMI instead of waist circumference as a confounder or mediator
gave the same results (data not shown).
Furthermore, additional adjustment for
accelerometer-measured MVPA did not
materially change the associations (data
not shown). When we repeated the analyses based on imputed samples (n = 873),
associations were essentially similar to
the nonimputed analyses (Supplementary Table 1). Analyzing isometric abdominal and back strength separately
also yielded fairly similar associations
compared with using the mean of abdominal and back isometric strength
(Supplementary Table 2).
For the association of muscle strength
and CRF in youth (in the same multivariableadjusted model) with the odds of insulin
resistance in young adulthood, each 1-SD
difference in muscle strength (0.16 N/kg)
and CRF (6.8 mL O2/min/kg) in youth
was signiﬁcantly associated with 0.56
(95% CI, 0.39–0.81) and 0.63 (0.43–
0.94) lower odds of adverse levels of
HOMA-IR in young adulthood, respectively. Participants in the third sexspeciﬁc tertile of isometric muscle strength
had 0.31 (0.15–0.66) lower odds of
insulin resistance in young adulthood.
Furthermore, participants in the third
sex-speciﬁc tertile of CRF had 0.48
(0.23–1.01) lower odds of insulin resistance in young adulthood. There were
no indications of the associations of muscle
strength or CRF with HOMA-IR being
nonlinear in these models.
Finally, Table 3 shows the joint associations of isometric muscle strength and
CRF in adolescence with fasting glucose,
insulin, HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B in
young adulthood. The inverse associations of isometric muscle strength with
insulin, HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B in
young adulthood were generally observed in each tertile of CRF. There was
no statistical evidence of multiplicative
interactions between muscle strength
and CRF on these outcomes, and results
suggested an additive effect of muscle
strength and CRF on glucose metabolism
outcomes.
CONCLUSIONSdIn this prospective
study of a population sample of Danish
men and women, isometric muscle
strength and CRF in youth were inversely
associated with fasting insulin, and inversely associated with markers of insulin
DIABETES CARE
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Model 1 was adjusted for baseline levels of risk factor, age, sex, and recruitment period. Model 2 was as model 1 but with additional adjustment for television viewing, parental education level, smoking status, intake of
soft drinks, fruit and vegetable intake, and family history of diabetes. Model 3 was as model 2 and included both muscle strength and CRF (mutually adjusted). Model 4 was as model 3 but with additional adjustment for
waist circumference. *Beta coefﬁcient (95% CI) represents mmol/L change in glucose in young adulthood per each 1-SD difference in muscle strength or CRF in adolescence. †Beta coefﬁcient (95% CI) represents change
in ratios of geometric means (expressed in percentage) in insulin, HOMA-IR, or HOMA-B in young adulthood per each 1-SD difference in muscle strength or CRF in adolescence.

0.49
0.008
0.009
0.02
20.02 (20.09 to 0.05)
211.4 (219.0 to 23.2)
212.1 (220.1 to 23.2)
29.2 (216.5 to 21.4)
0.48
0.001
0.001
0.004
20.02 (20.08 to 0.04)
212.8 (219.2 to 25.8)
213.3 (220.1 to 25.9)
210.0 (216.1 to 23.4)
0.30
,0.001
,0.001
,0.001
0.16
,0.001
,0.001
,0.001
20.04 (20.09 to 0.01)
217.0 (222.7 to 210.9)
217.8 (223.9 to 211.3)
213.2 (218.7 to 27.4)

20.03 (20.08 to 0.03)
216.6 (222.5 to 210.2)
217.3 (223.6 to 210.5)
213.2 (218.8 to 27.2)

0.40
0.001
,0.001
0.004
20.02 (20.08 to 0.03)
211.2 (216.9 to 25.0)
212.1 (218.2 to 25.6)
28.8 (214.3 to 22.9)
0.41
,0.001
,0.001
0.004
20.02 (20.08 to 0.03)
211.3 (217.0 to 25.2)
212.2 (218.2 to 25.7)
28.9 (214.4 to 23.0)
0.27
,0.001
,0.001
,0.001
20.03 (20.08 to 0.02)
214.6 (220.0 to 29.0)
215.6 (221.2 to 29.5)
211.8 (216.8 to 26.4)
0.21
,0.001
,0.001
,0.001
20.03 (20.08 to 0.02)
215.3 (220.4 to 29.0)
216.3 (221.7 to 210.5)
212.1 (217.0 to 26.9)

Muscle strength
Glucose*
Insulin†
HOMA-IR†
HOMA-B†
Cardiorespiratory ﬁtness
Glucose*
Insulin†
HOMA-IR†
HOMA-B†

b (95% CI)
P
b (95% CI)
b (95% CI)

P

b (95% CI)

P

Model 3
Model 2
Model 1

Table 2dIsometric trunk muscle strength and cardiorespiratory ﬁtness in youth and fasting glucose, insulin, HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B in young adulthood

Model 4

P

Muscle strength, ﬁtness, and insulin resistance
resistance and b-cell function in young
adulthood. These associations were independent of adiposity and demographic,
personal, and lifestyle factors, and they
suggest that muscle strength in youth is
equally important as CRF for maintaining
healthy insulin sensitivity and b-cell
function later in life.
The current guidelines for physical
activity among children and adults recommend participation in activities that
maintain or increase muscular strength
and endurance $2 days (adults) or $3
days (children and adolescents) each
week in addition to participation in aerobic MVPA ($30 min/day for adults and
$60 min/day for youth) (21,22). Our results generally support these guidelines;
however, they also suggest that an even
greater emphasis could be placed on
maintaining or increasing muscle
strength among youth. Because associations between CRF and strength with insulin resistance and b-cell function were
independent of each other, this supports
the view that aerobic activities and muscle
strengthening activities should be targeted separately. Furthermore, the analyses
of continuous trait and binary outcomes
suggested that muscle strength and CRF
were linearly associated with fasting insulin, insulin resistance, and b-cell function, indicating that there is no clear
threshold effect of an increase in insulin
secretion or action at a particular low level
of ﬁtness or muscle strength. Efforts to
shift the population distribution of muscle strength and CRF upwards are therefore likely to be valuable for primordial
prevention of type 2 diabetes.
We are aware of three randomized
controlled trials conducted among youth
comparing the effect of resistance training
on insulin resistance or glycemic control
with a pure control group. A small-scale
trial among 22 overweight Latino adolescent males found that 16 weeks of resistance training performed twice per
week markedly increased insulin sensitivity (23). Another randomized trial
among 78 overweight or obese children
and adolescents from New Zealand reported
that the effect of 8 weeks of resistance
training performed twice per week had
no signiﬁcant effect on insulin resistance;
however, results were in the expected direction and the training improved abdominal and general adiposity (24). A
recent efﬁcacy trial among 45 obese adolescent boys reported that both aerobic
exercise and resistance training were effective for reducing adiposity, but only
care.diabetesjournals.org
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Table 3dJoint association of sex-speciﬁc tertiles of isometric trunk muscle strength and cardiorespiratory ﬁtness in adolescence with fasting
glucose, insulin, HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B in young adulthood
Cardiorespiratory ﬁtness (mL O2/min/kg)
Least square means or ratio of geometric means (95% CI)
1st tertile

Isometric muscle strength, N/kg
Glucose
1st tertile
2nd tertile
3rd tertile
Insulin
1st tertile
2nd tertile
3rd tertile
HOMA-IR
1st tertile
2nd tertile
3rd tertile
HOMA-B
1st tertile
2nd tertile
3rd tertile

5.05 (4.49–5.15)
5.09 (4.94–5.23)
5.00 (4.83–5.17)

2nd tertile

3rd tertile

5.17 (5.02–5.32)
5.02 (4.90–5.14)
5.08 (4.96–5.20)

P

5.01 (4.85–5.17)
5.03 (4.91–5.16)
4.97 (4.85–5.08)

0.26

0 (reference)
6.0 (215.9 to 33.6)
231.4 (247.0 to 211.1)

22.7 (223.2 to 23.2)
218.1 (233.7 to 1.2)
230.9 (244.2 to 214.5)

222.3 (239.9 to 0.43)
229.0 (242.7 to 211.8)
232.1 (244.8 to 216.5)

0.28

0 (reference)
6.3 (217.0 to 36.2)
232.9 (249.2 to 211.1)

20.8 (223.0 to 27.8)
218.6 (235.0 to 2.0)
231.3 (245.4 to 213.6)

223.8 (242.2 to 0.3)
229.9 (244.5 to 211.5)
234.2 (247.4 to 217.8)

0.30

0 (reference)
4.9 (215.4 to 30.0)
224.7 (240.8 to 24.3)

29.5 (227.3 to 12.7)
216.7 (231.5 to 1.2)
229.8 (242.3 to 214.6)

213.1 (231.3 to 9.9)
227.5 (240.7 to 211.3)
225.3 (238.2 to 29.6)

0.62

Estimates are least square means (fasting glucose) or ratios of geometric means expressed in percent (insulin, HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B) adjusted for baseline levels of
the outcome, age at baseline, age at follow-up, sex, recruitment period, television viewing, parental education level, smoking status, intake of soft drinks, fruit and
vegetable intake, and family history of diabetes.

the resistance exercise group improved
insulin sensitivity (25). Although we
have no data to support that participants
with high isometric muscle strength of
the abdomen and back engage more often
in muscle-strengthening activities compared with participants with low muscle
strength, ﬁndings from these and other
exercise training studies clearly indicate
that resistance training increases muscular strength (26). Our results are also
largely in agreement with three previous
cross-sectional studies among children
and adolescents. A population-based
study among Norwegian children and
adolescents found that muscle ﬁtness
indicated by handgrip strength, standing
broad jump, abdominal muscle endurance,
and back muscle endurance were inversely associated with insulin resistance–
independent of CRF (27). A study among
European children and adolescents
have reported inverse associations of
handgrip strength and standing long
jump with insulin resistance; however,
it was not reported if these associations
were independent of cardiovascular ﬁtness (28). Finally, in a cross-sectional
study among children and adolescents
from New Zealand, maximal upper body
muscle strength (bench press) was inversely associated with insulin resistance–
independent of CRF (29). Our results
care.diabetesjournals.org

extend these previous observations by
the prospective nature of our study and
the adjustments for putative lifestyle
behaviors and sociodemographic confounders. The ﬁnding that CRF in childhood or youth is important for the
prevention of insulin resistance in adulthood is supported by a previous study
among Australian children and adolescents followed-up for a period of 20
years (8).
The similar magnitude of association
of muscle strength and cardiovascular
ﬁtness with insulin resistance that we
observed in the current study is in agreement with ﬁndings from experimental
and observational studies among adults.
The two largest trials among individuals
with type 2 diabetes have not provided
clear evidence that aerobic exercise is
superior to resistance exercise for glycemic control (30,31). However, these studies indicated that the combination of
aerobic and resistance exercise results in
greatest improvement in glycemic control
compared with either type of activity
alone. The comparable effects of these
two exercise regimes are also supported
by a recent experimental study reporting
that a single session of either aerobic or
resistance exercise provided similar effects on 24-h postexercise glycemic control in insulin-resistant individuals with

and without type 2 diabetes (32). Finally,
in a prospective study of men from the
Health Professionals Follow-up study,
engagement in weight training and aerobic MVPA were both independently associated with reduced risk of incident type
2 diabetes with fairly comparable risk reduction sizes (33).
An important strength of the current
study was that we were able to examine
the independent associations for strength
and CRF, and we were able to control for
important confounding factors. Furthermore, all participants were young and
healthy at baseline and, therefore, very
likely to be free from subclinical conditions that may have affected muscle
strength at baseline and progression of
insulin resistance and b-cell dysfunction
during follow-up. There are also a number of limitations to the study. First, the
attrition analyses indicated a possibility of
selective nonresponse; however, associations were very similar in imputed and
nonimputed samples, which suggests
that associations are unaffected by selection bias, and our results may have wider
external validity. Second, the moderate
study size precluded us from adequately
powered subgroup analysis. Third, although we used a standardized test for
the assessment of isometric muscle
strength of the abdomen and back,
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additional components of strength such
as dynamic strength also may be important and their assessment would have provided more extensive information on
overall muscle strength. Fourth, the observational nature of our study precludes
us from excluding the possibility that unknown confounders or residual confounding explain our results. One such
likely factor is diet, because the assessment of dietary intake was relatively
crude in this study. Finally, a caveat of
the study was that we assessed insulin resistance and b-cell function via HOMA-IR
and HOMA-B, which mainly describe
hepatic insulin resistance and steadystate insulin secretion, and generalizability to peripheral insulin resistance
and insulin secretion in the stimulated
state is uncertain (34).
In conclusion, our results show that
lower isometric muscle strength and CRF
in youth were independently associated
with adverse levels of fasting insulin,
insulin sensitivity, and b-cell function in
young adulthood. The magnitude of associations for isometric muscle strength and
for CRF were very similar, suggesting that
participation in muscle-strengthening activities may be equally important as participating in aerobic activities in youth for
maintaining healthy insulin sensitivity
and b-cell function later in life. Furthermore, because associations for isometric
muscle strength and CRF with these outcomes appeared additive, it may be beneﬁcial to increase muscle strength at
any level of CRF. Further studies are
warranted to examine which speciﬁc
physical activities explain the associations
of isometric muscle strength with insulin
sensitivity and b-cell function, and to
what extent these associations are explained by skeletal muscle mass relative
to body size. In addition, further studies
should investigate whether the effects
of strength and ﬁtness in adolescence
persist in adulthood despite changes in
these physical ﬁtness characteristics in
adulthood.
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Supplementary Table 1. Isometric muscle strength and cardiorespiratory fitness in youth and
fasting glucose, insulin, HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B in young adulthood. Results are from the
imputed analyses of the total sampled population at baseline (n=873) using chained equations ("mi
impute" in STATA). All covariates and respective outomes were included in the imputation
approach. Beta coefficients and SE’s were based on 20 imputed datasets.
Beta (95% CI)

P

Muscle strength
Glucosea
Insulinb
HOMA-IRb
HOMA-Bb

-0.02 (-0.11;0.06)
-10.9 (-16.5;-5.0)
-11.6 (-17.5;-5.4)
-9.6 (-15.9;-2.9)

0.58
0.001
0.001
0.007

Cardiorespiratory fitness
Glucosea
Insulinb
HOMA-IRb
HOMA-Bb

-0.02 (-0.09;0.05)
-11.3 (-18.6;-3.3)
-11.6 (-17.3;-5.6)
-10.4 (-16.0;-4.3)

0.50
0.008
<0.001
0.001

a

Beta coefficient (95% CI) represents mmol/l change in glucose in young adulthood per each 1 SD

difference in muscle strength or cardiorespiratory fitness in adolescence.
b

Beta coefficient (95% CI) represents change in ratios of geometric means (expressed in

percentage) in insulin, HOMA-IR or HOMA-B in young adulthood per each 1 SD difference in
muscle strength or cardiorespiratory fitness in adolescence.
Models were adjusted for baseline levels of risk factor, age at baseline, age at follow-up, gender,
recruitment period, TV-viewing, parental education level, smoking status, intake of soft drinks,
fruit- and vegetable intake, family history of diabetes. Models included both muscle strength and
cardiorespiratory fitness (mutually adjusted).

Supplementary Table 2. Separate associations of isometric abdominal- and back muscle strength
in youth with fasting glucose, insulin, HOMA-IR, and HOMA-B in young adulthood.
Beta (95% CI)

P

Abdominal muscle strength
Glucosea
Insulinb
HOMA-IRb
HOMA-Bb

-0.01 (-0.07;0.04)
-9.6 (-15.6;-3.1)
-10.2 (-16.6;-3.3)
-7.9 (-13.7;-1.8)

0.67
0.004
0.005
0.01

Back muscle strength
Glucosea
Insulinb
HOMA-IRb
HOMA-Bb

-0.03 (-0.08;0.02)
-10.3 (-15.5;-4.5)
-11.3 (-17.0;-5.1)
-7.7 (-12.9;-2.1)

0.29
0.001
0.001
0.01

a

Beta coefficient (95% CI) represents mmol/l change in glucose in young adulthood per each 1 SD

difference in muscle strength in adolescence.
b

Beta coefficient (95% CI) represents change in ratios of geometric means (expressed in

percentage) in insulin, HOMA-IR or HOMA-B in young adulthood per each 1 SD difference in
muscle strength in adolescence.
All models were adjusted for baseline levels of the outcome, age, gender, recruitment period, TVviewing, parental education level, smoking status, intake of soft drinks, fruit- and vegetable intake,
family history of diabetes, and cardiorespiratory fitness.
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Abstract

Purpose
To examine the association of screen time viewing behavior with isometric trunk muscle strength
in youth.

Methods
A cross-sectional study was carried out including 606 adolescents (14-16-years old) participating
in the Danish European Youth Heart Study; a population-based study with assessments conducted
in either 1997/98 or 2003/04. Maximal voluntary contractions during isometric back extension
and abdominal flexion were determined using a strain-gauge dynamometer, and cardiorespiratory
fitness (CRF) was obtained using a maximal cycle ergometer test. Television (TV) viewing time,
computer use, and other lifestyle behaviors were obtained by self-report. Analyses of association
of screen use behaviors with isometric trunk muscle strength were carried out using multivariable
adjusted linear regression.

Results
Mean (SD) isometric strength was 0.87 (0.16) N/kg. TV viewing, computer use, and total screen
time use were inversely associated with isometric trunk muscle strength in analyses adjusted for
lifestyle and socio-demographic factors. After further adjustment for CRF and waist circumference,
associations remained significant for computer use and total screen time but TV viewing were only
marginally associated with muscle strength after these additional adjustments (-0.05 (95%CI 0.11;0.005) SD difference in strength per 1 hours/day difference in TV viewing time, p=0.08).
Each 1 hour/day difference in total screen time use was associated with -0.09 SD (95%CI -0.14;0.04) lower isometric trunk muscle strength in the fully adjusted model (p=0.001). There were no
indications that the association of screen time use with isometric trunk muscle strength was
attenuated among highly fit individuals (p=0.91 for CRF by screen time interaction).

Conclusions
Screen time use was inversely associated with isometric trunk muscle strength independent of CRF
and other confounding factors.

Keywords: Fitness, television, computer, adolescents, sedentary
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Introduction
Television (TV) viewing and computer use - two very common sedentary behaviors among youth are usually performed in a seated or lying posture for longer periods of time. The number of daily
switches between seated/lying and standing/walking positions is likely to be affected by excessive
time spent on these viewing behaviors. Thus, besides displacing time spent on physical activity,
excessive screen time use may also influence posture allocation, which could explain part of the
adverse health effects of screen time viewing reported on outcomes such as type 2 diabetes,
cardiovascular diseases, premature mortality, and its biological risk factors (5, 8, 9, 26). A number
of previous studies have shown that prolonged screen time viewing in childhood or youth may
lead to poorer cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) later in life independent of the level of physical
activity and other determinants of CRF (12, 20). However, time spent in the seated or lying
posture, a reduced number of posture transitions, and less time spent on physical activity as a
result of excessive viewing time could also influence muscle strength, in particular trunk muscle
strength. To further explore whether screen time viewing behaviors influence trunk muscle
strength, we examined the association of screen time behaviors with abdominal and back
isometric strength in a population sample of Danish youth with adjustment for potential
confounding factors such as CRF.
Methods

Design
This study was cross-sectional and used data from the Danish EYHS, an international populationbased multicenter study that addresses cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk factors in children and
adolescents (23). For this particular investigation, the eligible participants were 429 adolescents
from the assessment wave in 1997-98, and 444 adolescents from the 2003-04 wave. In 1997-98,
a sub-group of 243 participants had isometric muscle strength assessed, and in 2003-04 n=441
had isometric muscle strength evaluated. The local scientific ethics committee approved the study
and all participants gave informed consent to participate.

Television, computer use, and total screen time viewing
TV viewing and computer use during leisure was obtained by self-report using a computer-based
questionnaire (9). Two questions were asked about the amount of time viewing TV (before and
after school). From these two questions a summary variable of daily TV viewing time variable was
constructed (hours/day). Daily time spent using computer was asked in one question. A total
screen time variable (hours/day) was created by summarizing TV and computer use.

Muscle strength
Isometric muscle strength was obtained during maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) of abdominal
and back muscles using a strain-gauge dynamometer (1). The participants were standing upright
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and positioned with a strap around the shoulders connected to the dynamometer. Abdominal MVC
was performed with the back against the dynamometer performing maximal forward flexion. For
MVC of the lower back muscles, the participants were positioned with the front against the
dynamometer performing maximal backward extension. We expressed total isometric trunk
muscle strength (Newton (N)) as the mean of abdominal- and back strength relative to body
weight (in N/kg). Previous studies have reported a high reliability of these particular isometric
strength measures in adults (intraclass correlation coefficient>0.9) (6).

Cardiorespiratory fitness
We assessed CRF during a progressive maximal ergometer bicycle test (Ergomedic 839; Monark,
Varberg, Sweden) (23). Heart rate (HR) was recorded every 5 s during the test using a HR monitor
(Polar Vantage, Finland). Criteria for a maximal effort were HR of 185 beats per minute or greater,
and a subjective judgment by the observer that the participant could no longer continue, even
after verbal encouragement. Maximal power output (wattmax) was used to estimate maximal
oxygen uptake using the following equation VO2-max (ml O2/min/kg) =
0.465+(0.0112*wattmax)+(0.172*gender) / kg body weight, where gender is boys=1 and girls=0
(15). The fitness measure is highly reproducible (coefficient of variation 2.5-4.8%) and a previous
validation study among 15-year olds have shown that this measure is highly correlated with
directly measured VO2-max (r>0.90, P<0.001) (2).

Other covariates
Height and weight were measured while the participants were wearing light clothing, without
shoes, using standard anthropometric procedures. Waist circumference (WC) was measured to the
nearest 1 mm at the midpoint between the lower ribs and the iliac crest with a flexible tape.
Smoking status (yes/no), monthly frequency soft drinks, fruit, and vegetable intake were obtained
by self-report in adolescence using a computer-based questionnaire as describes previously (23).
Parental educational level was obtained by parental self-report. Parental educational status was
defined according to the International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) (UNESCO 1997).
However, as the details obtained of the description of education were insufficient, the ISCED
seven-point scale was combined into 3 new groups (I=level 1-2; II=level 3-4; and III=level 5-7).
Moderate and vigorous physical activity (MVPA) was assessed using accelerometry with data
reduction as described previously (18). Specifically, an accelerometer output >2000 counts/min
(equivalent to walking about 4 km/h) was defined as MVPA and expressed as percentage of total
registered time.

Statistics
Associations of TV viewing, computer use, and total screen time use with isometric trunk muscle
strength (standardized score (SD)) was analyzed using multivariable adjusted linear regression.
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Initially, we ran models adjusting for age, sex, recruitment wave, parental educational status,
smoking status, intake of soft drinks, and fruit- and vegetable intake. We then ran analyses with
additional adjustment for CRF and waist circumference. We also ran a multivariable adjusted
model including both TV viewing and computer use in the same model to assess whether both
types of screen-based behavior were associated with isometric trunk muscle strength,
independent of each other.
We also examined the association of screen time use with isometric trunk muscle
strength by CRF level, parental educational level, and sex. Interaction between screen time and
these factors were examined by including interaction terms with main effects included in the
multivariable models.
In sensitivity analyses, we additionally adjusted for accelerometry-measured MVPA to
examine if any residual confounding by physical activity remained that CRF may not have
captured. Because 37% of the participants with otherwise full data had missing information on
accelerometer measured MVPA, we imputed missing values on MVPA using a multiple linear
regression imputation approach ("mi impute" in STATA) including all covariates and the outcome.
We obtained beta coefficients and standard errors (SE) based on 20 imputed datasets while the
variability between imputations is adjusted for (24).
All statistical analyses were performed in STATA 12.1 with alpha=0.05 (two-sided).
Results
The present study included a total of 606 14-16 year old adolescents of whom 205 were recruited
in 1997/98 and 401 in 2003/04. Table 1 shows selected characteristics of the included
participants in the present study compared with participants excluded due to missing data
(n=267). There were no difference between included participants and individuals with missing
data in majority of characteristics, except for age, gender, and TV viewing time. Individuals with
missing data were slightly older, viewed more TV and the percentage of boys compared to girls
was lower (Table 1). The mean screen time was 2.8 hours/day among boys and 1.8 hours/day
among girls participating in the study. The Spearman correlation coefficient between TV viewing
and computer use was 0.10 (p=0.02).
The associations of television viewing, computer use, and total screen time with
isometric trunk muscle strength in youth are shown in Table 2. In basic multivariable adjusted
models without adjustment for CRF and waist circumference, all screen time behaviors were
significantly associated with abdominal-, back-, and total isometric trunk muscle strength. After
further adjustment for fitness and waist circumference, associations of computer use and total
screen time use were moderately attenuated but were still associated with both abdominal, back,
and total isometric trunk muscle strength (p<0.05). Each 1 hour/day difference in total screen
time was associated with -0.09 (95%CI -0.14;-0.04) SD difference in isometric trunk muscle
strength in fully adjusted analysis. TV viewing was marginally associated with total isometric trunk
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muscle strength in fully adjusted models (-0.05 (95%CI -0.11;0.005) SD difference in strength per
1 hours/day difference in viewing time, p=0.08). There was no indications that screen time was
non-linearly associated with isometric trunk muscle strength, either based on visual inspection
(Figure 1) or based on statistical evaluation by including a quadratic term of total screen time in
the fully adjusted multivariable model (p=0.12). Results were unaltered when adjusting the
analyses for waist-to-height ratio or BMI instead of waist circumference (data not shown).
Additional adjustment for accelerometer measured MVPA did not alter the associations; each 1
hour/day difference in total screen time was associated with -0.08 (95%CI -0.13;-0.03) SD
difference in isometric trunk muscle strength in fully adjusted analysis including waist
circumference and CRF. When we included TV viewing and computer use in the model, the
estimates of association with isometric trunk muscle strength was close to similar compared with
the analyses of each viewing type analyzed separately (betacomputer=-0.18 (95%CI -0.27;-0.08) SD,
betaTV=-0.05 (95%CI -0.11;0.008) SD, p=0.09). We also examined if isometric trunk muscle
strength was different according to achievement of youth recommendations for screen time (≤2
hours/day). Adolescents not exceeding the recommended levels for screen time (4, 27) had -0.18
(95%CI -0.32;-0.04) SD difference in isometric trunk muscle strength, compared with adolescents
achieving recommendations (p=0.01).
We also analyzed the association of screen time with CRF adjusting for the same
covariates including total isometric trunk muscle strength and waist circumference. Each 1
hour/day difference in total screen time was associated with -0.04 (95%CI -0.08;-0.01) SD
difference in CRF in this analysis (p=0.02).
We then ran analyses of the association of total screen time with total isometric trunk
muscle strength stratified by sex-specific quartiles of CRF, parental educational level, and sex
(Figure 2). In these analyses, we did not see statistical evidence of interaction between these
factors and screen time (p>0.3 for all interactions).
Discussion
In this cross-sectional study of a population sample of Danish youth excessive screen time
behaviors were associated with lower isometric trunk muscle strength. Importantly, these inverse
associations were independent of CRF, general or abdominal adiposity, and other lifestyle- and
socio-demographic factors. Furthermore, we did not see any indication that the association of
screen time use with muscle strength was attenuated among high-fit individuals, which suggests
that limiting screen time use could be beneficial for improving or maintaining isometric trunk
muscle strength even among cardiorespiratory fit individuals. Because daily excessive time spent
in a seated or lying position is likely to reduce exposure to postures requiring greater muscle tone
and potentially also posture transitions, this could explain these inverse associations. We adjusted
our analyses for CRF to capture current- and long-term engagement in physical activity, which
undoubtedly is an important confounder in the relation of screen time exposure with muscle
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strength. We cannot rule out that residual confounding remain for CRF and physical activity as
excessive computer use and TV viewing are associated with other unhealthy behaviors including
concomitant intake of unhealthy foods, as well as TV advertisements and TV/computer content
may influence other unhealthy behaviors. Thus, it could be that the inverse associations of these
viewing behaviors with isometric trunk muscle strength are explained by factors, which we have
not fully adjusted for.
We are aware of only one other study examining the association of screen time and
isometric trunk muscle strength. Our study is in agreement with a cross sectional study among
Finnish young adults that reported an inverse association of TV viewing with isometric trunk
muscle strength assessed using similar procedures (21). These associations were reported being
independent of self-reported “brisk” physical activity and smoking status but were not adjusted
for CRF and other lifestyle- and socio-demographic factors. Furthermore, the evaluation did not
include computer use nor make sequential adjustment for adiposity, so it is not unlikely that
reported associations have a larger degree of confounding by adiposity and other unmeasured
factors associated with young adult lifestyle. The observations from our study are also supported
by findings from a prospective study of Canadian toddlers followed until 2nd grade (7). In that
study, increases in parentally reported TV viewing time between the age of 2.5 and 4.5 years
predicted shorter long jump performance at 8 years of age independent of parentally reported
physical activity, and other characteristics including child weight status at follow-up. Finally, two
cross-sectional studies carried out in the 1970s and early 1980s have reported inverse
associations of TV viewing time with components of muscle strength and fitness (14, 28).
We are not aware of randomized trials examining the effect of reducing any type of
sedentary behavior including screen-based behaviors on muscle strength. However, a small scale
randomized trial have examined the effect of changing school furniture to adjustable desks and
chairs with sitting trunk–thigh angle adjusted to 135° compared with traditional school desks and
chairs with sitting trunk–thigh angle of 90° for a period of 2 years among high school student.
This study found that the intervention increased abdominal- and back muscle strength (16). These
results supports the notion that specific postures while sitting are important for development or
maintaining of trunk muscle strength. We have previously reported that low isometric MVC of the
trunk and prolonged screen time use in youth are associated with greater adiposity, insulin
resistance, and raised levels of other cardiovascular risk factors in young adulthood independent
of CRF (10, 11). Thus, limiting screen time use or introducing more standing while engaging in
screen time could be important targets for maintaining isometric trunk muscle strength and
subsequently in preventive measures against development of insulin resistance and other
metabolic abnormalities later in life. Clearly more evidence from experimental studies is needed
on this topic to infer, with greater confidence, that these associations are causal and to test the
effectiveness of interventions such as standing desks on physical fitness and other health
outcomes.
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The major strength of the study was that we were able to adjust our analyses for a
range of important confounding factors including CRF. Furthermore, we assessed isometric trunk
muscle strength using a highly reliable method. We were also able to examine both TV viewing
time and computer use separately, which are two analogues behaviors in the sense that both
behaviors are usually performed seated or in a lying position and likely to reduce exposure to
posture requiring greater muscle tone. Since associations with isometric trunk muscle strength for
both type of viewing behavior were unaffected by mutual adjustment, this strengthens the
inference that posture allocation or sitting/lying time explains the associations. Besides the
possibility that residual and unknown confounding could explain the results, there are some
additional limitations to the study. The inverse associations of screen time use and muscle
strength could also be a result of reverse-causality, i.e. screen time use increases as a result of
poor strength. As our study was cross sectional we could not tease out the extent of this possible
reverse causation bias. Although we did not see a sex-by-screen time use interaction on muscle
strength, sex stratified analyses indicated that associations were less strong for girls and larger
studies are needed to further examine this. Furthermore, the assessments of screen time viewing
behaviors were based on self-report, and we cannot rule out the possibility of recall bias (i.e. that
screen time use is over- or underestimated dependent on the level of isometric trunk muscle
strength). Reliability of self-reported screen use among adolescents has been reported moderate
to excellent (3, 13, 22, 25, 29), and validity against diary as the criterion measure has been
reported moderate (25, 29). We did not analyze associations of accelerometer measured sedentary
time or breaks in sedentary time with isometric trunk muscle strength. While accelerometers worn
on the hip are commonly used to objectively assess physical activity based on a large pool of
extensive validation studies, a hip-mounted accelerometer is less suitable to assess activity in the
lower spectrum of the activity continuum (sedentary behavior) and can only poorly distinguish
between sitting and standing or characterize breaks in sitting time (17, 19). Furthermore, the use
of accelerometry in the assessment of sedentary time and components of sedentary time such as
breaks have not been rigorously evaluated with respect to impact of data reduction choices and
participants adherence to monitoring protocol on error in estimation of sedentary time in
association analyses with health outcomes. In addition, while the isometric muscle strength
assessment procedures are very reliable in adults, we did not evaluate reliability of the tests in
youth, which remains to be determined.
In summary, in a population sample of Danish youth screen time use was inversely
associated with isometric trunk muscle strength independent of CRF, lifestyle behaviors, adiposity,
and socio-demographic factors. Further studies are needed to disentangle whether the prolonged
time spent in a seated or lying position and possibly fewer posture allocations are driving this
association, which would therefore be important behavioral intervention targets for maintaining
trunk muscle strength.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the study population by gender and attrition analyses.

Characteristics
Sex (% boys)
Age (years)
BMI (kg/m2)
Waist circumference (cm)
Abdominal strength
(N/kg)
Back strength (N/kg)
Cardiorespiratory fitness
(ml O2/min/kg)
Television viewing
(hours/day)
Computer use (hours/day)
Soft drinks intake
(servings/month)
Fruit and vegetable intake
(servings/month)
MVPA (% of total time)
Parental education level (%
1 / 2 / 3)**
Smoking status (%)

Boys
(n=292)

Girls
(n=314)

Total
participants
(n=606)

Individuals with
missing data
(n=200-267)

P*

15.6 (0.4)
21.0 (2.7)
74.5 (7.7)
0.91 (0.18)

15.6 (0.4)
21.1 (2.9)
71.1 (6.7)
0.71 (0.14)

48.2
15.6 (0.4)
21.0 (2.8)
72.8 (7.4)
-

40.1 (n=267)
15.7 (0.4) (n=267)
21.0 (2.9) (n=267)
70.0 (6.9) (n=266)
-

<0.01
<0.01
0.51
0.59
-

0.98 (0.17)
50.3 (6.8)

0.88 (0.17)
41.7 (5.6)

45.8 (7.5)

46.2 (8.2) (n=200)

0.10

1.8 (1.2)

1.5 (1.1)

1.6 (1.1)

1.8 (1.2) (n=255)

0.02

1.1 (0.8)
13.1 (9.6)

0.3 (0.5)
7.4 (7.8)

0.6 (0.8)
10.1 (9.1)

0.5 (0.6) (n=255)
10.9 (9.3) (n=255)

0.17
0.65

33.3 (17.4)

42.4 (16.6)

38.0 (17.6)

37.0 (16.8) (n=255)

0.64

6.1 (3.1)
(n=172)
12.7 / 32.2
/ 55.1
22.6

4.8 (2.6)
(n=207)
10.8 / 28.0
/ 61.2
17.5

5.4 (2.9)
(n=379)
11.7 / 30.0 /
58.3
20.1

5.1 (3.1) (n=131)

0.36

14.7 / 31.2 / 54.1
(n=231)
27.5 (n=255)

0.49
0.17

Data are means (SD) or numbers (%). N=Newton, MVPA=moderate and vigorous physical activity.
*p-value for difference between participants and individuals with missing data adjusted for sex
(except for analysis of sex-difference) and recruitment period.
**Based on educational level (International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED, UNESCO
1997), I=basic education; II=secondary or post-secondary education; and III=tertiary education).
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Table 2. Association of television viewing, computer use, and total screen time viewing
(hours/day) with isometric trunk muscle strength (SD) in youth.
Model 1
Beta (95% CI)

Model 2
Beta (95% CI)

p

p

Model 3
Beta (95% CI)

p

Screen time variables
Television viewing
(hours/day)
Computer use
(hours/day)
Total screen time use
(hours/day)

-0.09 (-0.15;0.03)
-0.20 (-0.30;0.11)
-0.12 (-0.17;0.07)

Television viewing
(hours/day)
Computer use
(hours/day)
Total screen time use
(hours/day)

-0.09 (-0.16;0.02)
-0.14 (-0.25;0.03)
-0.10 (-0.16;0.04)

Television viewing
(hours/day)
Computer use
(hours/day)
Total screen time use
(hours/day)

-0.10 (-0.16;0.03)
-0.19 (-0.30;0.09)
-0.12 (-0.17;0.07)

Abdominal muscle strength
-0.05 (0.07
-0.06 (0.11;0.004)
0.11;0.002)
<0.001 -0.19 (-0.28;<0.001
-0.19 (-0.29;0.10)
0.10)
<0.001 -0.09 (-0.14;<0.001
-0.10 (-0.14;0.04)
0.04)
0.004

Back muscle strength
-0.04 (0.25
0.10;0.03)
-0.12 (-0.22;0.02
0.02)
-0.06 (-0.11;0.03
0.007)

0.01
0.01
0.001

-0.04 (0.10;0.02)
-0.13 (-0.23;0.03)
-0.06 (-0.12;0.01)

Total trunk muscle strength
-0.05 (-0.11;0.09
-0.05 (-0.11;
0.008)
0.005)
<0.001 -0.18 (-0.27;<0.001
-0.18 (-0.27;0.08)
0.08)
<0.001 -0.08 (-0.13;0.001
-0.09 (-0.14;0.03)
0.04)
0.003

0.06
<0.001
<0.001

0.22
0.01
0.02

0.08
<0.001
0.001

Beta coefficient (95% CI) represents change in youth isometric muscle strength (SD, 0.16
Newton/kg) per 1 hours/day difference in screen time viewing.
Model 1 was adjusted for age, sex, recruitment period, parental education level, smoking status,
intake of soft drinks, fruit- and vegetable intake.
Model 2 was additionally adjusted for cardiorespiratory fitness.
Model 3 was additionally adjusted for waist circumference.
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Figure 1. Total isometric muscle strength (back and front trunk) against total screen time (TV
viewing and computer use) in a population sample of Danish youth.

Estimates with 95% CI are from fully adjusted multiple regression analysis (as model 3 in Table 2).
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Figure 2. Association of total screen time viewing (TV viewing and computer use, hours/day) with
isometric trunk muscle strength (SD) in youth stratified by fitness (sex-specific quartiles), parental
educational level (basic- or secondary education / tertiary education), and sex.

Estimates with 95% CI are from fully adjusted multiple regression analysis (as model 3 in Table 2).
P=0.91 for fitness by screen time interaction, p=0.97 for educational level by screen time
interaction, and p=0.36 for sex by screen time interaction on trunk muscle strength.
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